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ABSTRACT
Recently, the number of cyber attacks targeting
companies or government departments has been
increasing. Although such organizations are required
to prepare countermeasures against targeted attacks,
it is very difficult to implement these measures
during an attack without the assistance of a support
system. Therefore, the authors developed the Live
and Intelligent Network Forensic Technologies
(LIFT) system to guide the attack response using
artificial intelligence techniques, such as a Bayesian
network. This system analyzes collected logs, detects
clues (signs) of attacks, then uses Bayesian networks
to estimate the probability of an attack from the
detected clues. If the certainty factor is large enough,
an attack is assumed to be occurring, or else the LIFT
system requires the collection of additional clues
from the logs. Moreover, the LIFT system guides the
implementation of countermeasures and/or conducts
automatic operations with knowledge of the relation
between the event and the proposed action, which
would be a guide to the operator or an automatic
operation. The authors developed a prototype of the
LIFT system and applied this prototype to attack
sequences that occurred in the past. As a result, it was
confirmed that LIFT was able to detect the clue and
event and recommended a countermeasure
appropriately because the abnormal clue ended when
the recommended countermeasure was conducted.

KEYWORDS
Keywords: Digital Forensics, Network Forensics,
Targeted Attacks, Artificial Intelligence, Bayesian
Network

1 INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the number of cyber attacks
has been increasing, especially targeted attacks
against organizations and individuals are a
problem. Many companies and government
departments have suffered damage from targeted
attacks. Although such organizations are
required to prepare countermeasures against
targeted attacks, it is very difficult to implement
these measures during an attack without the
assistance of a support system.
The Security Information and Event
Management (SIEM) system has been attracting
attention as a support system for defending
against targeted attacks [1]. The SIEM system
provides real-time security threat detection
capabilities to the log management system.
Because it performs network forensics in real
time, SIEM is called a live network forensics
system. Network forensics are trained with past
records to enable the analysis of logs and
detection of attacks in real time.
However, it is difficult to protect against an
attack or mitigate the effects of an attack by
using only the SIEM system, because events that
can be estimated by the SIEM system are limited,
and current guides on countermeasures are
insufficient.
Therefore, operators need enough knowledge
and skill to use the system appropriately.
Unfortunately, the number of security engineers
with the necessary level of technical expertise is
insufficient. Therefore, a guide function to grasp
the situation of attack and to take necessary
measures and a semiautomatic driving function
are required to enable an emergency response
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and log conservation even in organizations that
do not have highly skilled operators.
To solve such problems, the authors
developed the Live and Intelligent Network
Forensic Technologies (LIFT) system to guide
operations
and/or
conduct
operations
automatically using Bayesian networks, which is
an artificial intelligence technique. In more detail,
the LIFT system collects the logs from servers,
PCs and communication equipment such as
routers, and detects abnormalities in the
collected logs. Next, the LIFT system calculates
the certainty factor of an event occurrence using
Bayesian networks representing the relation
between the abnormalities and the estimated
event type. If the certainty factor is large enough,
the event is assumed to have occurred, or else
the LIFT system requires the collection of
additional clues from the logs. Moreover, the
LIFT system guides the operator in
implementing the proper countermeasures and/or
conducts the countermeasures automatically
using knowledge of the relation between the
event and the proposed action, which could be a
guide or an automatic operation.
This paper describes the development of the
LIFT system, and the presents the developed
prototype for the LIFT system and the
experimental results from applying the prototype
to the data from an attack sequence that occurred
in the past. From the experimental results, the
authors could confirm that the LIFT system can
be a useful tool to perform countermeasures
during a targeted attack.

However, there are no studies on intelligent
systems dealing with targeted attacks which
estimate events from clues using Bayesian
networks. The authors also proposed a system
for estimating events from clues about targeted
attacks, but this estimation uses a rule-based
system instead of Bayesian networks [11]. It is
known that Bayesian networks have the
advantage of increasing the accuracy of the
posterior probability by continuing observations
if the prior probability is not sufficiently accurate
[12].
The authors engaged in the research on digital
forensic as shown in [13][14]. This paper is
based on the knowledge obtained from these
researches.
3 LIFT PROJECT AND LIFT SYSTEM
3.1 LIFT Project
The LIFT project began at the Cyber Security
Research Institute of Tokyo Denki University in
2013. In the project, the authors developed the
LIFT system and related systems, such as the
countermeasure planning assist system and the
experiment support system, for acquiring
knowledge for situational awareness, as shown in
Figure 1. The planning assist system is used to
determine the optimal action for a given situation.
The experiment support system carries out
penetration experiments and obtains the relation
between an event and abnormal signs.

2 RELATED RESEARCH
Many studies on targeted attacks have been
conducted. For example, some studies have
considered detection methods for targeted
attacks [2] [3] [4] and measures for defending
against targeted attacks [5]. Also, other studies
have used a combination of SIEM and artificial
intelligence methods such as Support Vector
Machines (SVM) [6] for anomaly detection [7],
and the performance evaluation of a classifier [8],
and so on.
Studies have also applied Bayesian networks
to the vulnerability assessment of chemical
facilities subjected to external attacks [9], and
dynamic security risk management using
Bayesian Attack Graphs [10].

Figure 1.

Overview of the LIFT project.

3.2 The Structure of an Attack and Terms
Used in the LIFT System
Figure 2 shows the structure of an attack and
the related terms used in the LIFT system.
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Figure 2.
Structure of an attack and terms used in
the LIFT System.



Attack case
The “Attack Case” represents the flow
of attacks that have occurred in the past.



Attack phase
The “Attack Phase” represents the
current state of the attack. Here, the attack
phase is determined based on the attack
scenario described by the Informationtechnology Promotion Agency (IPA),
Japan, as shown in Table I.
TABLE 1. ATTACK PHASE.







Phase No.

Attack Phase

I

Trespass Phase

II

Attack Infrastructure Construction Phase

III

Invasion & Survey Phase

IV

Purpose Execution Phase

Event (Attack Result)
The “Event” is the intended result of
an attack. If the event was correctly
identified, it is possible to estimate the
attack phase, predict the attacker's actions
and plan the emergency response.
Clue (Sign)
The “Clue”, which is also called a
sign, is the detected result of an attack
(event). An event generates several clues.
The certainty factor for the relation of the
event and the clues is given by observing
abnormalities in the experiment. The event
is estimated by using patterns in the clues
and the certainty factor.
Source
The “Source” represents the event log
that stores the clue origin.

3.3 Overview of the LIFT System


An overview of the LIFT system is
illustrated in Figure 3. The LIFT System
consists of a core module and an extension.



The LIFT core module is used in emergencies
during attacks. In the core module, a
Bayesian network representing the relation
between the clue and event, and an event and
measure relation table are used. Here, the
clues are collected from object networks
using OSSEC [15], which is an open source
program having functions such as log
collection, log analysis, finding clues, etc.
The Bayesian network representing the
relation between the clue and event is used to
estimate the current event, as described in
more detail in Section 3.4. The event and
measure relation table is used to guide the
countermeasures that the operator should
employ as described in Section 3.6.
The extension of the LIFT system is used
after an emergency to estimate the intrusion
source of the targeted attack and the impacted
area in the object network based on the log
obtained by Onmitsu and the structure
information of the network [16]. Here,
Onmitsu is a process logging tool developed
by Mimura et al. to record information about
network volatility which is useful for
identifying the sources of suspicious
communications [17]. Onmitsu records the
process state on the main memory and the
executed process information in a sequential
fashion. Onmitsu's log can reduce the time
taken to identify the malware and software
used for attacks.

Figure 3 Functions of the LIFT system.

3.4 Bayesian Network
A Bayesian network is a probabilistic
graphical model that represents a set of variables
and their conditional dependencies via a directed
acyclic graph ． In the field of artificial
intelligence, Bayesian networks have been
studied in probabilistic reasoning algorithms
since around 1980, and there is a long history of
research and practical use of these networks. For
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example, a Bayesian network can be used to
represent probabilistically the relationships
between diseases and symptoms. Given some
symptoms, the Bayesian network can be used to
compute the probabilities of various diseases
being present [18].
Figure 4 shows a simple example of a
Bayesian network which is composed of three
nodes, D1, D2 and T1 and two edges [19]. The
nodes D1 and D2 are called the parents of node
T1. Here, the D1 and D2 nodes represent the
cause, and the T1 node represents the evidence.
For example, Di represents whether a person has
disease i (i=1,2), and T1 indicates whether the
inspection result is normal or abnormal.
Specifically, when the person is suffering from
disease i, D i = 1, and when the inspection result
is abnormal, T1 = 1.
Here, P(D1) is the probability of D1 and P(D2)
is the probability of D2; both are given as shown
in
Figure.
4.
Here,
P(D1=0)=0.999,
P(D1=1)=0.001,
P(D2=0)=0.998
and
P(D2=1)=0.002, where, if D1=1 then D1 is true,
and if D1=0, D1 is not true.
The conditional probability of P(T1|D1, D2) is
also shown in Figure. 4. For example, P(T1=1|
D1=1, D2=1) represents the probability that T1=1
when D1=1 and D2=1. Here, P(T1=1| D1=1,
D2=1) =0.950. This equation represents that the
probability of the inspection result being
abnormal is 0.950 under the condition of the
person having diseases 1 and 2.
In general, the following expression holds [19].
P(X1,X2, ---, Xn)
=P(X1|Pa(X1))・P(X2|Pa(X2))
・・・P(Xｎ|Pa(Xｎ))
(1)
Here, Pa(Xi) represents the parents of Xi.
In Figure. 4,
Pa(D1)={ }, Pa(D2)={ }, Pa(T1)={D1,D2}.
Here, { } represents the empty set.
Therefore, from Bayes’ Theorem, the
following equation can be obtained.
P(D1, D2, T1) = P(D1)P(D2)P(T1|D1,D2) (2)
Here, the value of D1, when T1=1 is called the
“belief” of D1 and can be expressed as
BEL(D1=1,T1=1) = P(D1=1|T1=1)
=P(T1=1|D1=1)P(D1=1) / P(T1).
(3)
Similarly, the value of D2, when T1=1 is called
the belief of D2 and can be expressed as
BEL(D2=1, T1=1) = P(D2=1|T1=1)
=P(T1=1|D2=1)P(D2) / P(T1).
(4)

Also, the probability that D1 and D2 occur
simultaneously can be obtained by the following
equation.
BEL(D1=1, D2=1, T1=1)
=P(D1=1, D2=1|
T1=1) = P(T1=1|D2=1, D2=1)P(D1)P(D2) / P(T1)
(5)
In this case, the value of BEL(D1=1, T1=1) can
be calculated as follows.
BEL(D1=1,T1=1)
=
P(D1=1|
T1=1)
=P(D1=1)P(T1=1|D1=1) / P(T1)
= {P(D1=1)P(D2=1)P(T1=1|D1=1, D2=1)) +
P(D1=1)P(D2=0)P(T1=1|D1=1,
D2=0)}/P(T1=1)
(6)
Here,
P(T1=1)
= P(T1=1| D1=1, D2=1)P(D1=1)P(D2=1)
+ P(T1=1| D1=1, D2=0)P(D1=1)P(D2=0)
+ P(T1=1| D1=0, D2=1)P(D1=0)P(D2=1)
+ P(T1=1| D1=0, D2=0)P(D1=0)P(D2=0). (7)
By using equations (6) and (7), and the values
given in Figure. 4,
P(D1=1, T1=1) =0.37.
(8)
This equation represents that if the inspection
result is abnormal, then the probability of disease
1 is 0.37.
In the same way,
P(D2=1, T1=1) = 0.23
(9)
P(D1=1, D2=1,T1=1) = 0.00076.
(10)
In this way, by giving the evidence value
when the cause is given as shown in Figure. 4, it
is possible to obtain the probability of
occurrence of the cause when the evidence is
given by the Bayesian network.

Figure 4. Example of a simple Bayesian Network.

Figure 5 shows part of the Bayesian network
used in the LIFT system. In the LIFT system, the
cause is denoted “event”, and the evidence is
denoted “clue”.
The occurrence probability of P(Di) for
i=1,2,3,4 and the conditional probabilities of
P(Tj| Di ) for i=1,2,3,4 and j=1,2,3,4,5 as well as
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the graph structure are mainly determined from
engineering expertise and the past data. Here, Di
represents the i-th event candidate, When Ti=1,
the i-th clue was observed, and the value of the
belief, P(Dj | Ti), for i=1,2,3,4 and j=1,2,3,4,5
can be calculated using the Bayesian network as
described above.
At this time, the maximum value among these
beliefs is called the certainty factor, and the j
which gives the maximum value is called the
estimated event.

Figure 5.

The LIFT system starts to estimate an event
when clues are detected on some terminals due
to an attack. The detected clues are input to the
Bayesian network and the beliefs calculated for
each event and the largest belief is used as the
certainty factor as described in Section 3.4. If the
certainty factor exceeds the reference value, it is
assumed that the event is currently occurring. If
there is no event above the reference value, an
additional survey of the clues will be conducted.
If additional surveying can be performed
automatically, it will be done by itself. If it
cannot be performed automatically, a guide will
be displayed to the operator, and the survey
result will be input by the operator. If a new clue
is detected within a certain time, the certainty
factor is again compared with the reference value.
When no clues are detected within a certain
period, or the certainty does not change or
decreases after leaving the record, the estimation

Example of a Bayesian network used in LIFT.

3.5 Event Estimation
The flow of event estimation using a Bayesian
network in the LIFT system is shown in Figure.
6.

Figure 6.

Flowcharts for Event estimation.
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process is terminated as the first clue may
have been a false alarm.
3.6 Selection of Measure
After the event estimation, the LIFT system
selects countermeasures as illustrated in Figure
7. The selection of measures is carried out using
the event and measure relation table. Table 2
shows an example of an event and measure
relation table. The possible measures are set for
each event in advance based on engineering
expertise. The degree of recommendation is
calculated based on the implementation cost of
measures such as the time required and
complexity, the scope of impact, and whether
automatic execution is possible.

After selecting a measure, the LIFT system
checks whether the selected measure can be
executed at that time. This is because there is a
possibility that the organization's work will be
affected by the execution of measures. If
execution is permitted, those that can be done
automatically are executed, and those that cannot
be done automatically are displayed in the guide
to the operator and the input results. If the
execution permission of the measure is not
issued or if the execution of the measure is not
successful, a recommendation for the next
measure to take is presented. When a measure is
successfully executed, a report showing the
detected clue, the estimated event, the attack
type and phase and so on are displayed.
4 LIFT PROGRAM
4.1 Overview of LIFT program
We developed a program to implement the
LIFT core module and named it the LIFT
program. This program is written in C# and
consists of about 1000 steps.
The LIFT program is composed of three
modules "liftbatch", "liftmain", and "liftweb".
Figure 8 shows the configuration of the system.

Figure 8.

1)

Figure 7. Flowchart for determining the countermeasure.

Structure of modules for the LIFT program.

Liftbatch
The Liftbatch module estimates whether
an attack is occurring using a Bayesian
network and the clue/log stored in a database
obtained from a server or a PC using OSSEC.
It also has functions for selecting responses
and to save the results in a database.
Furthermore, by acquiring clues and logs
periodically from the database at short
intervals and carrying out these processes,
close to real-time estimation becomes
possible.
349
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2)

Liftweb
The Liftweb module displays information
received from the Liftmain module through
an API and to write data entered by the
operator to the database via Liftmain.
3) Liftmain
In order to interact with Liftweb, the
Liftmain module converts data to the
specified API format given by Liftweb.

registered in the blacklist" is also displayed in
the clue list. In addition, as a clue is detected,
and the certainty factor of an event has increased,
the color of the upper bar changes to yellow. The
clues are detected from the automatically
collected logs, but operators can also detect clues
that cannot be automatically collected, and then
manually enter them. Moreover, by selecting
“details” from the options, you can see the log of
the detected object.

4.2 LIFT program screen
4.2.1 Normal operation
The user interface of the developed LIFT
program is shown in Figures. 9–12. The upper
bar represents the state of the object system. In
the normal state, it is green, and changes to
yellow when clues are detected, and then to red
when events are detected. In the TODO list,
urgent messages from the LIFT program to the
operator are displayed. Examples of messages
include "estimate events" and "additional survey
of clues" and so on. On the left part of the screen,
various types of information such as clues and
logs can be displayed in chronological order. On
the screen shown in Figure. 9, the display can be
changed with a button on the TODO list, the clue
list, the event list, the measure list, and the
network diagram. For clues that cannot be
detected from automatically collected logs, it is
also possible to input clues manually by with the
discovery button in the clue list.

Figure 10. User interface after a clue is detected.

4.2.3 Behavior when estimating events
Figurer 11 shows that the LIFT program
detected multiple clues and an event was
estimated. This Figurer shows that the clue
"Communication not via proxy" and the clue
"Access to a domain registered in the blacklist"
is detected, and the event "Malware
communicates with the C&C server" is estimated.
Because the event has been estimated, the color
of the upper bar changes to red.

Figure 9. User interface during normal operation.

Figure 11. User interface during event estimation.

4.2.2 Behavior during clue detection

Figure 12 shows the case when one event is
selected from the event list in Figure 11. The
event name is displayed and the recommended
measures against the event are displayed in order
of effectiveness in the clue summary. The
measure can be executed by selecting "Execute."
The executed measure is assumed to be valid if

This section describes the operating procedure
for when a clue is detected. Figure 10 is a
screenshot of when the LIFT program detected
the clue "Access to domains registered in the
blacklist". The message "access to domains
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clues disappear before a certain period of time
elapses. If the specified time elapses and the
clues do not disappear, it is assumed that the
measure was not effective and the program
instructs the administrator to execute another
measure.

Figure 12. User interface showing details of an event.

5 EXPERIMENT
5.1 Overview of Experiment
The authors simulated an attack to assess the
effectiveness of our program’s workflow,
including the detection of clues, estimation of
events, and proposal of countermeasures. The
experimental environment is shown in Figure 13.

Figure 13.

Experiment environment.

The experiment consisted of the following
steps.
(1) Send malware attachment mail to client PC.
(2) Make the client PC execute malware.
(3) Malware communicates with C&C server
and downloads attack tool.
(4) Run the attack tool.
The malware was simulated using ShinoBOT
[20], a RAT/bot malware simulator. The
authorss used Mimikatz [21], an attack tool, to
obtain passwords.

In the experiment, during the communication
with the C&C server, the clue "communication
by User-Agent different from usual" was
detected. In addition, when downloading the tool
for the attack, the clue "Access to a URL
included in the blacklist" was also detected.
Then, the event "Download of necessary
functions" was detected by the LIFT program.
Moreover, "Network isolation of corresponding
terminal" was proposed as the countermeasure.
Communication with the C&C server was
stopped by disabling the ethernet adapter of the
corresponding PC or server.
Experimental results confirmed that there
were no problems with the basic operation of the
LIFT system. We would like to further test our
system with different attacks in the future.
Because the authors used a small network in
this experiment, there was no problem with the
log analysis. However, there is a possibility that
it will become a problem for large networks. The
authors think that it is possible to solve this issue
by increasing the power of server used for
analysis.
6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper provides an overview of the LIFT
system, describes the development of a prototype
system, and presents the experimental results
from applying the prototype to an attack
sequence that occurred in the past. From the
experimental results, the authors could confirm
that the LIFT system can be a useful tool for
countering a targeted attack.
Although the LIFT core module has been
developed, it is desirable to also develop the
extensions of the LIFT program shown in Figure.
3 in the future.
In addition, although the LIFT system can
handle known attacks, it is not clear whether it
can handle new types of attack. Therefore, the
research team plans to develop new attacks and
check whether the LIFT system can successfully
counter them.
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TABLE 2. Example of event and measure relation table.

Numbers represent the priority of measures. 4 : high, 3: medium high, 2: medium low, 1: low.
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ABSTRACT
This paper introduces the reader to a Unified
Modeling Language (UML)-based approach that can
be used to model a digital forensic analysis of
Potential Digital Evidence (PDE). Additionally, this
study has been presented by highlighting a modelbased approach of the UML and the methodology
that can enable one to visualise the activities in the
digital forensic analysis process which is an
important process of the digital investigation process.
Eventually, the author provides a discussion on the
important operations and how the analysis process is
executed in a UML-driven approach.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In the recent years, Digital Forensics (DF) has
seen numerous innovative approaches that have
been proposed by different researchers in order
to acquire and analyse Potential Digital Evidence
(PDE) from myriad sources. This is evident from
research done by Xiaoyu, Nhien-An and Mark,
[1] on evaluation of digital forensic process
models with respect to digital forensics as a
service. Most of the proposed approaches by
most of the previous researchers though, are
based on a compilation of the generally accepted
practices from the digital forensic domain. The
main goal of any previously proposed digital
forensic process model, however, is to help
digital forensic investigators and Law
Enforcement Agencies (LEA) to acquire original
digital evidence in such a manner that helps in

the protection and preservation of the acquired
digital evidence. However, with the changing
technological environment, better and efficient
ways of dealing with PDE are always sought
after. This paper therefore, presents a UMLbased approach that can be used to model a
digital forensic analysis of Digital Forensic
Evidence (DFE) with the primary aim of
facilitating the digital forensic analysis process.
This research has been motivated by the fact
that, visualisation is increasingly becoming
important for understanding information such as
investigative digital data that is collected from a
digital crime scene as potential evidence. It is
also useful for the reconstruction of a crime
scene or item, which can further assist the
general public (who may have little or no
understanding of the subject matter) to perceive
and understand what is being analysed [2].
Besides, visualisation can enable digital forensic
investigators as well as LEA to rapidly and
efficiently locate vital information that is or may
be of interest in an investigative perspective. It
can also guide investigators towards the next
best step in their search for digital events so that
potential digital evidence recovery is carried out
in a more efficient and effective manner [3].
Visualisation models can also provide an
intuitive as well as systematic approach to
analyse potential digital evidence. This can
further help in evaluating the admissibility of
potential evidence in any court of law during
criminal, civil or legal proceedings.
As mentioned by Karie & Venter [4], existing
approaches in digital forensic have provided
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guidelines for identifying and preserving PDE
that is captured from a digital crime scene.
However, the extent to which such PDE may be
admitted as evidence in a court of law remains a
challenge to investigators [4]. For this reason,
new methodologies and approaches need to be
developed in the field of digital forensics with
the ability to effectively enhance the digital
forensic analysis process.
The remainder of this paper is structured as
follows. Section 2, presents a brief background
of the existing literature presented as follows:
UML Modelling Approaches, Digital Forensics
Process, Potential Digital Evidence and lastly
Digital Evidence Analysis. Section 3 presents the
UML-based approach to digital evidence
analysis followed by related work in Section 4.
A critical evaluation of the proposed concept is
given in Section 5. Finally, conclusions drawn
from this work and future work are highlighted
in Section 6.
2 BACKGROUND
This section provides background on the
following areas: UML Modeling Approaches,
Digital Forensics Process, Potential Digital
Evidence and lastly Digital Evidence Analysis.
2.1 UML Modeling Approaches
Over the years, the Unified Modeling Language
(UML) has been described as a general-purpose
and developmental modeling language in the
field of software engineering [5]. It is for this
reason that, UML has been used by software
engineers to provide a standard way to visualise
the design of various systems. This has,
therefore, made UML become increasingly
important as a modeling language across various
domains [6]. This is, further, backed up by the
fact that, UML is currently being used as
the universal technique
for
modeling
object-oriented applications across a myriad of
domains [7]. However, this also makes domain
specific adapting the UML meta-model
increasingly important in the context of
model
checking
and
code
generation
mechanisms across different domains. As a
result of this, the authors in this paper are
applying UML into the domain of digital

forensics primarily to help in modeling the
digital forensic analysis of PDE. Besides, UML
is also extendable as it offers a profile
mechanism for customization. The next subsection briefly explains the digital forensic
process.
2.2 Digital Forensic Process
According to Carrier [8], a digital forensic
investigation process is one special case of an
investigation, where the procedures and methods
used will allow the outcome to stand up in any
court of law. However, Karie and Venter, [4]
states that to convince the court that the digital
evidence presented is worthy of inclusion into
the criminal process, the methods and procedures
used during investigation must possess scientific
validity grounded in scientific methods and
procedures. This implies that the investigation
processes should be compatible with the relevant
policies and/or laws in various jurisdictions,
since evidence may not be admissible in court if
it was not properly or legally acquired [4].
In a bid to help collect potential digital evidence
in a forensically sound manner, numerous
models, frameworks and methodologies have
been proposed. These models are able to help in
the gathering or specifying different phases in
the digital forensic investigation process [9].
However, according to Kohn et al., [10], these
vast numbers of proposed models and
frameworks have added to the complexity of the
field of digital forensics. For this reason, the
authors in this paper propose a UML-based
approach for analysing PDE with the primary
aim of enabling the visualisation of the digital
forensic analysis process. The next sub section
explains the concepts of potential digital
evidence.
2.3 Potential Digital Evidence
According to Kozushko [11] Digital Evidence
(DE) comprises of digital data that is able to
establish whether a digital crime has occurred or
not. DE helps to establish the existence or
absence of a link between a suspect and the
crime or the victim of a particular crime. In
addition, DE can help forensic analysts and the
Law Enforcement Agencies (LEAs) in coming
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up with a conclusion during a digital forensic
investigation process.

b. Creation of a forensic archive from the
forensic image; and
c. Exporting potential probative digital data
related to the investigation.

However, Carrier and Spafford [12] present
Digital Evidence (DE) as an object. Being an
object DE has unique features and characteristics
based on their functionality and their creator.
Besides, the notion that digital data has a
physical form implies that physical evidence
may contain digital evidence. Moreover, DE is
an aspect that cannot be overlooked because it
may not be obvious when a computer-based
crime occurs. This is backed up by Karie and
venter [13] who stated that the sources of
Potential Digital Evidence (PDE) have also
grown exponentially with the advances in digital
technology. This has made it even hard for
investigators and LEAs to establish reliable PDE
sources for different types of digital evidence
captured during the investigation process.

All the above-mentioned tasks are critical to the
overall success of the investigation process and
eventual prosecution of any case. From these
concepts therefore, DEA is used in this paper to
portray the process of interpreting any recovered
digital evidence data and putting it in a logical
and useful format that can be used to support or
refute a hypothesis. Knowing that, digital
evidence, by its very nature, is fragile and can be
altered, damaged, or destroyed by improper
handling; examination and analysis is, thus, best
conducted on a copy of the original evidence.
This also implies that, the original evidence must
be acquired in a manner that protects and
preserves the integrity of the evidence [16].

While digital evidence remains to be a very
important aspect in digital forensics, the way it is
acquired is of much importance. In that respect
Karie, Kebande and Venter [14] have
highlighted that the knowledge, skills, tools and
techniques used to collect, organise and analyse
digital evidence has become indispensable. This
is important because such techniques are
important during presentation and analysis of
digital evidence in a court of law.

The authors in this paper, however, argue that
the process can be enhanced using visualisation
by the use of the UML and object diagrams. That
is the main motivation behind this research
paper; to propose a UML-based approach for
analysing PDE with the aim of enabling the
visualisation of the digital forensic analysis
process. The UML-based approach to digital
evidence analysis is explained in the section to
follow.

According to Carrier and Spafford [12], the
focus in digital investigations is mostly on how
DE can be recovered as well as examining the
properties that the collected evidence has.
However, this current paper presents a UMLbased approach for analysing PDE with the
primary aim of helping in modeling the digital
forensic analysis process. The next sub section
explains the digital evidence analysis.

3 A UML-BASED APPROACH TO
POTENTIAL DIGITALE EVIDENCE
ANALYSIS

2.4 Digital Evidence Analysis (DEA)
Analysis is the process of interpreting any
extracted digital evidence data in order to
determine the significance they hold to any case
at hand. According to [15], there are three main
tasks that investigators perform during the
analysis of evidentiary digital media:

This section presents a UML-based approach as
a contribution that shows how potential digital
Evidence (PDE) can be analysed. This approach
has been designed in such a manner that digital
evidence that has been acquired can be analysed
based on their characteristics. This may
eventually help one to identify Digital Forensic
Evidence (DFE) sources and ultimately increase
the chances of attribution during a digital
forensic investigation.
The UML-based analysis approach has primarily
been designed with a view that shows that
irrespective of the source of digital evidence, one
can easily provide facts by extracting real digital

a. Creation of a forensic image;
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evidence from the accumulated digital evidence
from a potential digital crime scene.
The approach in discussion has been presented
using a UML activity diagram and an object
diagram as is shown in Figures 1 and 2
respectively. Figure 1 (activity diagram) has
been divided into five process and activities
namely: (1) pre-incident analysis, (2) evidence
analysis design, (3) evidence analysis
implementation, (4) evidence examination and
(5) evidence reporting. Nevertheless, Figure 2
(object diagram) has been divided into two
processes namely digital forensic investigator
and digital forensic crime scene. More
discussions on the aforementioned divisions will
become apparent in the later sections of this
paper; however, the next section presents a
discussion on the UML based approach.

requirement which allows the evaluation of the
tools that have to be used during the analysis
process. As a result of increased technology and
instrumentation, NIST in its project on Computer
Forensic Tool Testing (CGTT) allows evaluation
of these tools; also the scientific Working Group
on Digital Evidence (SWGDE) allows assessing
of these tools [18].
Another important aspect that has been
employed in this context is the methodologies
employed. It is important to note that the
methodologies that are supposed to be employed
should be based on scientific discoveries and
proven methods. Lastly, verification is needed to
ascertain whether the pre-incident process
followed the prescribed methodology before
analysis design is initiated. A summary of these
aspects that have been highlighted in Figure 1
have also been shown in Table 1.

3.1 Construction of UML-Based Approach
In this section, the reader is introduced to the
construction of the UML-Based approach to the
potential digital evidence analysis. The
following has been discussed in this section: Preincident Analysis, Evidence Analysis and
Design, Analysis Implementation, Evidence
Examination and lastly, Reporting.

1

3.1.1 Pre-Incident Analysis
This approach is faceted via Potential Digital
Evidence (PDE) that is collected from different
sources. The sources are realised by studying the
potential attack scenarios that are capable of
yielding digital evidence that can be used to
develop a hypothesis to prove or disprove a fact
in a court of law. These sources in the context of
the attack scenarios include targets that an
adversary focuses on and digital evidence that is
able to be extracted from such sources.
During pre-incident analysis, there is need to
check where evidence is being extracted from
and the media is defined as a potential source
(physical or logical) where an object can
originate from. This allows one to have an idea
of what the analysis is based on as highlighted
by Carrier [17]. Carrier has also highlighted this
as the use of the notion of abstraction layers.
Additionally, another important factor is the tool

2

3

4

Table 1: Pre-Incident Analysis Activities
Pre-Incident Analysis
Define media, Involves analysis of the
file
system, physical media, file system
network
and layers
of
abstraction,
memory to be directories, the recovery of
analysed
deleted files, network
layer-data from physical
network, memory media
analysis and checking of
running processes [17].
Define the tool Ascertain whether the
requirements to requirements
of
the
be used
analysis tools meet the
required metrics. Tools
should
satisfy
the
following:
Usability,
accuracy,
verifiability,
comprehensiveness,
deterministic,
(NIST,
CFTT) [18].
Provide
the Should
follow
methodology to scientifically
proved
be used
methods and discoveries.
C CFTT methods by NIST
helps in the validation.
Verify
pre- Verification helps to check
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5

incident
Analysis
process
Initialize
digital forensic
analysis
process

if the analysis process
follows the prescribed
methodology.
The process of sifting
accumulated evidence in
order to extract facts is
initiated.

3.1.2 Evidence Analysis Design and
Implementation
The capacity to design the analysis process and
to implement it ensures that one is able to outline
specific functions that allow a representation on
how digital evidence can be analysed. It is worth
noting that the aim of this is to be able to create a
hypothesis that can be used to prove/disprove a
fact in a court of law during criminal or civil
proceedings. Moreover, it is also vital to note
that analysis in the context of this paper has been
presented as a significant phase of the digital
forensic investigation model.
The successful implementation of analysis
process ensures that activities are able to be
assessed in detail while performing examination.
The reason of doing this is to be able to bring out
the importance of PDE that is collected from a
digital crime scene. This ultimately enables the
development of an action plan that can help
digital forensic investigators and the law
enforcement agencies to attain the required
readiness. A summary has also been given in
Table 2 that is shown next.

Table 2: Evidence Analysis
Implementation Activities

Design

and

Evidence Analysis Design and
Implementation
1 Analysis and Tool While
designating
Requirements
analysis process it is
important
to
incorporate
the
requirements of the
digital forensic tools so
that examination can
be done with ease.
2 Initiate Analysis The design of potential
Design
digital
evidence
analysis strategies is
initiated.
Analysis Implementation
1 Implement
The
process
is
Evidence Analysis implemented
by
process
assessing the userbased activities in
order to extract digital
events (evidence).
2 Provide updated Updated events are
Analysis
highlighted as analysis
implementation
implementation
is
process
carried on.
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1

Pre-Incident Analysis

2 Evidence Analysis Design

3

Analysis
Implementation

4
Evidence Examination

5

Reporting

Define media,file
system, network
and memory to be
analysed

Provide
methodology to be
used

Design the
evidence analysis
process

Alalysis design caters for tool requirements

Define tool
requirement to
be used
Examine
acquired
analysis process

Initiate analysis
design

Implement
evidence
analysis
process

Extract useful
evidence

Make
examination
notes

Submit
analysed
evidence

Verify
Execute
analysis
process

Initiate forensic
analysis process

Provide updated
analysis
implementation
process

Figure 1. High-level view of UML-based approach for analysing potential digital
evidence
regarding the examination results are submitted
as potential digital evidence that is analysed by
3.1.3 Evidence Examination
presenting examination notes.
During examination, it is important to apply the
digital forensic principles that have been
mentioned previously in the digital forensic
investigation processes. By using accepted
methodologies
(scientifically
proven
techniques), the extracted evidence that is treated
as real evidence is able to be examined. As
shown in Table 1, these pieces of evidence are
normally recovered from a given media, i.e.
network, file system, memory etc. In the context
of this research paper, analysis has been used to
portray the interpretation done from the
recovered digital data that is arranged in a
logical manner.
3.1.4 Reporting
Reporting provides the details of the findings
that emanate from the analysis process. Details

3.2

Object Flow of Digital Evidence
Analysis Diagram

This section provides an interaction of the
diagrams that provides the flow of activity
between the digital forensic investigator and the
digital forensic crime scene. The main objective
of using an object diagram is to be able to show
how analysis of potential digital evidence is
achieved in a step by step approach. Firstly, a
DFI requests to access the crime scene which is
then seized and the details of seizure are then
highlighted. Acquisition follows, which in this
context allows evidence analysis process to
begin. Lastly, the desired evidence is extracted
which is then examined for possible incidents.
This is shown in Figure 2.
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Digital Forensic Investigator

Request to access
crime scene

Digital Forensic crime scene

Provide seized crime
scene

Request

seize crime scene
daetails

crime scene
details

Access

Start evidence analysis

Process evidence
acquisition

Provide
evidence

Extract desired evidence

Examine and analyse the
evidence

Provide
access

Figure 2. Object flow diagram for digital
evidence analysis process
In the next section, work that has been used as
related work is given.
4 RELATED WORK
The authors presents works that has somewhat
been used as related work in this paper. To begin
with, there has been a number of researches that
has applied the UML concepts on forensic
processes, but not much concentration has
focused on potential digital evidence. Kohn,
Eloff and Olivier [19] have used a UML
paradigm to model digital forensic processes
where they have applied activity diagrams and
use-cases from the behavioural of UML
specifications. It is important to note that this
work was entirely focused on the Digital
Forensic Process Models (DFPMs), however,
work presented in this research paper is focused
on digital evidence. Additionally, formalism and
structured approaches methodologies for
computer forensics by Ruan and Huebner [20]
has shown how to use UML diagrams to model
and visualize different aspects of computer
forensics. Also, the Advanced Data Acquisition
Model (Adam), is a generic process model for

digital forensic practice that provides a step
towards the development of an accepted standard
of the activity of digital forensic evidence [21].
Other relevant work include a Cloud Forensic
Readiness as a Service (CFRaaS) by Kebande
and Venter [22] that has focused on modelling
forensic readiness processes using UML [22].
5 CRITICAL EVALUATION OF THE
PROPOSITION
Based on the contributions that have been
highlighted in this research paper, the authors
have been able to identify a research gap that has
allowed the presentation of a systematic UMLbased approach that caters for the design of
digital evidence analysis process. Furthermore,
the authors have introduced different UML
interaction processes with sub activities. The
processes that have been introduced includes the
media being accessed, design analysis,
implementation of analysis, examination and
reporting. It is worth noting that the
comprehensibility that the UML-based approach
presented helps one to be able to relate to
evidence analysis from a UML point of view.
The authors have demonstrated that realisation
of a UML-based approach in the analysis of
potential digital evidence is of vital importance.
Moreover, through the UML activity and object
diagram it has become apparent that the
activities employed in this process can be used
by digital forensic experts. These activities are
defined and executed holistically in a very
dynamic approach and the digital forensic
experts are able to successfully examine
potential evidence in a more realistic approach.
It is imperative for one to realise that future
digital forensic investigation techniques will
need to have a proper design and description of
the case that needs to be investigated and this
research paper tries to provide this relationship.
Ultimately, this helps investigators to be able to
understand the tool requirements that are needed
during analysis process. Additionally, the
authors have explored different analysis
techniques that are based on the UML stand
point that stipulates the systematic process of
evidence analysis.
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6 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The research work that has been presented in this
paper was aimed at checking if a UML-based
approach can be used during analysis of digital
evidence. The authors has proposed a UMLbased approach as a contribution that allows
digital forensic investigator to be able to relate
with potential evidence based on the activities
defined in the UML and the object diagram.
The authors defined a UML-based approach with
the following processes: Pre-incident analysis,
evidence
analysis
design,
analysis
implementation, evidence examination and
reporting. Nevertheless, the authors also defined
an object diagram with the following activities:
Digital forensic investigator abilities and a
digital forensic crime scene.
In future, the authors will design a scenario that
is able to allow the incorporation of tool
requirement in order to create prototype as a
proof of concept of the propositions that have
been mentioned in this research paper.
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ABSTRACT
Being a member of a Web-based social network has
become an integral part in the lives of millions of
individuals. People make new friends, reconnect with
old ones, and chronicle their life events using online
social networks. However, online social networks can
also become a threat to one’s privacy if information
finds its way to an unwanted audience. This usually
happens when private information gets disclosed,
either inadvertently or maliciously, to an unintended
recipient. This article proposes a framework that will
address the issue of unwanted disclosure by allowing
a member of a social network to create multiple
profiles, select whom to add to each profile, and post
to a profile instead of posting to a generic view, as it
is done nowadays. In the authors’ opinion, this
solution can assure users that their posts and
interactions are restricted to their intended group and
consequently cannot be disclosed beyond it.

KEYWORDS
Web-based social networks, privacy, ontology,
FOAF, information disclosure, access control.

1. INTRODUCTION
There has been a proliferation of Web-based
social networks (WBSNs) since the nineties of
last century, such as Facebook MySpace or
Twitter. Each of these sites has millions of users
and is popular with a special category of people.
WBSNs only require an Internet connection to
work. A person who is interested in using any of
these platforms is required to create an account.
Subsequently, a user builds his/her social network
by adding friends, acquaintances, or people
he/she is interested in; this actually consists in
linking their accounts with a type of relationship
labeled as “friend”, “follower”, or

“connection”. When such a connection is
established, the accounts’ holder can usually
access each other’s information through an object
called profile, a wall, or a timeline.
While these connections are established with the
consent of both parties, some social networks do
not require mutual consent. Indeed, online social
networks also introduce the notion of profile
visibility, that can have various settings, e.g.
public, friends only, or private. These settings
allow access to different types of information
about a person. Numerous studies have shown
that account holders do not really understand all
the intricacies of profile settings [1], [2], [3] and
assume more privacy than the amount that the
platform actually affords to them. Besides
managing profile settings, most users only have
one place in which they add all their contacts,
family, friends, and co-workers. This situation is
at odds with real life, in which people have
various and separate social spheres (such as
family, professional, and friends), and brings
about severe concerns about a person’s privacy,
as described in [4]. In WBSNs, the lack of proper
control over privacy settings together with the
intersection of a user’s social spheres had dire
consequences on people’s lives, causing them to
lose their job or their reputation, or even more
tragic outcomes [5]. In order to avoid this kind of
situation, many users have resorted to creating
multiple accounts, each dedicated to a specific
audience. This solution is a violation of the terms
of service in most WBSNs and is not a viable
solution.
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This work proposes a system that provides
members with a way to create multiple profiles.
Each profile corresponds to a specific audience
with its members, interactions, and media.
Profiles are transparent to one another and
members in one profile are not aware of members
in another profile, making each profile work as an
independent unit. A member’s online
interactions, postings, or comments are also made
through a profile. In the authors’ opinion, this
separation allows a member better control over
his/her privacy and more freedom in posting
without fear of disclosure to an unwanted
audience.
In addition to protecting a member’s privacy, this
approach removes the incentive to violate the
platform terms of use against creating multiple
accounts and increases social transparency and
accountability.
Some of the ideas in this paper were presented in
[6]; the current version discusses the threat of
unwanted disclosure and how the authors’
approach
addresses
it,
together
with
implementation details. The rest of this paper is
organized as follows. The next section will
present the main components of WBSNs. Next, a
threat model relevant to the above-illustrated
problem is developed. Then, the Friend of a
Friend (FOAF) machine readable ontology is
presented and adopted to formally define the
concepts used in the authors’ system.
Subsequently, the
system
design
and
implementation are introduced and conclusions
finally drawn.

4. Each user has the ability to post comments,
pictures, or multimedia.
5. Each user can navigate his/her and other
users’ network of connections, observe their
activity, and react to it.

2. WEB-BASED SOCIAL NETWORKS

2.1.2 User Network

Web-based social networks are web-based
services that encourage users to join and establish
a social network of friends and acquaintances.
According to boyd and Ellison [7], the key
elements of a WBSN are:

These data relate to the connection that an
account holder has with other account holders
through links such as “friend” or “follower”.
These connections are usually represented as a
social graph (see Figure 1).

1. Each user is required to create an account and
is provided with credentials to access it.
2. Each user has a profile which can be either
public or semi-public.
3. Each user articulates a list of other users with
whom a connection is established.

2.1.3 User Metadata Information

2.1 Data in Web-Based Social Network
Data in a WBSN include information related to
the users, their network, and their interaction.
2.1.1. User Profile
A user profile or wall contains several types of
information:
a) Information about the user himself/herself.
These data include his/her account name,
which could be a pseudonym, and, depending
on the platform, information, such as date of
birth, email, phone numbers, place of birth
and residence, education, schools, work
information, marital or relationship status,
religion. Much of this information is
personally identifiable information (PII) that
could potentially be misused to impersonate
the user.
b) The second type of user information relates to
a user’s activity on his/her social network
through posting of comments about events or
their daily life, sharing of some material (e.g.,
multimedia and links), or reaction to some
information by the use of emoticons, texts, or
other.

These data include a user browsing history,
friends added/blocked, links followed, and
physical locations. Most platforms keep a record
of each user’s interactions and this metadata is
used by the platform to establish a user’s
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preferences and suggest new connections or
advertise for products that fit the user.

takes about one month for the deletion to
“trickle down” the social network. This
disparity in data retention policies makes it
even more challenging for the lay user to
control access to his/her activity data.
3.2 Identity Management
Accounts

Figure 1: Social Graph [8]

3. PRIVACY THREATS
SOCIAL NETWORKS

IN

ONLINE

3.1 Unwanted Disclosure
A member activity consists of postings or
comments about a user’s or others’ life events.
Posting an item brings about several privacy
issues:
 Unwanted Access: Depending on the privacy
settings that the user has elected, an item can
be viewed by more people than the member
intended. Most WBSNs implement privacy
through access control. However, they put the
onus on the member to understand the
intricacies of privacy settings and adjust their
account visibility accordingly. Several studies
have been performed showing that most
OSNs users are not fully aware of privacy
setting and of what they really mean [9], [10].


Data Retention: Most OSNs have vague
policies related to how long user data are kept
in their data center. For example, Twitter used
to keep a member’s activity data
“indefinitely”, until it was pressured to
change its retention time policy to 30 days
after deactivation [11], [12]. In some other
WBSNs, such as Facebook, data posted on a
user’s account is kept for as long as the
account holder or any of his/her connections
has an active account. Even when a member
deletes some content he/she has posted, it

and

Multiple

Humans as social entities evolve in various
spheres, such as family, friends, and co-workers.
People have social norms and behaviors that they
follow when they are within each of these
spheres. Before the advent of WBSNs, these
spheres rarely overlapped and were kept separate
in a person’s life. However, this is no longer true
and, within a WBSN, a member may have their
family, friends, and colleagues intermingling in
the same account. This situation has been coined
as “context collapse” by boyd [13].
In order to prevent this situation, members may
create several accounts as a way to protect their
privacy and manage their circles. As a result,
users can choose which "friends" are allowed to
access which account and information [14].
3.3 Fake Accounts
Fake accounts have two distinct origins and can
cause privacy violations. The first type is
identity fraud in which the account holder may
be impersonating a real life person. These fake
account holders intrude into the digital life of the
person they impersonate, friend their real life
friends, family, and acquaintances, and may
cause great distress and harm to the real person
they pretend to be.
The second type of fake accounts includes those
created by spammers. This is made possible
because of the relative ease with which one can
create an account in a social network. Indeed, a
person can choose any pseudonym and upload
any picture as long as he/she enters a valid email.
This minimal registration process allows to
breach the system with little accountability [15],
[16].
This paper describes an approach to protect a
user’s privacy by allowing him/her to create
multiple profiles within a single WBSN account,
and by associating members to a given profile. In
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the authors’ view, this approach can address two
security issues: unwanted access and multiple
accounts. This approach is based on the use of
Semantic
Web
[17],
particularly
the
FriendsOfAFriend (FOAF) ontology, to define
the concepts of user, accounts, and profiles.
The issues of disclosure, security, and access are
expressed using a logic-based reasoning
framework that will determine what information
any potential account holder may access. The
result is an online social environment which
satisfies privacy requirements, such as user
identity management and selective disclosure.
4. THE FOAF LANGUAGE
The Semantic Web was introduced as a means to
automated reasoning on the Web. The idea is to
organize information on the Web as an ontology
and augment it with reasoning mechanisms, so as
to enable the drawing of inferences and
conclusions from the Web. The ontology is
defined as a network in which edges are relations
between concepts.
In the Semantic Web, concepts are linked through
relationships with other concepts, and can be
represented as triples (concept1, relation,
concept2).
For example, in order to state that Marge Simpson
is a cartoon character, an entity Marge Simpson
has to be created and made as an instance of a
cartoon character:
(:CartoonCharacter

isa :#MargeSimpson)

To express that Marge Simpson is married to
Homer Simpson, we use the triple:
(#MargeSimpson
:#HomerSimpson).

marriedTo

This semantic representation allows inference
drawing; however, the objects at this level cannot
be reified nor any tangible conclusions drawn,
unless they have a representation at the hypertext
level and unless each entity can be uniquely
identified within the paradigm. Consequently, in
order for this apparatus to work, it also requires:
1. The specification of unique global names for
each entity or resource, using the universal
resource identifiers (URIs).
2. Access mechanisms that map a URI to its
location on the Web or any other repository

through the use of location and access
protocols, such as hypertext transfer protocol
(HTTP).
Several ontology paradigms have been designed
and developed for the Semantic Web, such as
Resource Description Framework (RDF) and
Web Ontology Language (OWL) [18]. In this
work, the authors focus on the FOAF ontology
that has been designed to use with social
networks.
FOAF is an ontology of the Semantic Web [19]
that has been successfully used to represent social
networks. Currently, many social networking
web sites, such as hi5 and Buzznet, use FOAF to
produce users’ profiles that are compatible with
the Semantic Web. Consequently, FOAF is
frequently cited as an example of how the
Semantic Web will evolve.
An FOAF network has three types of nodes [20]:
1. Concepts: A concept can be anything that
needs to be represented, be it physical, such
as a car or a person, or abstract, such as
happiness.
2. Relations: Relations are either used to
describe a concept like hasColor or age, or
a relationship between concepts, such as
livesIn or worksAt.
3. Classes: Classes have the same meaning as in
object-oriented paradigms, in that they
describe a blue print of an entity and of which
concepts are instances.
FOAF concepts specialize in representing
relationships amongst people on the Web and
integrate three kinds of networks: Social
networks, which describe human collaboration,
friendship, and association;
Information
networks, which aim at representing and linking
documents and; Representational networks,
which are still somewhat less well defined and for
which no current applications could be found.
FOAF aims at providing a language in which
users, groups and organizations, and their
attributes and relationships can be expressed in a
clear and concise manner. Constraints, such as
membership and ownership, can also be
expressed and enforced without human
intervention, by using a reasoning engine. FOAF
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is machine readable and is defined using RDF and
OWL. FOAF vocabulary is designed to allow
wide scale use, but its suitability to the various
purposes that it aims to represent is still being
developed and expanded.

Table1: FOAF Base Ontology
FOAF Classes
FOAF
FOAF
Properties
Relations

4.1 FOAF Classes

Agent/Person

FOAF is an ontology, which means that its
concepts are organized into a parent-child
relationship. Furthermore, FOAF defines
relations that link concepts. Since this ontology
aims to express social networks, it has a number
of concepts and relations that allow linking
people, groups, and documents together.
FOAF ontology has owl: Thing as the root or
top class. However, the top FOAF concept is the
class foaf: Agent which describes any entity
that can take any action. People are described
through the class foaf: Person and groups
through foaf: Group. Another important
concept is foaf: Document, which is used to
express a user’s authorship of a given document.
4.2 FOAF Properties
Each class has a defined set of properties which
describes its properties, such as name, age, etc.
4.3 FOAF Relations
Relations are used to express relationships
between concepts. People are connected with one
another, through the relationship foaf: knows.
Additionally, relationships between people and
groups are expressed through the relationship
foaf:member. The authorship of a document is
specified using the relation foaf:maker.
Table 1 presents the base FOAF ontology [20].
Since FOAF is built on top of RDF, all FOAF
concept and relation definitions include a header
that indicates the RDF schema used.

Group
Document/
PersonalProfile
Document/
Image

account
name
age
gender
birthday
mbox
weblog
holdsAccount
member
membershipClass
topic
primaryTopic

maker
member
knows
(Person)

openid
isPrimaryT
opicOf

5. FOAF FOR SOCIAL NETWORKS
A social network is built around people,
relationships between them, and their
interactions. Each of these entities needs to be
defined using the FOAF ontology.
5.1

Users

The base building block of an OSN is the member
or user. A user is defined as an instance of a
foaf:Person. In order to distinguish the person
from his/her account, the notion of user account
is also defined. A user account is an instance of a
foaf:Agent, which is more generic than Person
and allows more expressiveness.
5.2

Relationships

In the authors’ paradigm, profiles need to be
defined in order to define relationships between
members. A profile is defined as a foaf:group.
A relationship between two OSNs users is
established by adding a user account as a member
of the group representing the profile.
5.3

Members’ Interactions

The primary role of a WBSN is to allow people to
connect, interact, share, and exchange
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information about themselves and about each
other. Assuming that communications between
connected members of a social group can be
modeled using the concept Document, then a
posting, be it text or multimedia, is described as
an instance of foaf:Document. It originates from
an Account. However, the authors find that the
FOAF framework proves insufficient to fully
express online interactions, since the only
relations pertaining to this class are
foaf:Publications that relates a foaf:Person
to an foaf:Document.
Ghemri [6] proposed extensions to the FOAF
ontology to accommodate social interactions in a
WBSN. The required expansions are:
-Property: foaf:views/viewedBy
views – viewing of a document
Status: proposed
Domain: having this property implies being an
Agent
Range: every value of this property is a
Document
-Property: foaf:includes/includedIn
includes – including a document
Status: proposed
Domain: having this property implies being a
Document
Range: every value of this property is a
Document.

6. SYSTEM DESIGN
Our system includes three main components:
Account creation, Social network building, and
Social interactions.
6.1

Account Creation Component

The purpose of this component is to create a user
account. After the user enters his/her data, the
corresponding FOAF nodes get generated (Figure
3). The FOAF code consists of the creation of an
entity person (Alice Smith) with the user’s name
and all relevant fields populated. It also
automatically generates an instance of Agent that
denotes the user account within the system.

Figure 2. Account Creation
<rdf:RDF
xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1
999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"
xmlns:rdfs="http://www.w3.org/
2000/01/rdf-schema#"
xmlns:foaf="http://xmlns.com/f
oaf/0.1/">
<foaf:Person
rdf:nodeID="#AliceSmith">
<foaf:name>Alice
Smith</foaf:name>
<foaf:firstName>Alice</foaf:fi
rstName>
<foaf:lastName>Smith</foaf:las
tName>
<foaf:gender>Female</foaf:gend
er>
<foaf:birthday>01/01/2001</foa
f:birthday>
<foaf:mbox>alice@myemail.com</
foaf:mbox>
<foaf:phone
rdf:resource="tel:123-5555555"/>
<foaf:account rdf:resource=
"http://www.alice.com" />
</foaf:Person>
<foaf:Agent
rdf:nodeID="AliceSmithAccount"
>
<foaf:name>Alice Smith
Account</foaf:name>
<foaf:homepage rdf:resource=
"http://www.alice.com" />
<foaf:made rdf:resource=
"http://www.alice.com/SmithPro
fessionalProfile" />
<foaf:maker rdf:nodeID=
"#AliceSmith" />
</foaf:Agent>
</rdf:RDF>

Figure 3. Account Generation FOAF
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6.2

Social Network Building

The second aspect consists in adding profiles and
members to these profiles so as to build the user’s
social network (Figure. 4).

Figure 4. Alice Smith Professional Profile

The corresponding generated FOAF code creates
two concepts: Group and ProfileDocument. The
Group concept includes information about the
Group maker and Group members. The second
FOAF concept which is created is the
ProfileDocuments, which includes information
about the documents posted/included on the
profile.
7. PREVENTING PRIVACY ATTACKS
The implementation generates RDF and FOAF
constructs that can be reasoned about using an
engine which supports inference about facts and
can thus automatically enforce selective
disclosure.
The above system and organization was
implemented using JavaScript and tested on a
scenario that can lead to unwanted disclosure, that
is:
Alice wants to post pictures of her last party; she
wants to post them on her close friends’ profiles,
which do not include Mallory or Eve, but includes
Bob.
7.1

Representation and Inference

Let W be the set of all people registered with the
WBSN.
-o is an account holder, o  W
-d is a document posted by o in profile P
maker(o, P)  publications(P, d)

-r is a member of W and is a requester for viewing
the document d
There are three kinds of requesters:
 A requester u  U; u is authenticated by the
account owner o through the triple (o, knows,
u), but u is not a member of profile P.
 A requester m, who is a member of the profile
P in which the document d was posted, P 
U : member(m, P)
 An anonymous requester a who is a member
of A  W, A  U = , which means that
(o, knows, u)
Let R be the set of possible requesters of
document d. R = {m, u, a} with member entities
such as o for account holder, m for profile
member, u for authenticated user, and a for
anonymous.
Profiles act as filters that only let people who are
members of A profile see the information posted
on them.
The assumption is that all data posted by account
owner o is contained in an identity profile
document PId, which can be represented as a set
of RDF triples
(o, publication, d).
In addition, for each piece of data to be posted,
the owner o needs to specify in which profile it
has to be included.
In FOAF, this is done through the RDF triple
(P includes d).
Since both triples are required, a posting on a
profile of an account owner o is defined as:
(o, publications, d)  (P, includes, d) (1)
Profile P’ represents PId profile filtered by data
requester r  W. Data posted and contained in the
profile are a subset of triples in PId, such as:
P’  PId that requester r is allowed to see.
A filter function f realizes a mapping from a set
of triples to values {0, 1} depending on the
identity of the requester. 1 means r is allowed to
see the information, while 0 means that r is not
allowed.
To each requester r  W, a filter function defined
as (2) is associated:
f: I x {(o, publications, d)} {0, 1} (2)
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Function f yields 1 for each triple in profile PId
and identity owner o, as shown in (3), meaning
the account holder can view all his/her postings.
f (o, (o, publications, d)) =
fo(o, publications, d)=1
(3)
For r a member of W, the function should return
0 when:
 the requester r is not a member of profile P’,
or
 the document d is not included in the profile
P’, or
 the profile P’ is not authenticated to belong to
owner o.
Based on these constraints, the function fm will
determine if r can see the posting.
fr(o, views, d)=
1 𝑖𝑓 𝑟 ∈ 𝑃′ & 𝑃𝐼𝑑 𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑑𝑒𝑠 𝑑
{
}
0
𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
(4)
If any of these constraints is false, the conjunction
will return 0 and r will not be allowed to see the
posting.
In order to generalize the approach to any
possible requester and insure that no unwanted
disclosure happens, a function A(r) is introduced
to describe access privileges based on the type of
requesters.
if m  P'  U
m

if u  U  u  P'
A(r) =  u
(5)
a
if a  U

Using equations (4) and (5), we can define RP’, the
set of all requesters r that can see documents d
posted on profile P as :
RP= {(P, includes, d)|
f A(r)(o, publications, d))=1}
(6)
This set uniquely determines who can see a
document d posted on a profile P’ and filters out
all requesters who do not satisfy the constraints.
8. RELATED WORK
The literature contains numerous studies and
systems that aim at protecting a user’s privacy in
WBSN. A comprehensive survey can be found in
[21] work. The designers of the DECENT system

[22] proposed a decentralized architecture in
which participants in an OSN are organized into
a hash table and a cryptographic mechanism is
used to protect a participant’s confidentiality and
privacy. Paul &.al [23] proposed a color coded
scheme to set privacy options and make clear to
users what kind of access they are providing to
their audience. Busnel, Serrano-Alvarado, and
Lamarre on the other hand, described a system in
which privacy is set in terms of strength and
frequency of interaction between members, rather
than a static classification [24]. The same
approach was also followed by Ardagna, De
Capitani di Vimercati, Foresti, Paraboschi, and
Samarati [25].
A privacy aware social network is proposed in
[26] which offers the user ways to communicate
their privacy concerns across the platform and
combines provenance and accountability to
safeguard a user’s information. Another approach
to protect a user’s privacy consists in the user
assigning a social value to each of his/her friends
and in the system subdividing them into “safe”
and “unsafe” [27]. SybilGuard is a system that
protects social networks from Sybil attacks [28].
Facebook in particular has been the topic of
several studies that have tested its privacy settings
and also the security risks of its social network
graph [29]. As to the use of Semantic Web and its
ontologies in managing user privacy in WBSNs,
several privacy languages have been developed,
particularly the Platform for Privacy Preferences
or P3P1 [30] that provides a mechanism for
informing users about privacy policies of Web
site before they release their information.
However, the P3P1 does not ensure that sites act
according to their policies.
ProProtect3 is a system that protects user data
within the WebIDs framework. A WebID
uniquely identifies a Web entity, such as a person,
company, organization, or other agent, using a
URI. ProProtect3 particularly focuses on
unwanted retrieval, malicious manipulation, and
improper use, and integrates its method with the
WebID authentication sequence using an
inference reasoner [31]. Although this research
follows the same general approach of using
Semantic Web ontologies and logical inferencing,
the authors believe that their work is different. In
the authors’ approach, unwanted disclosures are
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handled through multiple profiles of a single user.
PropProtect3, on the other hand, focuses on
protecting a single profile from unwanted
retrieval using WebID.

3.

4.

9. CONCLUSION
5.

In this work, the authors argued that allowing a
Web-based social network account holder to
create multiple profiles will address two main
security threats in these systems: the creation of
multiple accounts for a single user, that stems
from a user’s desire to protect his/her privacy, and
unwanted disclosure. The authors proposed the
use of semantic ontologies, in particular the
FOAF ontology, to allow a social network
account holder to create multiple profiles. The
user selects which members to add to a specific
profile and which posts to publish in each profile.
The researchers presented a system that builds the
FOAF representation corresponding to a user’s
account and a user’s profile and showed that this
framework, coupled with an ontology reasoner,
can provide document access control by filtering
out documents, a.k.a postings that a given
requester can see. Controlling access at the outset
will eliminate the need for cumbersome and
confusing privacy settings that current WBSNs
have and allow users a safe environment for their
social interactions.
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ABSTRACT
The login mechanism in web-based applications
implements the MD5 hash function as a form of
password encryption that proves to have weaknesses
in the form of Collision Attack that is likely to have
the same hash value on two different input values
that can threaten the security and confidentiality of
the data. Implementation of password security in
web-based applications requires updating to improve
reliability and ensure system security by using SHA
512 method. Data collection was done by literature
study, data collection from internet, and observation.
The research method is divided into several
processes, namely needs analysis and system
vulnerability, and analysis for improvement. The
program design consists of flowchart design and
conceptual design of a hash function calling
mechanism. Mitigation is carried out with the
implementation of the new hash function calling a
method, code change for system repair (patching) and
test results from implementation. Testing is done by
penetration testing and user acceptance test (UAT)
Testing after application of patch, the inputted
password has been converted to more reliable hash
function using SHA 512 method, and the result of
UAT shows the result agreed and strongly agree with
86, 00%, so the implementation of the patch used to
secure the password that was made during login can
run as required.

KEYWORDS
Secure, Hash, Algorithm, Web, SHA 512.

1 INTRODUCTION
The security issues sparked the mechanism to
control access to the network in order to protect
it from intruders [1]. A vulnerability in a web
application can be opening way for an attack in
the whole information system and does not close
the possibility for the control server [2]. One
feature of the login feature is to authenticate
users as identity checks where this function

becomes an essential component of the security
system. This is a way to differentiate between
registered users and intruders. Authentication
users on a network is a must for many companies
that seriously protect their information assets and
to know who and what will be accessed on their
networks.
Various kinds of techniques for increase security
data or information already is developed, one
common way is by cryptographic or encryption
techniques [3]. Use of encryption is needed to
support the security of the login process. The
sample web-based application used has been
applied encryption method using Message Digest
5 (MD5) method so it must be updated using
another more reliable method.
The SHA algorithm has a difference in the size
of each block, the word of the data used during
the hashing process, the length of the message
can be processed, and the size of the resulting
message digest varies according to the algorithm
used, shown as in Table 1. The size of the
Message Digest.
Table 1. Differences Each SHA Algorithm Variation
Algorithm Message Block Word
The Size
Length
Size
Size
of the
(bit)
(in
(in
Message
bits)
bits)
Digest
(bit)
SHA 1
<264
512
32
160
SHA 256
<264
512
32
256
SHA 384
<2128
1024
64
384
128
SHA 512
<2
1024
64
512

SHA 1 has a 264-1 message input capacity, with
160 bits of hash results and 280 hash power
evaluations. Finally, in 2005 Rijmen and Oswald
published an attack on the reduced SHA 1
version (using only 53 rounds from 80 rounds)
and the results were found the collision with a
complexity of about 280 operations [4].
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SHA 256 and 384 are not used much even
though for security due to a protracted process
that causes the length of time in hashing [4].
SHA 512 is a development of SHA 1 which is an
MD4 based improvement. According to Megah
Mulya [5], 2009, the reliability of SHA 512 is
achieved by the ability to generate 512-bit hash
values, which is the longest hash value that a
hash function can generate. This long hash value
makes the SHA 512 more resistant to attack than
any other hash function so SHA 512 is
considered a powerful, robust and fast hash
function.

certain value (hence it is called one direction).
The hash function is good if it is difficult to find
2 strings that will produce the same hash value
[8]. The way the hash function works is shown
in Figure 2.

2 BASIC TEORY

2.4 Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA) 512
The SHA 512 algorithm is an algorithm that uses
the one-way hash function created by Ron
Rivest. This algorithm is the development of
previous algorithms SHA 0, SHA 1, SHA 256
and SHA 384 algorithms. Journal of research
Christian Angga [9], 2007, explains how the
cryptographic algorithm of SHA 512 is receiving
input in the form of messages of any size and
generates message diggest which has 512-bit
length.
Its predecessor is SHA1, and MD5 which is a
renewal of MD4, the linkage, and development
of the hash algorithm, indicating that the
algorithm has proven to have been found to be a
collision vulnerability. Currently, the National
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)
has made SHA 224, SHA 256, SHA 384, and
SHA 512 as the new standard hash function. In
Table 2 the resume parameters show some hash
functions.

2.1 Login System
An application or system that requires
authentication of the owner of the access is
definitely implementing the login system to
secure the data. Login activity is generally done
by entering data in the form of username and
password that has been registered in the
application or system. If the information is valid,
then the client is allowed to access the network
[6].
2.2 Encryption
Encryption is a process that changes a code from
an understandable into a code that can not be
understood or not readable. Encryption is
intended to protect information from being seen
by non-people or parties [7]. The way encryption
works are shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Working Mechanism of Encryption and
Decryption

2.3 Hash Cryptography Algorithm
The one-way hash function is a one-way hash
function [4]. A one-way hash function, also
known as message summary or compression
function is a mathematical function that takes the
enter variable length and converts it into a binary
sequence of a fixed length. The one-way hash
function is designed in a way that is difficult to
reverse the process, ie to find the circuit at a

Figure 2. Working Mechanism of One Way Hash
Function

Table 2. Comparison of Multiple Hash Functions
Algorithm
The Size of
Message Collision
the Message
Block
Digest (bit)
Size
128
128
Yes
MD2
128
512
Almost
MD4
128
512
Yes
MD5
128
512
Yes
RIPEMD
128/256
512
No
RIPEMD128/256
160/320
512
No
RIPEMD160/320
160
512
Yes
SHA-0
160
512
There is a
SHA-1
Disability
512
No
SHA-256/224 256/224
1024
No
SHA-512/384 512/384
512
No
WHIRPOOL 512
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SHA 512 hash function performs the same hash
operation as SHA 2 operation in general [10].
SHA 512 hash function is a function that
generates message diggest 512-bit size and 1024
bit block length. How the cryptographic
algorithm works SHA 512 is to accept input in
the form of a message with any length or size
and will generate a message digest that has a
fixed length of 512 bits as shown in Figure 3.

3. Initialize Hash Value
In the SHA 512 algorithm, the H hash value
(0) consists of 8 words with 64 bits in the
hexadecimal notation as in Table 3.
Table 3. Hexadecimal Notation SHA 512
Buffer
Initial Value
A
6a09e667f3bcc908
B
bb67ae8584caa73b
C
3c6ef372fe94f82b
D
a54ff53a5f1d36f1
E
510e527fade682d1
F
9b05688c2b3e6c1f
G
1f83d9abfb41bd6b
H
5be0cd19137e2179

3 METHODOLOGY

Figure 3. Working Illustration / Creation of Message
Digest SHA 512

The workings of making message diggest with
SHA 512 algorithm are as follows:
1. The addition of bits
The first process is to add a message with a
number of bit wedges such that the message
length (in bits) is congruent with 890 mod
1024. The thing to remember is that the 1024
number appears because of the SHA 512
algorithm processes messages in blocks of
1024 sizes. If there is a message with a 24-bit
length, then the message will still be added
with the bundle bits. The message will be
added with 896- (24 + 1) = 871 bits. So the
length of the wedge bits is between 1 and
896. Then one more thing to note is that the
bit bits consist of a bit 1 followed by the
remaining bit 0.
2. Adding Long Message Redemption Value
Then the next process is the message added
again with 128 bits stating the length of the
original message. If the message length is
greater than 2128 then the length is taken in
modulo 2128. In other words, if initially, the
message length is equal to K bit, then 128 bit
adds K modulo 2128, so after the second
process is done then the message length now
is 1024 bits.

This section will explain the systematic way
used to solve the research problem and also the
steps undertaken in the testing and analysis of
this research. The stages consist of literary
studies is to analyze the system used to
determine the current conditions, needs,
advantages, and disadvantages of these
programs. This stage is done by reading several
books, previous research journals, papers or
articles that are appropriate or relevant as well as
collecting resources from the internet both
journals, websites, proceedings and source code
that can be used in this research.
Needs analysis and system vulnerabilities are
carried out to analyze the vulnerabilities and
needs of the system used. The analysis is focused
on the web-based application login system
encryption function which aims to find out the
advantages and disadvantages of the encryption
method currently used when replaced using the
latest algorithm method.
Needs analysis and design for improvement are
to describe and display an overview of the
encryption process when the login is done. The
description carried out is by showing a flowchart
and conceptual diagram so that the work process
in which password encryption is carried out until
the login activity occurs can be delivered and
understood more clearly.
Mitigation performed with the implementation of
the latest hash function algorithm calling the
method, code change for patching and test
results from implementation. Testing in this
study was conducted to show a comparison
between the use of MD5 encryption method and
SHA 512 encryption method. Testing was done
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by Penetration Testing and User Acceptance
Test. Penetration Testing is done by Brute Force
testing while User Acceptance Test is done by
filling out a questionnaire that is used as one of
the recommendations to improve data security in
web-based applications. These stages are
described in Figure 4.

Successfully accessing the
system if the password hash is
appropriate

Password changed to hash
value
Return to login form if password
hash does not match

User
Login, input username
and password

Server and database
Sniffing Attack,
Data Hacked

The hash value of the password is
adjusted by the hash value in the
database

Web-based
application
system

Attacker

Figure 5. Schema Login In Web-Based Application

Study of Literature

Needs Analysis And System
Vulnerabilities (Current Conditions)

Needs Analysis And Design For
Improvement

Mitigation/implementation Of The Latest
Hash Method (patching)

Testing
Figure 4. Block Diagram of Research Methodology

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1 Vulnerability Analysis
Information security is the preservation of
information from all possible threats in an
attempt to ensure or ensure business continuity,
minimize business risk, and maximize or
accelerate return on investment and business
opportunitie [11]. This analysis is a discussion of
how the system login on web-based applications
running. This analysis is useful to know the
vulnerability of the system so that it can know
the improvements that need to be done.
This study discusses the analysis of encryption
process in the web-based application using
algorithm method of a secure hash algorithm
(SHA) 512. The results of the analysis carried
out will be used as a reference or alternative in
managing web-based application login security
systems. Analysis of the problem that is being
discussed in this research will be explained in
Figure 5.

The explanation of the web-based application
login scheme above is as follows.
1. Users enter the data in the form of username
and password and send the data to the server.
The data sent is data that has been changed
using the MD5 hash.
2. The server receives the data in the form of a
username and a hash value of the password
that has been sent by the user.
3. The server will bring the hash value to the
database to be equated with the hash value of
the user's password. Verification process
here is password verification in the form of
hash value and not the password in plaintext
form.
4. If the hash value sent by a user with stored in
the same database then a user can enter and
access system, but if not used will get a
warning that the wrong password and return
to main page login.
5. The problems found are the use of MD5 hash
methods that are vulnerable to collision
attacks [12], that threatening the security and
confidentiality of data such as the MITM
attack (Man In The Middle Attack) to
conduct sniffing, spofing and other illegal
activities [13].
4.2 Requirement and Improvement Analysis
This analysis is a discussion of what are the
needs of improving the login system in webbased applications. After the needs and
vulnerability analysis is done, the result is that
the login system in the application must update
the hash method used.
After knowing the hash method used in the login
system, the use of encryption with the MD5 hash
function has to be updated with more current and
more reliable methods to maintain the security of
an application or system. Renewal of this hash
method is done by SHA 512 hash method which
has more reliability than MD5.
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4.3 Mitigation and Testing
4.3.1 System Attack Scheme
The analysis process should be able to link
information from different variable includes the
completion of information against other
information to explain an event or attacks
activity [14]. Network forensics is defined in as
capture, recording, and analysis of network
events in order to discover the source of security
attacks or other problem incidents. In other
words, network forensics involves capturing,
recording and analyzing of network traffic [15].
Sniffing on a computer network involves the use
of a support tool that enables real-time
monitoring. Sniffing in this study was done to
check traffic on the network and retrieve a copy
or capture of the packet data. The sniffing
activity scheme is described in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Sniffing Activity Scheme

The sniffing experiment in this study was
conducted with the Wireshark tool. Wireshark is
one of the network packet analyzer tools.
Wireshark will try to capture network packets
and try to display the packet data as completely
as possible. After the data obtained then will be
analyzed the data capture results Wireshark to
determine what type of hash function used by the
system. The analysis to determine the type of
hash function is done with the Hash Identifier
tool. As an example of sniffing activities and
analyzing the type of hash function performed in
Figure 7 and Figure 8.

Figure 7 is the result of data traffic capture done
using Wireshark tool. Capture data shows
username information contains admin and
password contains ciphertext with hash value
154e2803428bb34b2a1c48ffadd177b6.
After
obtaining the information is needed additional
data that is the hash function is likely to be used
by the system using Hash Identifier.

Figure 8. Hash Identifier results

Figure 8 shows that the login process on the
application system has applied the MD5 hash
method.
4.3.2 Design Improvement
To facilitate analysis, a design and description
for system improvement will be made by
showing a flowchart and a conceptual image as
described in Figure 9 and Figure 10.
1. Start

2. Input
username
& password

3. Change the
password to SHA
512 hash form

4. Check the
database

T

Y

5. Home
system

6. Finish

Figure 7. Sniffing Results Using Wireshark Applications

Figure 9. Flowchart Login Process Using SHA 512
Method
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Based on the flowchart presented in Figure 9,
process no. 3 that was previously encrypted
using MD5 is changed using SHA 512 method.
So in that process, the data transmission in the
form of input from password will be changed to
SHA 512 hash form which has the hash value
much longer than MD5 therefore, user data will
be more secure from a vulnerability that can
occur when using MD5 as described in Figure
10.

calling the hash function on the system. There is
also a diagram can be seen in Figure 11.
Index.php
(gtfw-php-app)

Successfully accessing the
system if the password hash is
appropriate

User
Login, input username
and password

Server and database
The hash value of the password is
adjusted by the hash value in the
database

GtfwSecurity.class.php
(function login)

Run the init
function

Automatically the
init security
function in initialize
is executed

Return to login form if password
hash does not match

Web-based
application
system

Figure 10. Image Conceptual Login Process Username
and User Password Using SHA 512

The explanation of the conceptual image is as
follows.
1. Users access the application and login to
login to the application. The login process is
done by sending data in the form of
username and password. The process of
sending data is done by changing the
password data in the form of plaintext into
SHA 512 ciphertext hash.
2. The application server receives the data in
the form of the hash value of the password
and then forward it to the database. This
process is performed to verify the hash sent
by the user whether it is the same as the
password hash stored in the database (hash
function for storing password).
3. If the data is suitable then the user can enter
and access the application.
4.3.3 Patching Implementation
Renewal is done by changing the existing hash
method into SHA 512 hash method combined
with the addition of SALT secret key.
Implementation done at this stage is encoding by
creating a patch that will be used to call a hash
function during login.
The plot of the calling process and the data
changes for the username and password is first
made before the encoding is done, so it can be
known where the calling of the hash function
calling can change the password to the ciphertext
hash value. This process generates a flowchart

Index.php
(gtfw-php-base)

Inside GtfwCpu there are 2
activities or processes,
namely initialize and process

Runs the login
function and processes
the SHA 512 hash
The password is changed to
SHA 512 hash value

Config/gtfw_base_dir.def
(configuration that calls into
gtfw base)

Cpu/
GtfwCpu.class.php

In Gtfw Cpu the first function
called is the initialize (init)
function and then the process
function

The function of the process
will call the module for login
and activity with "enable
security"

Figure 11. The Hash Function Calling Diagram

The process diagram shown in Figure 11 can be
described as follows:
1. The index.php file is the first file executed by
the program or application. This file will
display the login form, will then call the
gtfw-php-base file as the base library of the
system.
2. The gtfw_base_dir.def file shows where the
gtfw-php-base file is located and goes
directly to index.php located in gtfw-phpbase.
3. Inside index.php gtfw-php-base contains
system libraries that invoke many functions
or activities to process the system as a
base/base function to run the system.
4. The index.php file on gtfw-php-base will
process GTFW_BASE_DIR_CORE on the
GtfwCpu.class.php file. The main functions
that are processed are the initialize and
process functions. The initialize (init)
function is a function that will run the
security command. The function of the
process is a function that access/process
some modules/actions, one of which is the
module to log in. If in process function
access login module and another module
with "enable security" then automatically
fungi init will be executed.
5. If init is done then will go to file
GtfwSecurity.class.php and call the login
function residing in it. This login function
performs a hash method call for encryption
to secure password data when login is done.
The coding done in this research includes
changing
the
code
or
patch.
The
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GtfwSecurity.class.php file is used to print the
hash value of a user-entered password by calling
the SHA 512 hash function and receiving the
hash value from the server to match the hash
values stored in the database with the hash
values generated from the input process. The
source code line for the GtfwSecurity.class.php
file can be seen in the script below.
$salt = $this->RequestSalt();
if ($hashed) {
$hash = md5(md5($salt .
$user['Password'])); } else {
$hash = $user['Password']; }
if (md5($password) === $hash) {

Changes and additions to code are done in the
GtfwSecurity.class.php file, the addition of the
code is used to call the SHA 512 hash function
that has been implemented earlier in the GTFW
application. The source code line for the
GtfwSecurity.class.php file after adding the code
can be seen in the script below.
$salt = $this->RequestSalt();
if ($hashed) {
$hash = hash('sha512', hash('sha512',
$salt . $user['Password']));
} else {
$hash = $user['Password']; }
if
(hash('sha512',
$password)
===
$hash) {

After the password is set to hash value, then the
system will do the user data from the server then
adjust the hash value with the existing in the
database. Then stored in the login session and
login process was successful.
4.3.4 Results of Patching Implementation
The result of adding code or scripts done in the
previous process is to increase the value of
security in the process of sending data. The
result after the program is executed can be seen
as in Figure 12 and Figure 13.

Figure 13. Results of the Hash Function Calling Process
After Patching Performed

4.3.5 Testing
4.3.5.1 Penetration Testing
This test has a purpose to show the resistance
and strength of each algorithm against brute
force attacks. The testing mechanism is to attack
the resulting hash value by trying any
combination to find the plaintext of the hash.
This test is done by using Hashcat tool that
serves to get plaintext from a hash or ciphertext.
The result of this test is the comparison of time
from which hash is faster-found plaintext him.
In the brute force test, the data obtained from the
experiment is the time taken to obtain a plaintext
that has been in the hash with MD5 takes an
average of 54 seconds while the time taken for
hash with SHA 512 takes an average of 68
seconds. Based on the test it was found that the
SHA 512 algorithm is better in terms of
durability and strength for brute force testing
because it has a longer time to find the plaintext
of the hash value of the algorithm.
4.3.5.2 User Acceptance Test
User Acceptance Test is a testing process
undertaken by the developer that will produce
the document presented as evidence that the
implementation of the program can be accepted
by the developer in accordance with the
required. The result of the percentage of user
acceptance test is presented in a pie chart as
shown below.
8%

0%

0%

14%

Disagree
Less Agree
Neutral
Agreement

Figure 12. Results Process Call Hash Function Before
Patching Performed

Strongly Agree
78%

Figure 14. Percentage Test Result User Acceptance Test
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Figure 14 shows the percentage of the above
values indicates the responses of respondents to
the statements in the Security Test questionnaire
with SS answers of 8.00%, S of 78.00%, N of
14.00%, TS by 0.00%, and STS for 0.00%.
Results obtained from the above test can be seen
in Table 4 as table comparison of data security
between before and after patching.

longer time to find the plaintext of the hash value
of the algorithm thus indicating that the hash
function is more reliable and robust. In addition
to testing the User Acceptance Test generate
agreed percentage and strongly agree at 86.00%,
so the implementation of the patch used to
secure passwords on the login feature can run as
required.

Table 4. Comparison Table Before and After Patching
Performed
No. Parameter
Before
After
Comparison
Patching
Patching
Not fulfilling,
Already
because it still
fulfilled. The
uses the old
encryption
Security
hash method
update uses
1.
standard for
that has been
hash functions
login feature.
proven to have
that have a
a dangerous
more reliable
vulnerability.
and robust
security level.
Less good,
Good, because
The level of
because the
the algorithm
password
algorithm
method used
security on the
method used
proved more
2.
mechanism of
has been
secure and
web-based
proven to have
reliable.
application
dangerous
login feature.
vulnerabilities.
The resulting
The resulting
hash value is
hash value is
The total value small so it only much more so
of the hash
takes a while
as to generate
3.
function
when a brute
a long time
generated.
force test is
when a brute
performed.
force test is
performed.
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ABSTRACT
Today is the era of the Internet of Things (IoT),
millions of devices such as smart city, smart home,
smart retail, automotive, automatic car tracking,
smartphone detection, smart lighting, temperature
monitoring etc. are being connected to the Internet.
There are various devices which are interconnected to
the other devices on the internet of things which
share different techniques and the different standards.
The emergence of new technology in various fields it
also brings up challenges in the area of the forensic
investigation. As there will be many new challenges
to the forensic investigators. The latest tools and the
process flow carried out will not fulfill distributed
and current IoT infrastructure. The Forensic
researcher will have a lot of challenges to face in
collecting the piece of evidence from the infected
component on the IoT device and also will face
complication to analyze those evidence.
In this research, we will do the network forensics
investigation for detecting flooding attack on the
Internet of Things (IoT) device.
KEYWORDS

Internet of Things, Network Forensics, IoT Device
Forensics, Flooding Attack, Digital Investigations.

1. INTRODUCTION
The Internet of Things (IoT) results from
internet progress and the innovative evolution of
the smart devices leads to the development of the
new computing prototype. IoT is calculated the
coming estimation of the internet which works
on the Machine to Machine (M2M)
communication and the Radio Frequency
Identification (RFID) [1]. The primary purpose
of the IoT is to allow a secure data exchange
between the real world devices and applications.
The Internet of Things (IoT) has become quite
famous in the recent years. Many of the daily
routine devices are getting connected with us
that covers many capabilities like sensing,
autonomy and contextual awareness [6]. IoT
devices include personal computers, laptop,
smartphone, tablet, and other home embedded
devices [2]. These devices are connected to each
other and share a same network for

communicating with each other. These all the
devices are connected with the sensor to detect
the particular surrounding condition and analyze
the situation and work accordingly. Devices are
also programmed to take the decision
automatically or inform according to the user so
that the user can make the best decision.
This interconnected network can bring lot of
advancement in the technology of application
and services that can bring economic benefit to
the global business development. Many devices
are connected to the internet to share the local
information to the cyberspace. The US National
Intelligence Council (NIC) suspects that by 2025
Internet nodes will be on of our peripheral things
food packages, furniture, paper documents, and
many more [3]. In accord with a report by
Gartner, in next five years there will be 26
billion IoT devices [4]. International Data
Corporation (IDC) estimates that the IoT trade
will reach $3.04 trillion and there will be 35
billion connected things in 2020 [5]. Processing
and computation power, communication
medium, dimension, etc. these things are varied
with different attributes[6].
According to the analysis report, since many
devices will be connected to the IoT which
ultimately turns the attention to the hacker in
breaking the security mechanism[2]. IoT
Forensics used to investigate attacks such as we
need to implement the digital forensics aspects
in the IoT parameter [1].
In fact the Digital Forensics in the IoT device
is very challenging and varied, the traditional
model of the forensics does not match with the
current IoT Environment. A large number of the
devices will also bring new challenges for the
data management. An infinity of IoT devices
generating large data also makes it difficult for
the investigator to analyze the data.
2. BASIC THEORY
2.1 Digital Forensics
Digital Forensics is a part of science which
involve the return to an original state and
investigation of stuff which is found in digital
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devices, related to computer crime. In the digital
forensics, we will first be including on the
network forensics.
Network forensics is defined in [8] as capture,
recording, and analysis of network events in
order to discover the source of security attacks or
other problem incidents. In other words, network
forensics involves capturing, recording and
analyzing of network traffic. Serves to collect of
information, evidence gathering and detect
attacks. The process of investigation occurred in
the network with handling the traffic and
activity. Differ from the other method, the
network forensics related to dynamic
information that is easily lost. Network Forensics
has two functions, the first outline to security,
belonging traffic monitoring network which aims
to get the evidence given is the lack of evidence
in the network so that the investigation could not
walk. Second, regarding law enforcement that
analysis on capturing of network traffic may
contain sending a file, searching for keywords,
and breakdown in communications made as in
email and chat.
2.2 Network Forensics Process Model
In a paper called “A Generic Framework for
Network Forensics” the author proposed a model
of the network forensics investigation. This
proposed model consists of many different stages
of network forensics investigation. The figure 1
represents the design of network forensics which
has nine stages figured [9].

 Detection Stage : Generate a warning or an
alert which indicate security offense.
 Incident Response Stage : Usable only when
the investigation is beginning in the course of
the attack.
 Collection Stage : The most complicated
section because the data streams quickly and
is no possibility to generate later traces of the
same thing.
 Preservation Stage : Original Evidence is
kept secure through with computed hashes.
 Examination Stage : Examines the previous
phase. All hidden or altered data is to be
uncovered which is done by the attacker.
 Analysis Stage : Collected evidence is
analyzed to locate the source of the mixing.
 Investigation Stage : Use information
gathered in the analysis phase and focus on
finding the attacker.
 Presentation Stage : Final stage for
processing
the
model.
Here
the
documentation is made and the report is
generated and is shown to the higher
authority.
2.3 Forensic in IoT Environment
The IoT Forensics is also one of the
specialized branch in the digital forensics where
all the phases discussed deals with the IoT
infrastructure to find facts about the crime
happened in IoT environment. The IoT Forensics
is carried out in the three levels of forensics :
Cloud level forensics, network level forensics,
device level forensics this can be explained in
Figure 2 [1].

Figure 1. Generic Framework for Network Forensics

 Preparation Stage : The main objective is to
acquire the fundamental authorization and
legitimate guaranteed.

Figure 2. IoT Forensics
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 Device level forensics : At this level, a
forensic investigator needs to collect data first
from the local memory contained in the IoT
device to be analyzed. It is necessary to use
the IoT device that is missed in analyzing data
on the forensic level device.
 Network level forensics : To detect various
sources of attacks can be identified from
network traffic logs. Thus, the log traffic
network can be very important to determine
the guilt or freedom of the suspect. IoT
infrastructure includes various forms of
networks, such as Body Area Networks
(BAN), Personal Area Networks (PAN),
Home / Hospital Area Networks (HAN),
Local Area Networks (LAN) and Wide Area
Networks (WAN). Important evidence
obtained is collected from one of these
networks so that network forensics.
 Cloud level forensics : Cloud forensics is one
of the most important part in the IoT forensic
domain. Why? Due to the fact that most
existing IoT devices have low storage and
computing capacity, data generated from IoT
devices and IoT networks are stored and
processed in the cloud. This is because cloud
solvents offer a variety of advantages
including convenience, large capacity,
scalability, and accessibility on request.
We seen that how the IoT Forensics
environment works and the three level of
forensics needs to be carried out in the IoT
scenario to find out the actual source of the
infected device or the network breach[1]. Here in
this section we will do the comparison of the
different parameters how the how the actual
system works and how the proposed solution is
to be carried out [10].

The conventional tools and technologies are
not deliberated completely to bring out forensic
in the IoT environment as it faces many
challenges [11]. In this part, we will recognize
the challenges we are facing for the forensic
investigation in the IoT environment [1].
a. Compromised device identification in IoT.
The criminal. For e.g., there are number of
devices in the college and if any of the devices
gets compromised and gets breach on the
network and extract some of the personal files it
will be very hard to find the source of the device
which got infected. This challenge is like finding
the needle in the haystack.
b. Gathering and analysis of data.
After identification there comes the analysis
and gathering which is quite a challenging task
to find the piece of evidence. This phase is very
crucial phase and depends on the other phase
also resulting the error to other phase.
c. Data Organization
The IoT devices produce the wide variety of
data makes the collection and analysis stage
challenging. The proper logs need to be
organized in order to avoid the complication of
the data and files.
d. Preservation of Evidence
The last step of the forensic investigation is
that the forensic examiner presents information
that has been analyzed and use as digital
evidence in front of the court of law. As in
comparison, giving traditional forensic evidence
is easy than IoT Environmental forensics
becouse it is a challenging task as the jury
members don’t have enough knowledge as
compared to the technical person.
2.4 Attacks in IoT
Over time, the domain of security Attacks
on IoT devices is growing rapidly. The attacks
on IoT Systems are summarized in the following
figure 2 [12].
Attack on IoT Device

Physical
Attack

Side Chanel
Attack

Environmental
Attacks

- Timing Analysis
- Power Analysis
- Fault Analysis
- Electromagnetic Analysis

Micro Probing
Reverse Eng.
Etc.

Table 1. Comparison of Traditional and IoT Forensics

- Ciphertext-only Attack
- Known plain Attack
- Chosen plaintext Attack
- Man in the midle Attack

Cryptanalysis
Attacks

Software
Attacks

Network
Attacks

- Virus
- Trojan Horse
- Logic Bombs
- Worms
- Denial of Service
- Monitor and Eaves dropping
- Traffic Analysis
- Camouflage
- Denial of Service Attacks
- Node Subversion, Node Malfunction
- Node Capture, Node Outage
- Message Comption, False Node
- Replication Attacks, Routing Attacks

Figure 3. Attacks on IoT Device
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Cyber attacks on IoT devices have been
classified into a few categories as discussed in
[13],[14],[15] and [16] as the following :
a. Node Tampering
An rival can transform the device and place a
cheater to the system. Thus, the device will not
purpose as it is expected to be work on. This
kind of attack generally uses to swipe
information and abuse the software and the
hardware of IoT devices.
b. Denial of Service (DoS)
DoS attack can be undertaked by mishandle
the device, operating its software and
application, or upseting the communication
channel [13]. One of the DoS attack is the
breakdown attack where the enemy is able to
disable the sensor communication channel from
carrying alerts by generating accidents. The
accidents will be caused by the transmission
request interrupted.
DDoS Attack

Active Attack

Passive Attack
Packet Dropping

Bandwidth Depletion

Flooding
Attack

Resource Depletion

Amplification
Attack

Protocol Exploit
Attack

TCP SYN
UDP

ICMP

SMURF

FRAGGLE

PUCH+ACK

Malformed Packet
Attack

IP Address
IP Packet Option

Figure 4. DDoS Attacks

c. Distributed DoS
In the case of Mirai attack. The Mirai
malware is outlined to use an existing
vulnerability within IoT devices for DDoS
attacks .There are millions of IoT devices on the
trade that are misconfigured and set to continue
request via the Transmission Control Protocol.
d. Spoofing
The credential information become the
method used by adversary usually which belongs
to others to get access to the unapproachable
service. This credentials can be located from the
device it self, eavesdropping on the
communication line or from the reconnaissance
activities.

e. The Violation of Privacy
With this, the adversary can collect private
data from diverse sources. For example are meta
information and activity investigation which is
the main target of the attack.
f. Buffer Overflow
A buffer overflow which using this kind of
attack lets an adversary to authority or crash the
processor to modify its core element. If the
program is enough wealthy, thus the adversary
can control the host.
g. SQL Injection
Security attack in this case, a malicious code
injection method used to attack the informationdriven applications, operating a security
weakness in an application's software, license
the adversary to cheat identity, modify data
which may cause the rejection issues.
The glucose monitoring system for diabetic
patients becomes another case study of attacks.
The October 2016 report explained that Johnson
& Johnson branch Animas produces the device
reads user blood glucose levels through a meter
before the pump uses these readings by
"communicating wirelessly" in the 900 MHz
band to deliver insulin. One of the main security
faults there is a lack of encryption between these
components. This opens the door for
eavesdroppers to capture information such as
dosage data and blood glucose results. Attackers
can easily detect the remote or pump key and
then cheat being the remote or the pump.
Another vulnerability is the communication line
where it is taking place between the pump and
meter has no timestamps or sequence numbers
and no defence opposed to replay attacks.
2.5 Arduino UNO
The Arduino UNO is a small and cheap
device that bring through you to easily connect
some electronic thing you have made to your
computer and to the internet. It brings all kind of
rash invention to the Internet Of Things (IoT).
Arduino is an open source computer hardware
and software enterprise, project and user
community that designs and productions singleboard microcontrollers and microcontroller kits
for frame digital devices and interactive aims
that can sense and control aims in the physical
and digital globe.
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Various microprocessors and controllers are
used to design arduino boards. Set digital and
analog input / output (I / O) pins to complement
the Arduino board which can be connected to
various extension boards or Breadboards
(shields) and other circuits. Arduino boards
display serial communication interfaces,
including Universal Serial Bus (USB) on several
models, and are also used to create programs
from personal computers.
The arduino platform consists of arduino
board, shield, arduino programming language,
and arduino development environment. Arduino
board usually has a basic chip ATmel AVR
microcontroller ATmega8 following derivatives.
The simplified arduino board diagram is shown
in Figure 3. Shield is a board that can be
mounted on the arduino board to increase the
ability of the arduino board.

out it. Basically, bluetooth HC-05 can only be
configured as slave can not be used as master.
Here is the physical form of bluetooth HC-05 :

Figure 6. The physical shape of bluetooth HC 05

3. METHODOLOGY
3.1 Bluetooth Arduino Configuration Scheme
Preparing arduino package which is the main
package needed in the system, the package used
is arduino driver package that can be installed
directly. Configuring arduino with Bluetooth Hc05 is a preliminary configuration for the purpose
of detecting and analyzing Traffic log file data
contained in arduino. Here is the Arduino
configuration scheme with Bluetooth HC-05 :

Figure 5. Block Diagram of Arduino Board

2.6 Bluetooth HC05
The Internet of Things (IoT) architecture
consists of hardware, communication, software
systems and application layers, with Bluetooth
being used to act as a communication layer. The
communication layer is a serious overpass
between the layers and contains of a multi-layer
stack, comprising data link, network or transport,
and session protocols. Bluetooth is one part of
the data link layer, connecting the sensor to the
sensor or sensor to the gateway. This network
layer, on the other hand, is responsible for
routing or moving packets across the network,
using the most appropriate path. The session
layer protocol allows messaging on various
elements of the IoT communication subsystem.
Bluetooth HC05 is a bluetooth that has
UART serial communication in the reception and
delivery of its data. Bluetooth HC05 allows to
communicate directly with the microcontroller
through TX and RX lanes contained on the pin

Figure 7. Bluetooth Arduino Configuration Scheme with

Some configurations in Arduino is connect
Arduino to a computer, perform serial
communication such as sending and receiving
sensor data via serial terminal on Arduino IDE
via USB Connector. Power Jack : Input voltage
to turn on Arduino, IC ATMEGA328p : ATMel
microcontroller IC with Arduino booth loader.
Digital I / O is used for digital inputs and
outputs, at pin 3,5,6,9,10,11 has a sign (~)
indicating that the pin in addition to having
Digital I / O facility also has PWM (Pulse Width
Modulation) with range the output value of 8 bits
or equivalent value between 0-255. Next is the
Analog Input used for sensor data input,
potentiometer and other analog input devices.
Then Power is used to take power 5V, 3.3V,
GND.
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Configuration is also done on bluetooth
device HC-05. When doing the bluetooth
configuration then bluetooth position in a state
not related to arduino device that uses wireless.
So it will be absolutely certain that bluetooth is
active without a connection. Next is done
Default Bluetooth settings are Baudrate : 9600
bps Name : linvor Pairing Code : 1234. Any
configuration changes above will be saved even
when the power is turned off. All commands sent
to Buetooth do not have to be with new line
characters. Therefore we recommend to use
'Serial Monitor' on Arduino IDE to configure the
Bluetooth module.
Next the procedure to do that bluetooth
configuration is connecting Bluetooth to PC,
LED should blink, open Arduino IDE software,
choose correct COM port that Bluetooth
connected.
3.2 Flooding Attack Scenario
Phase flooding attack scenario was
established to implement network forensics on
the Internet of Things (IoT) device. The system
simulation purposes to perform network forensic
testing of the IoT Bluetooth Arduino device in
detecting flooding attacks. The simulation is
done using the LOIC tool used to detect flooding
attacks. The exercise starts with the IP packet
delivery on the target and the port will be
attacked.
Here is a figure of the system simulation case
of flooding attack against IoT device :

attacks. The investigator forensic performs an
analysis of the IoT device to finding the attack
packets.
System case simulation
Flooding attack on IoT device
Investigator
Forensics
IoT Device

Attacker 1

Attacker 2
VICTIM

Arduino UNO Bluetooth

Attacker 3

Figure 9. Network Forensic Architecture on IoT Devices

A. Implemetation Model Process Forensics
Implementation of network forensic process
model in the design of network forensic
architecture to detect attacks on IoT devices with
Bluetooth Arduino. Detection of flooding attacks
on the case of a process that is trying applied IoT
device. Thus the log file will be stored in the
data logger file. So researchers will analyze to
find evidence by using Wireshark in
reconstructing the data log file contained in
Bluetooth Arduino UNO.

System case simulation
Flooding attack on IoT device

IoT Device

Attacker 1

Attacker 2
VICTIM

Arduino UNO Bluetooth

Figure 10. IoT Device Forensics
Attacker 3

Figure 8. Simulation Flooding Attack

4. IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULT
Phase implementation on network forensic
research is in the design of forensic network
architecture such as the image shown in Figure
9. Which is the forensic architecture of the
network on the IoT device on detecting flooding

B. Model Process Forensic
Level Forensic Device on device inspection,
network forensics to analyze and record traffic.
IoT devices will produce very large data. And do
to add up the data network. Because the amount
of data evidence will be very large and it will be
very difficult to analyze data and it is difficult to
identify evidence that can be used to identify
digital forensics in finding flood attacks and
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monitoring so that it can identify the source of
the attack that the device is infected with. The
results of this analysis have nine stages of the
Forensic Process Model:
 Preparation and Authorization
At this phase, network forensic investigations
apply to environments where network security
devices such as packet analyzers, traffic stream
evaluation software are located at various
planned points on the network to detect flooding
attacks on IoT devices. The personnel treatment
these devices must be trained to make sure that
maximum and quality evidence may be collected
in order to facilitate attribution of the crime. The
required authorizations to monitor the network
traffic are acquired and a well-defined security
approach is in a location so that the privacy of
individuals and the organization is not breaked.
 Detection of Incident
Various security tools generate warnings,
indicating a security offense or policy violation
are observed. Any unwarranted events and
unusual activity noticed will be analyzed. The
confirmation of an incident results in two aims
that incident response and collection of data.

 Collection of Network Traces
Collection evidence in this study used
recordings of traffic log on IoT device. The
process of taking payload as flooding attack file
in this study as figure 4.
Investigator
Forensics
IoT Device

VICTIM

Arduino UNO Bluetooth

Figure 12. Data Collection Stage

 Protection and Preservation
The original data acquired in the form of
shreds of evidence and logs are kept on a backup
device. A hash of all the clue data is taken and
the data is protected. Chain of custody is hardly
imposed so that there is no unauthorized use or
tampering. Another copy of the data will be used
for analysis and the originally collected network
traffic is protected. In this stage will use the FTK
Imager application for made a hash of data.

IoT Device

Monitoring
Phase

Abnormal
Activity

No

Figure 13. Hash Evidence of Log Traffic
Yes
Star Collecting data traffic log
identified

Start Storing
the Findings

Figure 11. Detection of Findings Log

 Incident Response
In this phase, The response to the illegal act
or seizure detected is initiated based on the
information collected to validate and evaluate the
incident. The response starts up turns on the type
of attack identified and is guided by organization
policy, legal and business. This phase is relevant
only to cases where an investigation begins
while the attack is underway and not notitia
criminis (after notification of crime).

 Examination
Forensic investigators in examining the log
file found on the traffic log of bluetooth in the
capture (p.cap) by entering parameters to be
plugged. The examination process is going
capturing traffic with wireshark application.
 Analysis
At this stage of the analysis of log files will
be checked, the log files that have been
recovered will be examination one by one to
determine changes in the network and to see a
timestamp. Flooding attacks will be visible when
the request to the IoT device increased capture
traffic that is an anomaly. Then flooding attacks
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are sent from the attacker so that traffic will
increase. In addition to traffic conducted
investigator using wireshark to capturing the
traffic, also can be in the graphic user requesting
increased in figure 14.

Figure 14 : IO Graph Traffic Log

After the log files are recorded, the log file will
be taken and analyzed using Wireshark to have
this forensic evidence. In the picture seen
demand exceed 15 packets in one second. As
shown in figure 15.

IP address 192.168.0.221 has a length (length)
range in the 50s Bytes (57 Bytes). On the
Internet Protocol Version 4, to read as
192.168.0.221 IP source and destination IP
address visible 192.168.0.127 with 20 Bytes
header length and the total length of 43. On the
part of the user datagram protocol, source port
reads as 61924 and destination port read as 137.
If the filter is returned to the ip.src ==
168.192.0.221 and investigated in another frame,
the source port is immutable, but still in a great
range (ports 49775-63293). log file analysis
results obtained 3 IP address that has acted
illegally flooding attacks on IoT device.
In addition, the analysis continued with statistics
module endpoint in Wireshark used to collect
attack packets contained in log files during the
attack simulation. In Figure 9 below explains
that the IP address has a different load on each
package and at different speeds in each of its
bytes.

Figure 17 :Statistic Endpoint

Figure 15 : Traffic Log in Wireshark

 Investigation and Attribution
The information obtained from the evidence
traces is used to identify of the incident. This
will help in source traceback, reconstruction of
the attack scenario and attribution to a source.

 Presentation
At the presentation stage is the last stage in
the forensic process model. This stage was the
presentation of all the findings in this study.
Based on the analysis that has been done then
obtained 3 IP address which becomes the
findings in this research scenario, as shown in
Table 2.

Table 2. File Log Bluetooth Traffic

Figure 16 : UDP Follow

From the collection of the line can have one line
to perform analysis on any part of the frame that
represents a frame in an attack packet flooding of

6. CONCLUSION
In this paper we provide different aspects than
those used for IoT and also use IoT devices. The
author has presented a network forensic model
for detecting attacks and identifying attacks.
Here's more about the flooding attack and found
the infected IoT Bluetooth Arduino device. Log
file data with p.cap extension can be analyzed by
network forensic investigation using wireshark
application.
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Based on the analysis that has been done, it
was found that 3 IP addresses committed illegal
actions, which led to overload traffic. By
applying a forensic process model, it can be used
to detect flooding attack on IoT devices.
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ABSTRACT
This research work focuses on critical thinking
and its impact on cyber security. This research is
based on two strong premises about critical
thinking viz., (1) critical thinking skills outsmart
the malicious attacks in cyber security and (2)
cyber intelligence is inter twinned with critical
thinking. The 21st century Bloom’s taxonomy is
visualized from two broad angels’ viz., (A) how
it is applicable at different levels of current cyber
security education system and (B) its impact on
the cyber security professionals. Outlined a
professionals’ look towards cyber security;
underpinning the need for CT and cyber security
education. Presents a strong mapping between
critical thinking life cycle and different phases in
cyber security. Finally suggested few guidelines
for best practices for improving the cyber security
skills at modern corporate arena.
Key Words: Critical thinking, Cybersecurity,
Emergency and disaster management, Human
thinking process, Risk management

INTRODUCTION
Ever since the human evolution, the human
thinking (HT) process is highly subject to its
ability towards clarity and rationality. Clarity
refers to an in-depth understanding and
minute details; and rationality is a human
quality reasoning based on a particular logic
and reasoning. From a purely psychology and
societal perspective this clarity and
rationality are two human in-built qualities
which lead human towards critical thinking
(CT). In one way, CT is defined to be an inbuilt human ability to improve thought, belief
and expectations. In academia CT skills are
slowly become essential factor for both
learning and development; aptly applicable to
this digital era.

The traditional HT is precisely thinking
ability from past generation to the present
time. HT has two broad agenda: (1)
traditional thinking basics is permeated based
on certain mindsets, models, decisions and
analysis and (2) conventional thinking is
general expectation of the people based on
what is common at a given specific time in a
specific culture. This research clearly
demarks, the HT from two different schools
of thought viz., academic and corporate
perspectives. Around the world CT has been
channelized from these two different schools
of thought.
In corporate world with digitization process,
CT plays vital role in real world problem
solving and working through many
organizational issues. The challenge at
modern academics and corporate world is
shifted towards communication and
consistency of their students (or employees)
in three specific directions: CT, information
literacy and quantitative reasoning. This
research focusses only on CT. In modern
digital era networking and Internet
technologies have revolutionized the
communication methods; by drastically
shifting the HT and communication process
to a higher level knowledge domain.
Unfortunately it also start presenting
significant number of challenges. Finally
tune the world towards knowledge economy
making information skills as paramount for
an individual success. The above challenges
includes implementation of effective CT,
information literacy and qualitative thinking;
revamping the national economy into an
information economy.
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On the other hand emergency and disaster
management (EDM) was in existence since
ages in dealing with humanitarian aspects of
emergency. Communication and group
coordination are in particularly vital in EDM
in view of their incidence occurrence being
highly unpredictable. The digital revolution
has brought new EDM to this world, namely
cyber security (CS), with reference to digital
thefts and crimes. CS is basically a cyclic
loop
among
the
preparedness,
responsiveness, recovery and mitigation. CT
has become an essential and adoptable
approach in all emergency situations due to
its unique reasoning capability. For example,
within EDM, CT has been a source for
several emergency management people, such
as First Responders, Public Safety, and
Security Personnel to [2][33]:












Determine where their aid is most
immediately needed to have the critical
thinking skills to analyze problems,
identify and evaluate options, and
explain choices based on solid reasons
and evidence.
deal in an unbiased and effective
manner with people who may be
highly emotional
defuse threatening situations legally,
swiftly, and with minimal negative
fallout
evaluate options, anticipating potential
difficulties and reasonable solutions
objectively gather, document, and
interpret information and evidence
plan, evaluate, and implement
effective public safety and security
measures
Explain threats, options, plans, and
progress to senior leadership and
coworkers.

In the same vein technology/digitization
brought certain essential and adoptable
approaches in many emergency situations,
such as database hacking, network
vulnerability, injection of malware, under the
scope of CS. Slowly the corporate
digitization of processes, services and
storage, have brought CS education under its
core managerial function. In particular CT in
CS is not only useful in handling/dealing with
software/digital vulnerabilities but also help
cope up with cyber thefts and crimes. The
past research has also thrown light on use of
CT in CS advantage in many ways as [1] [3]
[7]:










To apply quantitative and algorithmic
skills
To make high stakes decisions about
data/CS
To assess and manage technology risks
To plan, evaluate, and implement CS
measures
To respond to CS breaches/threats
To identify and integrate the latest CS
intelligence
To adapt systems to the constantly
changing technological environment
To lead the deployment of prevention
and technology recovery plans
To explain threats, options, plans, and
progress to senior leadership and
coworkers

These are just based on CT and its
applications while addressing corporate CS
from the technical responsibility perspective.
Invariably CT has also its impact on several
HT process (non-technical) issues. For
example, based on its functionality CS
management must comply with following
eight basic ways [3] [4]:
 Comprehensive: CS managers needs to
consider and take into account all
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software/hardware vulnerabilities, at all
process phases, all stakeholders and all
impacts relevant to cyber disasters. CS
professionals needs consider take into
account all sorts of digital thefts and
software vulnerabilities, which impact the
corporate security breach.
 Progressive: CS managers must
anticipate future disasters and would like to
take preventive and preparatory measures to
build
disaster-resistant/disaster-resilient
communities. Cyber thefts or crimes can
take place across databases, networks and
file systems; making organizations be alert
in using certain preventive measures based
on risk management (RM) principles and
practices.
 Risk-Driven: The under laying principle
of CS management is the sound RM. Under
these RM principles, there is some
optimism towards avoiding any possibility
of hackers and cyber criminals.
 Integrated: CS principles are mostly
composed of network/information security.
There by the EDM managers ensure unity
of effort among all levels of the
organizational management, government
and all elements of a community.
 Collaborative: Any CS and forensic
investigation is a team based effort, needs a
strong group collaboration techniques. Thus
demands a strong and sincere relationships
among inter group and intra-group
individuals.
 Coordinated: Within CS area a good
coordination is vital to address any
particular security breaches; this can be
between individuals as well as systems
(such as clients and servers).
 Flexible: Though there are certain
procedures and practices are in force for
handling CS cases, at times one need to be
more flexible in their approach. For
example, when working on network
security breaches and during network
vulnerabilities, CS investigator need to be

more flexible in shutting down the entire
organizational network.
 Professional: To coop-up with everyday
evolving new CS breaches, it is almost
mandatory to exhibit certain amount of
professionalism;
through
certain
knowledge-based approaches based on
education, training, experience, ethical
practice, public stewardship and continuous
improvement.
Thus CS needs to comply with these qualities
with respect to digital components or assets.
Before one go further, first extract the
essence needed to derive from Bloom’s CT
taxonomy and its relevance to CS.
LITERATURE REVIEW ON CRITICAL
THINKING & BLOOM’S TAXONOMY
CT has been a serious research topic for many
researchers in various fields like social
science, psychology and computer science. In
each of these fields, CT and its interpretation
vary according to its specific real world
problem solving capability. This research
work it is limited to CT and its involvement
in CS. First familiarize with few definitions,
before we move on to the core topics.
In general freely available entities for human
constitutes “data” do not convey immediate
meaning; such as different age group of
children living in a city. Visualizing such
data in a useful/meaningful way constitutes
“information”; such as 0 to 10 year/11 to 20
year/above 20 year age groups. Once human
process this information in a particular
context or a real life application, becomes
“knowledge”; such as need for the
construction of primary/high schools or
community colleges/universities. Similarly
in an object “car” its different parts
constitutes “data” knowing the functionality
of these parts such as breaks, steering wheel,
and accelerator constitute information.
Driving or using car in a specific context or
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situation, such as driving a car to a particular
place such as shopping mall/movie theater
demands “knowledge”, comes up with
principles/processes such as driving, parking
etc.
Thus knowledge is always a specific context
specific, cannot be for a general use.
Computer process ‘data’ into ‘information’,
where as human mind due to its inbuilt
cognitive
faculties:
perception,
consciousness,
thinking,
judgement,
language and memory; is capable of
processing or converting ‘information’ into
‘knowledge’, for real world problem solving.
HT is a continuous activity in processing or
strengthening
the
relations
between
“stimulus” and “response”. CT being part of
HT process generates knowledge can be
visualized from different ways. CT is thus the
ability to reflect on and so improve, human
thoughts, beliefs, and expectations; most mod
the times this is a combination of several
skills and habits as [37]:
Curiosity: A strong desire for generating
knowledge and understanding its purpose.
Curious people are never content with their
current understanding of the world, but are
driven to raise questions and pursue the
answers; is an endless activity.
Humility: This is a “recognition” process,
here knowledge is limited to your own
understanding; which is not fully validated;
somewhat closely connected to curiosity. In
case, if you are arrogant and think you know
everything already, then you have no reason
to be curious. But a humble person always
recognize the limitations and gaps in their
knowledge; making him more receptive to
information, better listeners and learners.
Skepticism: This is a knowledge generation
process with suspicious attitude toward what
other people say. Skepticism means such
person always demand evidence and do not

simply accept what others tell him.
Skepticism has to be inwardly focused as
well, making equally skeptical of his own
beliefs and instincts as you are of others’.
Rationality: This is a specific HT process
generate formal skills of logic; which are
indispensable
for
critical
thinkers.
Skepticism keeps you on the lookout for bad
arguments and rationality helps you figure
out exactly ‘why’ they are bad. Rationality
also allows you to identify ‘good’ arguments
when you see them, and then to move beyond
them and understand their further
implications.
Creativity: This is a ‘knowledge’ generation
process generate human ability to come up
with new combinations of ideas. It is not
enough to just be skeptical and knock the
holes in every argument that you hear.
Sooner or later human expected to come up
with his own ideas, solutions and visions;
requires a creative and independent mind, but
he is also capable of listening and learning.
Empathy: This is a new ‘knowledge’
generation process: The ability to see things
from another person’s perspective. Often
people talk about CT as though they are
solitary explorers, forging their own path
through the jungle of ideas without help from
others; is not true always. Real CT means one
constantly engage with other people, listen to
what they have to say, and try to imagine how
they see the world. This way of seeing things
from other’s perspective human can generate
far more new ideas, than his own.
These six skills basically generates
knowledge from given information. Within
the CS, the impact of HT process plays vital
role in realizing a security breach. The most
of modern firewalls are designed or
programmed according to hackers’ attitude
and thought process. Unfortunately the
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hackers’ thinking process is not unique at any
given situation. Till the security breach
occurs, the versatility and the thinking
process of a “hacker” is a mystery and very
difficult to identify and qualify him/her along
with his/her thinking process.
Several researchers in past attempt
developing theories on HT process with CT
component. One such seminal work is
precisely the Blooms taxonomy, play a major
role in understanding and analyzing HT
process/reasoning,
associated
with
educational activities. The CT research work
on different ways of HT process and its
application is described below.
BLOOM’S TAXONOMY AND THE
EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITES
The basic premise of CS education is to
develop certain CT skills which can help
outsmart the hackers thinking capabilities;
especially so in handling technology based
problem solving. The past research address
several ways of looking into the motivation
and conceptual understanding behind CT or
general
problem-solving
skills
[22].
According to Mayer CT involves in
development and growth of thoughts, analysis,
questioning and reflecting on realities and
experiences and applying them into the
problem solving [3][21]. Similarly Brookfield
defines CT as a survival ability which helps
facilitate peoples’ paths through their lives
[23].

along with its impact on CS education.
presented in Table 1 [24]. This framework
conveys: Each stage of learning is a
prerequisite for the next stage and therefore
mastery of a given stage of learning mandates
mastery of the previous stage; which is also
the primary goal of CS education as well;
especially so in handling cyber thefts/crimes.
The Table 1 below identifies six levels of
Bloom’s cognitive learning arranged from
lower-order to higher-order of learning
domain; starting from the simplest to the
most complex in an in-depth coverage of
each category: knowledge, comprehension,
application, analysis, synthesis, and
evaluation.
These
learning
domain
descriptions along with their logical thread to
CS is presented. This process determines that
students must master all steps in its
recommended order to develop and master
CS skills. During 1990s CT research start
focus on certain principles and progression
process. Eventually several models of critical
thinking with explanation and validation of the
stages of inquiry, have been developed by
Bloom in support of critical reasoning skills
[25] [26]. The way people slowly bend
towards CT, clearly witnessed by those
involved in passing through several
identifiable and commonly experienced
phases; contributing towards advanced
reasoning skills.

The seminal work of Benjamin Bloom
established a solid framework for
categorizing cognitive thinking educational
goals and objectives into a hierarchical
framework based on a level of CT. The
current work narrates the Bloom’s Taxonomy
model of six levels of difficulty and
complexity of intellectual or cognitive skills
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Learning Domains
Knowledge

Application

Top down Approach

Comprehension

Description
The remembering of previously learned
material; this involves the recall of a wide
range of material, from specific facts to
complete theories.
The ability to grasp the meaning of previouslylearned material; this may be demonstrated by
translating material from one form to another,
interpreting
material
(explaining
or
summarizing), or by predicting consequences
or effects.
The ability to use learned material in new and
concrete situations; this may include the
application of rules, methods, concepts,
principles, laws, and theories.

The ability to break down material into its
component parts so that its organizational
structure may be understood; this may include
the identification of the parts, analysis of the
relationships between parts, and recognition of
the organizational principles involved.

Analysis

Synthesis

Evaluation

Logical Thread to Cyber Security
Education
In all of the cyber-attacks, one thing is worth
noticing: The pattern of hacker thinking
process and its implementation.
In cyber security accessing, monitoring and
management, play a vital role.
Cyber security education teaches the ways of
detecting software or tool used by hackers, in
each case. This will help preventing the fourth
coming cyber incidents.
It is almost impossible to predict or guess, the
new viruses and new tools used by hackers.
The length of the time, the hacker is in the
network or holding a database reveals, gives
us a clue of what application software he
has/she has used for committing crime.
Cyber security education teaches certain
methods of investigation. Each method is
followed by a sequence of steps to be
followed; for a clear analysis.

The ability to put parts together to form a new
whole; this may involve the production of a
unique communication (thesis or speech), a
plan of operations (research proposal), or
abstract relations (scheme for classifying
information).

With new type of cyber thefts, arising in every
minute/hour around the world; the synthesis
aspects of cyber security is very difficult.
A good Communication among the pairs such
as Employees-Management, CustomerCompany, Project Leaders-Team members,
etc., almost set right the operational clarity,
which establishes the information security.

The ability to judge the value of material for a
given purpose; The judgments are to be based
on definite internal and/or external criteria.

The cyber security education, the evaluation
of a cyber-theft, is highly subject to critical
thinking
aspects
of
specific
software/hardware usage.

Table 1. The Cognitive Domain and the Development of Critical Thinking Skills
Source: Bloom et al. Taxonomy of Educational Objectives, 1956.
In recent decades, the Bloom taxonomy model
has been altered several times, by several
authors in several ways. Anderson and
Krathwohl revised the Bloom’s Taxonomy

framework where the knowledge was
replaced by Remembering, Synthesis by
Evaluating, and Evaluation by Creating, as
presented in figure below [27].
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Bloom Taxonomy Model and 21st Century Bloom’s Revised Taxonomy Framework
Source: Anderson and Krathwohl [27].
Many authors implemented the 21st Century
Bloom’s taxonomy framework to develop
techniques and classroom activities that
advance CT throughout six levels of
cognitive progression [28][29]. Most of the
CS research is also very much related to
cognitive thinking of hackers. Many
researchers also argue that human do not
develop CT skills solely from a lecture,
assigned readings or by taking exams [30]
[31]. In order to pick up CS skills, modern
corporate employees must be guided through
above
six-step
Bloom’s
Taxonomy
framework. Initially employees are expected
to master the discipline’s basic concepts, terms
and methodologies. Once employees’
memorize and advanced understanding of
them, higher levels of CT skills can be
developed best in a setting patterns. In
particular to CS, it is with respect to hackers’
dialogues, ideas, approaches, patterns
recognized.
Corporate work environment is quickly
evolved beyond remembering, retrieving,
recognizing,
and
recalling
relevant
knowledge. The familiarity with databases,
organizational network environment and
their vulnerabilities once controlled by a
skilled working group of employees, not by
the management people. At this point, there

are two broad questions to be addressed:
First, is this group controls of the entire
organizational CS? Second, how do
management supervise and manage the
organizational information technology and
CS? Unfortunately there is no straight
forward answer to both these questions.
This research is attempting to address the role
of CT in a CS environment. Modern
corporate’s CS is every ones’ responsibility,
mandatory CS training to employees should
go through different levels, depending on
their work nature and usage of work place
information systems (IS). CS trainings
includes
questioning,
interpreting,
exemplifying, classifying, summarizing,
inferring, comparing, explaining, applying,
analyzing, synthesizing, and evaluating,
organizational information. Employees using
various ISs are responsible for their security as
well. These elements allow employees’ to
advance/progress their CT reasoning skills to
the highest level of cognitive thinking.
CRITICAL THIKING REASONING: A
BLOOM’S MODEL APPRAOCH
Over all, Bloom’s taxonomy is about levels
of thinking related to cognitive processes
with an affective domain with pertinent
levels of behavior. Most importantly these
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behavior levels, depicts various ways people
relate themselves to the phenomena they
encounter; in this research it is CS. Thus the
constant efforts to improve CT refers to an
advancement to a higher level in Bloom’s
taxonomy; such is an attempt in this CS
research work.
Thus most critical thinkers’ faith is lies in
their power of logic and sound reasoning. If
we observe the Bloom’s taxonomy in details,
one can also observe a systematic reasoning
patterns; which are very much in congruence
with cyber hackers’. This opens new research
direction of looking in to modeling of
reasoning’s while solving real-world
problems; across the field CS. Present here a
possible model outlining the Bloom’s

reasoning process.
Past research signifies that the development
of CT or demonstrate how to improve CT
skills with specific curriculum materials or
instructional methods have been handful and
mostly theoretical without much practical
insight [28]. This work throws some light on
the practical aspects of CT with respect to
CS. A model is thus a precise description
with finer details of the concept.
A model of CT reasoning developed by
Blooms can be visualized from two
perspectives viz., cognitive and effective
domain reasoning as shown below, each
devoted to theoretical base and the best
practices impact.

BLOOMS MODEL OF
CRITICAL THINKING
REASONING

Cognitive Domain
of Reasoning

Effective Domain
of Reasoning

1. Knowledge or Ability of Call
Data/Information
2. Comprehension or Understanding of the
Problem
3. Application or use a concept in a new
situation
4. Analysis
5. Synthesis or building a structure or
pattern from devise elements
6. Evaluation of making judgements about
the value of ideas and materials

Within these two domains there are several
analogies which are truly applicable to CS
education; vital for modern corporate world
as following [18].

1. Receiving phenomena or awareness

From
Simple
Behavior
to
Complex
Behavior

2. Responding to phenomenon or active
participation on the part of learners
3. Valuing or the worth or the worth or the
value a person attached to a particular
object or phenomenon
4. Organization or organizing values into
priorities
5. Internalizing values or value system that
controls a person’s behavior

Cognitive domain: This focus is on
intellectual skills such as CT, problem
solving, and creating a knowledge base. This
was the first domain created by the original
group of Bloom’s researchers. The cognitive
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hierarchy spans from ‘simple memorization’
designed to build the knowledge of learners,
to creating something new based on
‘previously-learned information’. In this
domain, learners are expected to progress
linearly through the hierarchy, beginning at
"remember" and ending at "create."
As mentioned earlier CS education is not
simply about memorization instead ‘learning
the patterns’ of cyber hackers’ thinking
process; finally ending up with a ‘new
solution creation’, based on “previouslylearned threat patterns”. Here learners are
expected to progress non-linearly due to
evolution of new patterns of cyber
thefts/crimes time to time; with no
universally accepted one solution of one type
of cybercrimes/thefts.
Affective domain: This affective domain
focuses on the attitudes, values, interests, and
appreciation of learners. The hierarchy is
clearly interlinked with its series of functions
such as: receiving and listening to
information, and extends to characterization,
or internalizing values; and most importantly
consistently acting upon them. It basically
focuses on allowing learners to understand
what their own values are and how they have
developed. The affective hierarchy can be
described in several ways. In CS education,
this affective domain focuses on analyzing
criminals’ attitudes, values, interests, apart
from appreciation of learners; but in a
slightly different way. Attitudes of a cybercriminal is highly non-linear and vary
differently in each case. All the risk
management techniques are developed so far
are based on theft or crime patterns and
frequency; with the values vary from basic
curiosity to huge financial losses.
Within CS the occurrence of ‘cyber indents’
are highly un-predictable and will happen at
random; though one attempts to recognize

‘patterns’ of happening. It is thus need to be
first internalizing values of value systems
that control a person’s (typically employees’)
behavior, that come under domain reasoning.
Then it needs to be evaluated for making
judgments about the value of ideas and
materials, which come under cognitive
reasoning.
LEVELS OF CRITICAL THINKING IN
AN EDUCATION SYSTEM
CT is expected to help enhancing the
academic quality and performance, hence
requires at all level of our education system.
Rather than relying exclusively on teacher
notes or class room time for instructions and
guidance, students with CT skills can become
more independent, self-directed learners. In
order to prepare the people for rapidly
changing world of technology, one need to
instill an approach based on CT [14]. Most of
the modern organizations are complex by
default, due to usage of different
technologies, various individual thinking
processes, apart from business pressures. In
order to cater to this complex environment,
we need to harp on students training on CT at
various levels. Most importantly one need to
provide skills that make them to understand
IS in which how new technology is operating.
Fast growing digitization revealed one fact:
One cannot foresee everything, in spite of a
solid good plan. Thus CT is aspect to focus in
such a way that, (1) continuously test, (2)
review and most importantly (3) feed that
learning into organizational evolving plans.
Across the modern organizations, every one
need to understand and practice flexible
management aspects.
According to past literature, there are two
core skills of any modern IT professionals are
CS and software engineering [14]. First, CS
explores, different ways of using
technologies, and stay up to date with them.
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Please keep in mind certain organizational
operations such as project management,
process control, supply chain management,
configuration management, etc. impacts the
security of data or information. The
following are the corporate issues which
needs CT skills
 Employees weaknesses, in particular
white color employees
 Attackers’ motivations and skills
 Available technologies for defense
Second, software engineering is primarily
targeted towards obtaining the organizational
needed software either in development or
market made purchase mode. Generally this
field insists of going through four prominent
phases
viz.,
planning,
design,
implementation, testing and installation; an
evolving
process.
Overall,
software
engineering acts as an interface between the

organizational business and the external
world. The main emphasis here is to establish
a model of relationship between the software,
the organization it serves and its wider
environment.
CT is not pertaining to certain age group,
instead applicable to all sections of age. Since
this possess the ability to think independently
and while being logical at the same time;
which is the needed power of students’ in this
digital era. This research broadly categorized
CT at three levels of education as below.
A person’s educational level generally
determines based on his/her CT ability and its
applications. CT skills are highly subject to
their specific learning or application aspects,
rather than depending on the available
resources or data. In a human learning curve
it grow through at three different levels as:

CRITICAL THINKING AT

SUPERVISORY
LEVEL

ELEMENTORY
LEVEL

TILL HIGH SCHOOL

HIGH SCHOOL TO
UNDERGRADUATION

ELEMENTARY LEVEL – Till High School

At this level of CT, one call it as foundation
to intellectual growth. Here one needs a close
supervision from a teacher/instructor who
can inject basics into such tender age. CT
training has become increased focus on K-12
education, due to the ongoing demand for

STRATEGIC
LEVEL

GRADUATION AND
ABOVE

teachers, school administrators, education
specialists and leaders [17].
Schools and school districts start hiring the
officers, and other education professionals
exclusively to teach CT and problem-solving
skills. Most of the schools take care of certain
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schemes such as STEM, Quant Q, TER-N,
CSS etc., schemes to promote CT, at this
level especially in the subjects like
mathematics and science. These schemes not
only improve the CT skills but also promote
general reasoning skills. Teachers needs
positive CT habits of mind if they are to
model and nurture attitudes in their students.
CT at elementary level are primarily focus on
‘thinking ability’ in the light of following
factors:





Clarity is an essential component
at this age group. This is the first
steps in student age
Logical, is a learning art,
necessary at this stage, vital for
developing CT
Rational, is a part of clarity,
needed in the early childhood.
Independent, will make you an
independent thinker, a good
quality of a critical thinker.

These are need to be coupled with certain
actions such as mindful communication, as
maturity is a big issues at this level. High

School
SUPERVISORY LEVEL - High School to under
graduation

Motivating high school students’ to an under
graduate program, is a real challenge to high
school counselors. This transition not only
give push towards career progress but also
teach students’ adoptability with supervisors.
Young adults have been the driving source in
improving country’s economy and useful in
addressing societal issues such as
unemployment, poverty eradication. CT
components help supervise more effectively
and efficiently in handling this age group
students. Quality of this age group thinking is
reflected in quality of councilors’ treatment.
Author calls this ‘supervisory’ due to its
essential need for a ‘closed supervision’. This

is a transition period and are thus expected to
be a future critical thinker; with a primarily
focus on ‘thinking ability’ towards:







Career direction/focus, is
basically understanding/planning,
fourth coming events and make
them ready for it
Attitude improvement, is
precisely the observations and
deriving the useful conclusions.
Responsibility improvement, is
more attached with integrating
the different aspects of the given
situations and systematically
arriving at a feasible decisions.
Defining education as part of
culture, is a very broad agenda to
be installed

This is the most crucial level among three in
imposing criteria and intellectual standards
for possible CT skills development.
STRATEGIC LEVEL - Graduation and Above:

The above two levels are more of learning
curves and this is an application curve. Where
one learns the implementation aspects of CT.
This higher order CT skills involve creative
thinking, problem solving and strategic
decision
making;
means
applying
background knowledge to analyze and
synthesize the information. CT can be
interpreted here as: With less background
knowledge on the topic; the more one need to
infer, through the capability of reading
between the lines. CT at strategic level
primarily focuses on ‘thinking ability’ in the
light of following:





Strategic decision making
capabilities
Connectivity of knowledge to prior
experiences
Improving the leadership qualities
Self-monitoring of understanding.
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Group coordination and
communication skills
Vision towards improving
intellectual and creative thinking
Capability of organizing information
and applying meaningful
framework/categories.

CRITICAL THINKING
CORPORATE WORLD

AND

THE






The development of information technology
(IT) has undoubtedly brought face-lift to the
corporate world, in several directions with
future trends. To address tomorrow’s
technology, one need to move from current
mindset of knowing how to apply technology
to well understood different situations, to one
of being able to think critically about
problems, and then identify solutions to
unknown as well as familiar technology
issues [14]. The past research also addresses
the missing of CT component in formal as
well as at in-house training programs in a
corporate world.



CT is visualize from different schools of
thought: Decision making, planning,
strategic thinking, etc. CT known as a unique
thinking process with its flexible adoptability
subject to the considered domain. As a real
life model, CT is more than just a concept, up
on which one can build successful and
efficient problem solving skills; and those
skills that prove highly valuable in the
workplace and beyond. CT creates an
awareness of differing approaches to a
problem, so is the ability to assess those
approaches critically. It creates appreciation
for different worldviews apart from saving
time
and
enhance
communication
capabilities. For example, the following are
some of the benefits of CT skills [14]





It better controls humans’ own
learning and empathy for other point
of views.







It entails effective communication
and problem solving abilities and
accommodate a commitment to
overcome our negative ego-centrism
and socio-centrism.
It is important in life, allows us to
think creatively – outside the box.
It enables person to make good
decisions in situations of risk and
uncertainty as well as in situations
required logical precision.
It can teach a variety of skills that can
be applied to nay situation in life that
calls for reflection, analysis and
planning.
It gives ability to think well and solve
problems systematically is an asset
for any career
It is very important in the new
knowledge economy, in a fastchanging workplace.
It plays a vital role in evaluating new
ideas, selecting best alternative
solutions, modifying them if
necessary.
It is crucial for self-reflection, it also
provides the tools for the process of
self-evaluation.
It is basic foundation of science and a
liberal democratic society.

Corporate world got a face lift with
digitization process, at every stage during this
transition CT is continued and still moving
forward. Functionally the role of CT is
limited to preserving, retrieving and
communication across the organizational of
business networks and databases.
CYBER SECURITY EDUCATION: AN
ACADEMIC PERSPECTIVE
Over centuries subject fields like
mathematics, physics and chemistry do exists
in academia and still continue to evolve in
main streams; for two reasons:
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A. Due to their ability to formulate a real
life problem with compatibility to
modern software systems; is
scientific viewpoint
B. Due to economic and societal needs,
coupled with acute public (market)
demand; is– Social Science viewpoint
The strength of these fields lie in their
journey moving from analytical to real-world
problem solvers. These fields, initially
developed analytically, progressed towards
real life applications and finally evolved as
software systems; in automating the tasks.
The process of fine transition from a
sequence of solution steps (for a problem) are
translated into machine readable code (call it
software system), called digitization. For
practical purposes these software systems
were (and even now) happened to be user
friendly when compared to just a sequence of
solution steps. It is like a fast journey from a
compiler (or an interpreter) design to a
printed circuit board (PCB), and evolved
towards voice and speech recognition
systems, is a technological evolution. During
such technological evolution, CS has been an
invisible under flowing water, which recently
start flowing into the surface in the wake of
data and information security breach.
Fast growing industrial digitization coupled
with socio-economic conditions have
brought CS education into the lime light;
allowing CS education to spread its wings
into all levels of academia. This is so mainly
due to its CT capability. CS education
involves protecting information and systems
from major cyber threats; such as application
attacks, malware, ransomware, phishing,
exploit kids etc. Academic institutions also
realize the significance of CS education at
their under graduation/graduation curricula;
emphasizing CS education as non-linear mix
of several domains as described below.

CYBER SECURITY: A MIX OF SOCIAL
SCIENCE,
MANAGEMENT
AND
ECONOMICS
Most of the existing traditional approaches in
CS has been to use preventive-measure
strategies, focused on blocking digital
attacks. These preventive-centric measures,
are solely concentrated on techniques and
measures which can prevent attacks. In view
of advanced and motivated threats today, this
strategy has changed, which emphasis the
defense with creative, stealthy, targeted, and
persistent attacks that often go undetected for
significant period of time. Therefore the CS
education has become an essential
component in the modern corporate world,
with an added CT component.
Over the years, the evolution of several
information systems (IS) and the intradependency of modern organizations on
these computer based systems have
ultimately put the security (of systems) in the
cross roads. The security of ISs is inevitably
fall under the responsibility of every one
across the organization. This responsibility
has been viewed from three different
perspectives. First, the field of social sciences
is basically concern with society and the
relationship among individuals. CS is thus
directly impacted from this field due to
 Using ISs: Differences in individuals use
ISs for various “purposes”. Some use it for
their day to day work purpose, other use it
for evaluating their work performance.
Some others use it for implementing and
improving their innovative ideas. In either
case, it is very difficult to de-mark the use
and misuse purpose of ISs.
 Perceiving ISs: Given a huge amount of
digital data, within a computer based
system, different individuals “perceive” it
from various schools of thought. Perceiving
this huge freely available digital data from
different mind-sets, makes data more
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volatile, easy for anyone to copy, delete and
alter it.
 Security of ISs: Different people take
information systems’ responsibility at
varied levels of interest. Though most ISs
are available for every employee, but how
much of interest one pays for their security,
is an open and challenging question for
management.
Second, “economics” has been an
organizations’ backbone, makes technology
as competitive force, to modern corporate
world, focus on estimating its opportunity
cost. It also reveal several ways of
maximizing the value and the consequences
of technology and its impact on businesses.
CS has finally become the bottle neck issues
for many organizations; influencing the
economic impact of technology on
businesses. Microeconomics focus on
individual department’s ISs and their
viability towards that unit’s productivity.
Macroeconomics is for estimating impact of
all ISs prevailing within an organization. CS
education is thus become vital form high
school level. It is not only inter linked with
digital threats/crimes but also inter-twinned
with socio, economic and cultural issues.
Managing ISs become bottleneck issue to
corporate world, for two reasons: (1)
changing technological trends and (2)
maintenance of technological processes
across organization. CS management process
cannot be made unique; it is inter-twinned
with individual ISs. Past research on CS
education identifies six most prominent
fields, with CT as high priority as [15]
- Critical thinking
- Strategic planning
- Leadership
- Empowerment
- Organizational research
- Technology and communication

CT has been the first and main focus that
needs to share with the rest. Rapid changing
technology and dependency on internet of
things (IoT), makes everyone experience a
surge in cybercrimes and digital threats. In
the midst of this crisis, the United State
Government has launched initiatives
specifically for cyber security education that
are designed to help schools (just like yours)
develop the necessary degree programs.
The National Initiative for CS Education
(NICE), led by the National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST) in the
U.S. Department of Commerce, is a
partnership between government, academia,
and the private sector focused on CS
education,
training,
and
workforce
development. Below is a description of each
of the seven NICE Framework Workforce
Categories which acts as a resource for
academic curriculum development for our
institutions [16]:










Securely
Provision
(SP):
Conceptualizes, designs, procures,
and/or builds secure information
technology (IT) systems, with
responsibility for aspects of system
and/or network development.
Operate and Maintain (OM):
Provides the support, administration,
and maintenance necessary to ensure
effective and efficient information
technology (IT) system performance
and security.
Oversee and Govern (OV): Provides
leadership, management, direction, or
development and advocacy so the
organization may effectively conduct
cybersecurity work.
Protect and Defend (PR): Identifies,
analyzes, and mitigates threats to
internal information technology (IT)
systems and/or networks.
Analyze (AN): Performs highlyspecialized review and evaluation of
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incoming cybersecurity information
to determine its usefulness for
intelligence.
Collect and Operate (CO): Provides
specialized denial and deception
operations
and
collection
of
cybersecurity information that may
be used to develop intelligence.
Investigate
(IN):
Investigates
cybersecurity events or crimes related
to information technology (IT)
systems, networks, and digital
evidence.

PROFESSIONALS LOOK AT CYBER
SECURITY
Today the technological advancement races
ever onwards, along with cybercrime is set to
grow as criminals take advantage of new
exploits; leaving the bottleneck issue as: How
do we coop up with cyber data, businesses
and transactions, along with increasing cyber
criminals? The world economic forum listed
cybercrime as, among the top three most
likely risks the world face by 2020; is a
complex combination of four different loops,

Databases &
Vulnerabilities

with two loops created by human and systems
respectively, as shown below figure. CS
education is evolved as centrally located
around four prominent continuous cyclic
looping areas as detailed below; with human
and system related.
A. Databases and vulnerabilities: This goes
databases and vulnerabilities; addressing mostly
software and related issues. Here the issue is to
store, retrieve, and adoptability of data, without
falling under the trap of cyber thefts/crimes?
B. Network, IT and operations technology
vulnerabilities: The second cycle goes through
several IT/CS infrastructures and application
software. Here the main issues are going through
password cracking, message trapping and reinstallation of data/information on track, along
with existing software vulnerabilities.
C. Malware and their impact: This is a statesponsored malicious code (virus), originally
designed for offline, but quickly gained its
momentum with the help of networking and
Internet; throwing big challenges to CS team.
D. Risk management and its impact: This is
another human-made process of assessing the
probabilities and consequences of risk events if
they are realized; guides CS and EDM personnel.

SYSTEMS RELATED

Network, IT &
Operations
Technology
Vulnerabilities

Extract Information for
Cyber Activities
Misuse
Cyber Threat
Creation
Cyber Criminals
Risk Management
and its impact

Malwares and their
Impact
HUMAN RELATED

The traditional approach to CS have been to
use a prevention-centric strategy focused on
blocking
attacks
[19].
The
nonlinearity/random nature of these cyber-

crimes/threats, makes corporate vison more
dynamic. Advanced/motivated threat actors
are circumventing perimeter are based
defenses with creative, stealthy, targeted and
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persistent attacks; often go undetected for
some time period.
CRITICAL THINKING LIFE CYCLE Vs
PHASES OF CYBER SECURITY
Once we are ready to teach CT skills, one
should be ready to use some visual aids to
guide them. The below described CT life
cycle is a closed loop activity, with six open-

ended questions, which are cyclic activities in
a thinking process, from “what do I know”?
to “how did I do”? These six activities of CT
forms a continuous loop, goes again and
again. These are well structured and detailed
in the past literature on CT [12] [13]. These
are also the six phases of CS strategic stages
shown above. On the positive note this CT
life cycle has many familiarities with that of
CS phase

Phase 1: Reconnaissance (What do I know?): This primarily identify potential targets that
satisfy the mission of the attackers such as financial gain, targeted access to sensitive information,
or brand damage. Once they determine what defenses are in place, they choose their weapon,
whether it’s a zero-day exploit, a spear-phishing campaign, bribing an employee, or some other.
Phase 2: Initial compromise (How do I know?): The phase is based on one premise: The initial
compromise is usually in the form of hackers bypassing perimeter defenses and gaining access to
the internal network through a compromised system or user account.
Phase 3: Command & control (What is important?): The compromised device is then used as
a beachhead into an organization. Typically, this involves the attacker downloading and installing
a remote-access Trojan (RAT) so they can establish persistent, long-term, remote access to your
environment.
Phase 4: Lateral movement (What is missing?): Once the attacker has an established connection
to the internal network, they seek to compromise additional systems and user accounts. Because
the attacker is often impersonating an authorized user, evidence of their existence can be hard to
see
Phase 5: Target attainment (What is my Plan of Action?): At this stage, the attacker typically
has multiple remote access entry points and may have compromised hundreds (or even thousands)
of internal systems and user accounts. They deeply understand the aspects of the IT environment
and are within reach of their target(s).
Phase 6: Exfiltration, corruption, and disruption (How did I do?): The final stage is where
cost to businesses rise exponentially if the attack is not defeated. This is when the attacker executes
the final aspects of their mission, stealing intellectual property or other sensitive data, corrupting
mission-critical systems, and generally disrupting the operations of your business.
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What do I know?

Phase 1: Reconnaissance

About
the
situation-Past
experience-Relevant Knowledge
How do I know?

Phase 2: Initial
Compromise

Reliability of sourcesAssumptions-Personal
biases
What is Important?

Phase 3: Command &
Control

Priority issue(s)-Short-term &
Long-term goals

Phase 4: Lateral
Movement

What is Missing?
From my known information-From
my understanding of the situation
What is my plan of action?

Phase 5: Target
Attainment

What is the next step to take
How did I do?
What went well?
What could be Improved upon?
What did I learn?

The above detailed CT life cycle guide
management professionals in several open
ended questions, which help in best practices
of CT in modern corporate world as
described below.
BEST PRACTICES FOR IMPROVING
THE STRONG CYBER SECURITY
SKILLS
Corporate information security must consider
anything that would put the company’s
information at risk/danger. For creating
strong CS procedures/policies, will surely off
of preconceived notions about what
organization needs; rather subject to a
through business case analysis and securityfocused risk analysis. Rapidly growing cyber
threats and crimes, demands CS personnel to
work in an unpredictably difficult, complex
and high risk situations. In a working
corporate network sudden hacking or sudden
witness of a database vulnerability by an
internal employer, force CS personnel to
have a positive thinking mindset and strong

Phase 6: Exfiltration,
Corruption &
Disruption

experts have CT skills and mindset that
enable them to anticipate and defend against
internal and external threats [11]. The
following are few suggested best practices
for improving strong CS skills.
 Boss knows the best: A wrong myth
 CS is to be at corporate IT
infrastructure level and should be
automated
 CS awareness/education training is
mandatory at all levels across the
organization
 Modern businesses needs to engage
CS consultants
 Create a transparent CS incident or
reporting structure.
 The corporate hiring strategy should
include CS awareness campaign
 Expired certificates should be
deleted as soon as possible
 Restrict the browsers to force https
 Frequent running of scans over
networks and databases
 High moral leadership skills coupled
with interdisciplinary teams

CT skill set [8]. CT is like new firewall for
most of the cyber personnel, vigilant CS
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CONCLUSIONS
This research strongly concludes that CT is
an essential task force for improving the CS
across the business organizations. Since CS
is mix of social science, economics and
management, it is concluded that CS
education is most important for modern
corporate world; for better productivity and
quality of services and products. The

established professional look towards CS,
derives the truth that both systems as well as
people intertwined nature and responsible for
CS. This research also establish a mapping
between CT life cycle and the different
phases of CS, for an easy conclusion that CS
education needs to be evolve cyclically; with
new security breaches every day.
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ABSTRACT
WhatsApp Web is a computer-based extension
connected to WhatsApp on smartphones. The
handling of crime cases on computers or smartphones
has four main stages, namely preparation, Case Place
Event, examination of evidence in the digital
forensics laboratory and the report of digital evidence
as the application of Integrated Digital Forensic
Investigation Framework Version 2 which is a model
for the investigation process of digital evidence and
claimed to have complete stages and can
accommodate all stages in the process of cybercrime
investigation. In this study using procedures that can
be used as a reference to conducting a WhatsApp
Web forensic investigation to obtain and process
evidence proof and analysis of digital evidence in the
form of WhatsApp databases contained in the laptop
and Smartphone directories, in order to obtain
information to strengthen evidence of crime cases of
can be presented in court in the form of analytical
results of digital evidence so that it can be
understood.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The Internet as a technology close to the life
of modern society has changed human behavior
in communicating wherever the user is [1]. If in
ancient times people know the communication
media through postal mail and telegraph, then
now has available many alternative media
communication via the internet or better known
by name WhatsApp[2].
WhatsApp Messenger is a cross-platform
messaging app that allows us to exchange
messages at no cost SMS, ComScore claims that
the WhatsApp chat app is the most popular
Smartphone app with most users in Indonesia, of
course after the mandatory Android user app,
Google Play. According to comScore, WhatsApp

now has about 35.7 million users in Indonesia,
WhatsApp the user stats can be seen in Figure 1.

Figure 1. WhatsApp Messenger Usage Statistics

However, the broad user base also makes this
app a serious threat with all the convenience
provided by the Mesh Mesa WhatsApp app by
leveraging the existing features of WhatsApp
messenger application as a medium for
committing crimes in the cyber world such as
spreading malicious code, obtaining and
disseminate confidential information [3].
In this paper, the IDFIF V2 method will be
presented for reference by other researchers.
From various studies on WhatsApp forensic
analysis that have been done with methods such
as live forensics, forensic smartphones [3] and
the National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST)[4]. Only limited to
identifying, collecting, examining, analyzing and
reporting but in its implementation the stages of
the investigation process against digital evidence
at the scene of crime, computer or smartphone
forensics has four main stages, namely
preparation (pre-process), process of TKP
(proactive process), examination of evidence in
digital forensic laboratories (reactive process)
and examination reports on digital evidence
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items such as the application of Integrated
Digital Forensic Investigation Framework
Version 2 (IDFIF V2)[5]. In research using the
application of the Integrated Digital Forensic
Investigation Framework V2 (IDFIF V2)
conducted by Ruuhwan, it was only applied to
the SMS (Short Message Service) service[5]. No
research has yet applied the IDFIF V2
framework to a web-based WhatsApp
application.
2 LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Computer forensic
Computer Forensics is one of the forensic
sciences that deals with legal evidence found in
computers and digital storage media. This
forensic computer is known as Digital
Forensics[6]. Many areas of science are used and
involved in a crime or criminal case for a legal
and justice interest, where such science is known
as forensic science [7].
2.2 Mobile forensic
Mobile forensics is a branch of digital
forensics conducted to obtain and analyze digital
evidence from mobile devices for investigation
purposes [8]. Currently, most Indonesian people
have more than one gadget. One person allows
smartphone, tablet and laptop computer
simultaneously [9]. The ability of a gadget to do
data processing is also higher, so all activities
can be done through gadget [3].
2.3 WhatsApp
WhatsApp is a messaging app for
smartphones with basic BlackBerry Messengerlike [10]. WhatsApp Messenger is a messaging
messenger application medium that allows us to
exchange messages with no SMS charges
because WhatsApp Messenger uses the same
internet network for email, web search, and
more. The WhatsApp Messenger app uses a 3G
or WiFi connection for data communications
[11].
2.4 WhatsApp Web
WhatsApp Web is a computer-based
extension of WhatsApp account on user phone.
Messages sent and received are fully
synchronized between the user phone and the
user computer, and the user can view them all on
both devices. All actions user take on user phone

will be applied also on WhatsApp Web, and vice
versa. At the moment, WhatsApp Web is only
available for Android phones, iPhone 8.1+,
Windows Phone 8.0 and 8.1, Nokia S60, Nokia
S40 EVO, BlackBerry and BlackBerry10 only
[4].
2.5 Cache
Caches in computer science are defined as
components that store newly executed
computing data or other useful data duplication
to run the command in the future more quickly.
But its capacity is limited. When viewed from its
function, the cache is intended to help speed up
the device when running applications that have
previously been used [12].
2.6 FTK Imager
FTK Imager is a digital forensic acquisition
tool created by AccessData. FTK Imager is free,
but make no mistake, facilities and capabilities
are not inferior to the software acquisition
paid[13].
2.7 WhatsApp Viewer
WhatsApp Viewer is used to seeing
WhatsApp smartphones chat is extracted on user
PC device. WhatsApp Viewer has the ability to
display chats from an extracted Android
msgstore.db file. WhatsApp This viewer
supports crypt5, crypt7, crypt8, and crypt12
versions of the database to be displayed.
Copying extracted messages to user PC and
make it easier for the user to read old message
information, without pressing "show old
messages". The User can export the message
information data that can be as HTML, TXT, and
JSON files [13].
2.8 Autopsy
An autopsy is a tool created using Perl
language that uses to do digital forensics, an
autopsy can analyze the Disk Figure and
Partition. The purpose of using Autopsy is to be
able to analyze the File System which can be
Evidence or evidence [14].
2.9 Framework IDFIF Version 2
This study uses the application of IDFIF
(Integrated Digital Forensic Investigation
Framework) Version 2 which is a model for the
process of investigating the digital evidence and
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claimed to have complete stages and can
accommodate all stages of the cybercrime
investigation process. After analyzing the
investigation process, IDFIF V2 has several
stages that have been modified so that it has been
in accordance with the investigation procedure
and the process of confiscation of evidence
found at the crime scene. Thus, currently, the
IDFIF V2 model can be used as a standard for
the investigation process[5].
3 METHODOLOGY
The research stages are the stages of doing
case simulations to try to implement the IDFIF
Version 2 framework for Forensic investigation
process WhatsApp Messenger. The case
simulation aims to test the process of the IDFIF
Version 2 framework in the web-based
WhatsApp Messenger app used to search
conversations or messages that have been deleted
for use as evidence or crime. The stages of this
study were conducted to determine the extent of
abuse in the application WhatsApp [5]. Here are
the methods and stages of research. The method
consists of several stages which the authors
describe as in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Research methods

Figure 2 is the method there are several stages
of research are:
1. The research problem is the first step taken to
obtain and determine research topics to be
studied further. At this stage, it begins by
looking at various phenomena, events, and
information obtained in various ways.
2. The literature review is expected to explore
all the information related to the issues to be
studied and the object of the research
objectives and provide the basis for the
direction of research that will be conducted
and become the beginning of thinking for
each researcher so that research can be used
as the reference again in the future.
3. Case Study is the process of applying IDFIF
Version 2 to Web-based WhastaApp
Messenger investigation process. as shown in
Figure 3.

Figure 3. Model IDFIF Version 2

Figure 3 [5], is the result of research that has
several stages in handling digital evidence,
that is:
a. Preparation
It is a preparation that must be done to
conduct the investigation process in handling
digital evidence starting from the event of the
case to the making of the final report.
1) Notification:
Notification
of
investigation or report of a crime to law
enforcers.
2) Authorization: Stages to gain access to
evidence and legal status of the inquiry
process.
3) Preparation: Preparation that includes
the availability of tools, personnel and
various needs of the investigation.
b. Incident Response
It is an activity carried out at the scene of
the case with the aim of securing the existing
digital evidence so as not to be contaminated
by other matters.
1) Securing The Scene: Conduct a
mechanism to secure crime scenes and
protect the integrity of evidence.
2) Documentation The Scene: The main
objective of this stage is to process the
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3)

4)

5)

6)

crime scene, search for trigger sources
of events, search for communication or
network connections and document the
scene by taking pictures of every detail
of the scene.
Event
Triggering:
Perform
a
preliminary analysis of an event process
that occurred.
Proactive Preservation: Has 5 substages of network trace perform trace
search through the network used by
digital evidence.
a) Plug in a portable power supply is a
process of securing digital evidence
with the condition "on" so that the
power contained in digital evidence
can be maintained during the trip up
to the forensic laboratory.
b) Communication shielding is a phase
of data communication deactivation
in digital evidence so as to prevent
changes in data from outside.
c) Volatile and Non-Volatile Evidence
is a process of securing digital
evidence. At the end of the proactive
Preservation stage, there is a decision
process. This stage is not called
directly into stages, but the output of
this decision is also important for the
continuity of the investigation
process. From this stage, it was
decided that digital evidence should
be immediately confiscated and
further examination in the forensic
laboratory or conducted on-site
inspection to obtain an initial report
of the incident.
Proactive Analysis: the live analysis
stage of the inventory and build the
initial hypothesis of an event. Detection
of Incident / Crime, at this stage, is the
stage, to ensure that there has been a
violation of the law. The acquisition is
the process of data acquisition of
inventory items so as to lighten the
workload of digital forensic analysis in
the laboratory. Preliminary Report is a
preliminary report on the proactive
investigation that has been done.
Seize: Perform the confiscation of
digital evidence that has been found for
further analysis.

7) Transportation: Is the process of
moving digital evidence from the scene
to the forensic digital laboratory.
c. Laboratorium Process
After the handling of digital evidence at
the scene of the case, then at this stage is to
process the data analysis of evidence that has
been obtained previously so that can be found
the type of crime that has occurred.
1) Preservation: Maintains the integrity of
the findings by using a chain of custody
and hashing functions.
2) Examination: Processing evidence to
find its relevance to events.
3) Analysis: Is a technical study and
assembles the linkages between the
findings.
4) Documentation: Documentation of all
activities that have been done from the
beginning of the investigation process
to the end of the analysis process in the
forensic laboratory.
d. Presentation
This is the final stage in the process of
digital investigation. At this stage is the
process of making reports related to the
results of the analysis performed in the
previous stage and ensure that each process is
done in accordance with applicable law rules.
1) Conclusion: Summing up the results of
the investigation that has been done.
2) Reconstruction: The process of analysis
and an overall evaluation of the results
of the investigation.
3) Dissemination: The recording of the
investigation process and the records
may be disseminated to other
investigators who are conducting
similar cases.
4. The conclusion is the process of all the stages
that have been done in the process of this
research from the process of handling
physical evidence and get digital but goods in
the form of variables related to the
conversation time, the content of the message
conversation, the profile of the perpetrator
and the victim on WhatsApp messenger, and
the data can be analyzed whether in
accordance with the reporting of victims and
there is a crime, to the final stage of making a
final report to be presented in court to
strengthen evidence in a crime.
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4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Stages used in the investigation of laptops and
smartphones can be seen in Figure 4 to find out
the different handling of investigations done on
laptops and smartphones to get evidence
WhatsApp web on laptops and WhatsApp
smartphone form of database to be in extraction
and will be in the analysis so that the results can
be compared between WhatsApp Web and
WhatsApp Smartphones to get information
related to crime perpetrated by the perpetrator
using WhatsApp web on the perpetrator's laptop
who synced with WhatsApp smartphone.

Figure 4. Step IDFIF Version 2 on the investigation.

Figure 4 [5], step IDFIF Version 2 on the
investigation, there are 4 main stages of
Preparation, Incident response, Laboratory
process and presentation that will be
implemented in this research.

4.1 Preparation: is the initial stage of the
investigation process of digital evidence,
especially in laptop investigations and
smartphones. This stage is divided into 3 substages:
a. Notification: Victim Reports a crime which
is a case of fundraising fraud that occurs
with the authorities namely law
enforcement to follow up on the
investigation process.
b. Authorization:
Law
enforcement
authorities work together and process
licensing to mobile operators in order to
access rights in the process of tracking
fraud perpetrators.
c. Preparation:
The
law
enforcement
authorities prepare the need in the
investigation process from personnel to
search and obtain evidence of offenders,
investigative equipment to support
investigation activities, hardware and
software.
4.2 Incident response: is the initial stage of the
inquiry process. The incident response stage
is as follows:
a. The investigator undertakes the process of
securing the location of the crime in the
actual circumstances by the officer taking
the first action at the scene of the crime so
that the evidence is not lost, damaged and
unchanged such as reductions or additions
and location and existence proven.
b. Documentation the Scene: The investigator
performed documentation at the scene by
photographing the crime scene and the
evidence found at the scene. Without
directly touching the evidence so that the
investigator's fingerprints are not scratched
on the evidence, and undermine the
authenticity of the evidence.
c. Event Triggering: The next process of
preliminary analysis on the fraud case
occurred at the scene and look for the
cause of crime at the scene to be concluded
while the type of crime to be processed in
the digital forensics laboratory.
d. Proactive
Preservation:
Investigators
secure evidence of Laptops and
Smartphones found at the scene.
1) Plug in portable power supply:
Investigators maintain digital evidence
on smartphones with portable charging
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as smartphone battery power conditions
that can be located at the scene are not
always fully charged.
2) Communication shielding: At this stage,
Investigators
keep
evidence
of
smartphones and laptops found on the
premises by disconnecting networks
against smartphones and laptops from
data changes on evidence.
e. Seize: The investigator performs the
seizure of evidence found at the scene.
f. Transportation: The investigator performs
the procedure of transferring evidence
from the scene to the digital forensics lab
for further investigation.
4.3 Process Laboratory: is the core stage of the
investigation process. This stage is divided
into several stages:
a. Preservation: The investigator conducted
the process of securing the evidence.
Conditions of evidence when in the
acquisition process must be disconnected
from existing data communications.
1) Acquisition: The investigator takes
digital evidence from the Laptop and
Smartphone devices found at the
scene[15].
a) Acquisition Smartphone is an
internal memory imaging for FTK
Imager acquisition process which is
to upload data in internal memory to
find WhatsApp conversation to know
the message information and
conversation time and to know that
the performer smartphone is
connected with WhatsApp web.
b) Acquisition
laptops
performed
internal imaging memory for the
acquisition process using FTK
Imager is to upload data on local disk
to find SQLite browser database file
to find out information that the
perpetrators use Google Chrome
browser to commit a crime.
c) Storage: The investigator prepares
the storage in the laptop investigator
directory that has been determined to
store backups of digital evidence of
laptops and smartphones that have
been backed up. In this study, the
investigator has prepared a special
directory on the Laptop investigator.

The contents and forms of digital
evidence will be stored in a safe and
sterile place.
b. Examination: Investigators conduct checks
to find evidence related to the case being
handled by the laptop and smartphone
offender. Exploring digital evidence to find
evidence of WhatsApp databases on laptop
devices and smartphone offenders. For the
next stage of exploration on the device are:
1) Exploration of digital evidence on
smartphones
At the exploration stage of digital
evidence that finds the WhatsApp
database on the smartphone is in the
internal memory of the smartphone
Storage / Sdcard0 / WhatsApp /
Database, in the database folder there is
a file Encrypted WhatsApp database
like in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Database encryption WhatsApp
smartphone

Figure 5 WhatsApp smartphone
encryption database, CRYPT12 file is
an encrypted database, to open
CRYPT12 must find the encryption key,
encryption key is on the smartphone
device, to find the key file we have to
enter the smartphone device memory, to
enter the smartphone device must be in
the root to give more access to
smartphone device memory and to find
the key file on the investigator's
memory tool using the File Explorer ES
tool to access more settings tools into
root explorer to gain more access to the
smartphone's internal memory and key
files [15]. file folder com.WhatsApp
smartphone there are several folders
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such as databases and files, in the files
folder found the key file on the device
memory is \data\data\com.WhatsApp \
files file key as in Figure 6.

\Google \Chrome\User\Data\Default, in
the default folder there is Google
Chrome database about Google
Chrome's acting activities. There are
files and folders of Google Chrome doer
activity such as cache folders where
storage and to speed up Google Chrome
access. File history is a file related to
the activities of the performer such as
downloads, URLs, and visits. Login file
is an SQLite database to store login data
on Google Chrome doer activity. The
location of file storage can be viewed in
Table 2.
Table 2. Location of Laptop File Storage
File
File Type
Storage Location
Name

Figure 6. File key on the smartphone

Figure 6 is a key file on smartphones
file, there is a file key used to generate
encryption files to be open, in addition
to the key file in the database file
com.WhatsApp smartphone there are
several database files on the device
memory
that
is
\data\data\com.WhatsApp\databases can
in export to obtain information about
the crime, file storage location can be
seen in Table 1.
Table 1 Smartphone File Storage Location
Storage
File Type
File Name
Location
Db
WhatsApp

WhatsApp\Data
base

Mgstore.db
.crypt12

Key
WhatsApp

\data\data\com.
WhatsApp\files

Key

Db
WhatsApp

\data\data\com.
WhatsApp\data
bases

Web_sessi
ons.db

2) Exploration of digital evidence on
laptops
At the exploration stage of digital
evidence that is finding the SQLite
WhatsApp database in the Google
Chrome browser on the laptop
directory, the Google Chrome SQLite
database file is located on local disk C
that is C:\Users\Adm\AppData\Local

Db SQLite

C:\Users\Adm\App
Data\Local
\Google\Chrome\Us
er\Data\Default

History

Db SQLite

C:\Users\Adm\App
Data\Local
\Google\Chrome\Us
er\Data\Default

Login

Cache

C:\Users\Adm\App
Data\Local
\Google\Chrome\Us
er\Data\Default\cac
he

Cache

c. Analysis: at this stage the investigator
conducts studies related to fraud cases
and digital evidence in the can, then the
next investigator to extract the database
contained in the laptop and smartphone
devices to be able to detail information
on the evidence in the can, the first
stage of the process of extraction
against the WhatsApp database on
smartphone devices.
1) Extraction of WhatsApp databases
on smartphone devices
In the WhatsApp database
extract stage of this smartphone
device the database can be on the
encrypted smartphone with crypt12,
the investigator decrypts
the
encrypted database using the
WhatsApp
viewer,
the
msgstore.db.crypt12 file, and the key
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file are the key files found on the
smartphone set in the folder
\data\data\com.WhatsApp\files, then
extract the database files with
WhatsApp viewer so that the
information residing on the file
messages.deripted.db can be known
whether there is an element of the
crime or not, the data evidence in the
form of conversation information
that is extracted using WhatsApp
viewer can be seen in Figure 7.

WhatsApp web usage information
using Windows OS 8.1 and uses the
Chrome web browser as shown in
Figure 8.
Extract the Google Chrome
SQLite database on the laptop boot
in the extract stage of the Google
Chrome SQLite database on this
laptop device can be extracted with
tools DB Browser for SQLite SQLite
database file is the first in the extract
of the history file to know the
activities of actors in using Google
Chrome to get information about the
activities of actors in using Google
Chrome to do criminal activity.
Extracting the SQLite history
database file can be viewed in Figure
9.

Figure 7. WhatsApp content information

Figure
7
WhatsApp
content
information contains the recipient's
number
information,
recent
messages,
sent
and
received
messages and text and picture
content of the conversation between
the offender and the victim. In the
smartphone device memory, there is
a com.WhatsApp database file to
obtain information related to the
crime, for the database to be
extraction database web_sessions.db
using the DB Browser tool for
SQLite as in Figure 8.

Figure 8. Usage of WhatsApp web

Figure 8 is the use of WhatsApp web
on a smartphone can be viewed using
the WhatsApp web contained in the
device's smartphone memory, the
database is extracted using the DB
Browser for SQLite and generates

Figure 9. Database SQLite history on
Google Chrome

Figure 9 is an SQLite history
database Google Chrome can be seen
that the offender visits or uses the
WhatsApp web with up to 9 visits.
And then the SQLite database file
that will extract the login data to find
the login data of the perpetrator on
Google Chrome in Figure 10.

Figure 10. Login data Google Chrome

Figure 10 is Google Chrome login
data there is only login activity on
google and facebook account, login
WhatsApp does not exist because
WhatsApp web using QR code and
connect with the second party that is
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WhatsApp smartphone. Cache file
there are some file of actors activity
when using Google Chrome there are
file name, URL, content type, file
size, last accessed, last modified
server, expire time and so on, on the
URL seen the actor accessing
WhatsApp web using Google
Chrome, and file name indicated
crime there is a network file capture
which usually extends the file ".
pcapng" but in this cache file there is
file capture network extension
".ENC" that is an encrypted file, file
extension ".ENC" can be like in
Figure 11.

Figure 11. File capture network format
“.ENC”

Figure 11 file capture network
format ".ENC" which is in the cache
is type Wireshark capture file which
is indicated as network capture file
WhatsApp web that the perpetrators
use in Google Chrome. Files
indicated as digital evidence
WhatsApp web conversations can be
viewed at access time as shown in
Figure 12.

Figure 12. Access file extension “.ENC”

Figure 12 is access file extension
".ENC" can be viewed in the date

and time access, file size and chace
name indicated a crime. Unlike the
case of the WhatsApp smartphone
database file decryption using the
existing key in the device memory,
the ".ENC" file is encrypted with
another method and there is no key
in the perpetrator's laptop directory
because of them “.ENC” file
extension is a Uuencoded file of the
binary encoding method to test if a
file with the extension ".ENC" is
extracted with Wireshark then
".ENC" extension is not recognized
as in Figure 13.

Figure 13. Wireshark extension “.ENC”

Figure 13 is a Wireshark extension
".ENC" looks informed that the
extension ".ENC" is not recognized
and cannot be extracted by
Wireshark.
d. Documentation: After the analysis
phase of the digital evidence a found at
the scene. Data and information are
presented in the form of information
that can be understood and supported
by evidence in accordance with an
appropriate and acceptable crime.
4.4 The presentation: is the final stage of
the investigation process. Securing the
evidence in a safe place and review stage
on the investigation of evidence of a
crime that has been done for
improvement in the process of further
investigation.
a. Conclusion: Evidence and information
in the investigation process by the
investigator is sufficient for the
investigation team to demand the
perpetrators of fraudulent through the
WhatsApp media.
b. Reconstruction: At this stage, the
investigator reconstructs based on the
findings of the investigative analysis
carried out so that the actors' activities
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can be known in fraudulent using the
WhatsApp media.
c. Dissemination: Furthermore, at this
final stage is the process of recording at
the investigation stage so that if
investigators or investigators get a
similar case, this investigative process
can be a reference in the process of
investigation
analysis
WhatsApp
forensic smartphones and laptops.
5 CONCLUSION
WhatsApp is a popular application for social
networks where people can exchange personal
information between users, this study uses the
Integrated Digital Forensic Investigation
Framework Version 2 which shows that access
to WhatsApp Web synchronized with
WhatsApp Smartphones has different access.
WhatsApp Web produces information related to
access times, browser usage and the operating
system used to access WhatsApp Web, and
information related to messages on the
WhatsApp web is secured by ".ENC" file
encryption in cache files that can be opened
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ABSTRACT
The
authors
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matters
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Cryptocurrencies in a global context. We also
describe what a cryptocurrency is and provide a
history of the currencies and their differences with
government regulated moneys. Discussion follows
with why these digital currencies are important not
only to criminals, but also corporations and
governments, and outlines the process for which
transactions are held legitimate and how the data
within the coins are stored. Although criminal
activity has profited with cryptocurrencies, these
currencies have become more mainstream. The
authors identify key forensic artifacts that may be
found on digital devices to track transactions and aid
in connecting criminals to their malicious actions.
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1 INTRODUCTION OF
CRYPTOCURRENCY
Cryptocurrencies are becoming better known and
more widespread by the mainstream consumer
each day. This is in part to the illegal and
malicious activity by threat actors around the
world using the currency as a form of payment
for their actions. Although illegal activity has
been connected to cryptocurrency, it is in truth a
ledger of all transactions that retains the identity
of those threat actors in perpetuum. Any
consumer or investor may take advantage of
digital currencies all over the world as there are

no borders or boundaries for such coinage. Jan
Lansky [1], a cryptocurrency researcher, has
defined six requirements:
1) The system does not require a central
authority, distributed achieve consensus
on its state.
2) The system keeps an overview of
cryptocurrency units and their ownership.
3) The system also defines whether new
cryptocurrency units can be created. If
new cryptocurrency units can be created,
the system defines the circumstances of
their origin and how to determine the
ownership of these new units.
4) Ownership of cryptocurrency units can
be proved exclusively cryptographically.
5) The system allows transactions to be
performed in which ownership of the
cryptographic units is changed. A
transaction statement can only be issued
by an entity proving the current
ownership of these units.
6) If two different instructions for changing
the ownership of the same cryptographic
units are simultaneously entered, the
system performs at most one of them.
Cryptocurrencies are simply 1s and 0s
representing the owners as well as their
transactions on a network of computers placed in
a database that retain identity and ownership of
the coins.
1.1 How Does It Work?
Cryptocurrency utilizes a peer-to-peer digital
cash system that stores the transactions within a
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database called a Blockchain. The Blockchain is
a public ledger that keeps track of every
transaction each coin has been transacted. The
Blockchain is available to anyone within the
network and allows each coin’s ledger as well as
each person’s account to be open to the public.
Each transaction is determined legitimate or not
by a network of peers who confirm the
transactions through mining. Mining will find the
transactions, verify the ledgers involved, and
then alert all other nodes within the network that
the transaction was legitimate and to update such
nodes ledgers as well. Thus, the peer-to-peer
network monitors its own transactions and
confirms that each digital ledger or Blockchain is
up to date and verified by the network.
1.2 Legal Transactions
Digital coins can be used in everyday
transactions for any number of purchases if both
parties agree on the currency used. Online
shopping can utilize cryptocurrencies if that web
store accepts cryptocurrency as a form of
payment. Digital currencies can be used for any
activity normally using cash such as restaurants,
hotels, and physical stores. Another useful idea
for investing into cryptocurrencies is to pay for
continuing education like specific training and
college tuition. Investing into cryptocurrencies is
much like investing in any stock or bond
controlled by big business or various
governments around the world. Essentially,
cryptocurrencies can be used for anything as is
cash currency.

These illegal actions, just like their counter-part
legal transactions, can replace cash currency for
all criminal transactions. These crimes include
sex trafficking, drugs, guns, fake identifications,
assassinations, and even financing terrorism.
White collar crimes can include tax evasion,
identity theft, and money laundering. Then, there
are computer generated crimes that include
malware and child pornography. The most
common malware used by cyber criminals is
Ransomware. ―Smaller ransomware families
brought in another $150 million, and the FBI has
reported $209 million in ransomware payments
during the first three months of 2016‖ [2]. Using
cryptocurrencies to facilitate digital crimes can
become very profitable to anyone with a digital
device. Pursuing illegal actions with the use of
cryptocurrencies has created new complexities
for law enforcement as digital coins can be used
for anything.

2 HISTORY OF CRYPTOCURRENCY
Technology and money have gone hand in hand
for centuries beginning with the first abacus.
Then came cash registers supported with
electricity emerging as the first point of sale
machines. During the 1950s, the credit card
came to be the efficient way of making
transactions without the use of cash or paper
promissory notes. The household personal
computer gave rise to the likely creation of
digital currency. It was not until recently,
however, that Bitcoin became successful enough
to change how we look at currency.

1.3 Illegal Activity
2.1 Before Bitcoin
Threat actors have managed, to their advantage,
these cryptocurrencies even though all the
transaction’s data are stored and visible to
anyone on a network. Cryptocurrencies are only
anonymous if the owner of the coin is
determined by a random series of letters and
numbers with no identifiable attributes of the
threat actor. With the use of an anonymous
browser like Tor and a Virtual Private Network
(VPN), a person can remain private while using
cryptocurrencies. This anonymity has allowed
criminals to remain hidden while performing
many different criminal acts.

The concept of Bitcoin, the first cryptocurrency,
grew from several other proposed ideas over
three decades. In 1989, DigiCash was created by
David Chaum and used public and private key
cryptography to enhance electronic payments.
Consequently, the advancement in cryptography
keys was significant. Adam Back’s Hashcash
brought about a proof-of-work concept in 1997
that is essential to cryptocurrency transaction
verification. ―The Hashcash cost-function is
publicly auditable, because anyone can
efficiently verify any published tokens‖ [3]. That
became the basis for verifying transactions. Each
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of these earlier attempts at digital currency lays
the foundation for Bitcoin. The next step was the
concept of storing transactions within a
decentralized system. In 1998, Nick Szabo and
Wei Dai proposed distributed digital money
schemes. ―The main idea behind these proposals
was that balances were stored in a distributed
database‖ [4]. The following year, Tomas Sander
and Amnon Ta-Shma proposed digital coins that
did not carry personal data but a hash of its serial
number. To further the concept of proof-ofwork, in 2004, Hal Finney introduced a Reusable
Proof-Of-Work (RPOW) concept that had no
need of being connected to an email address.
This allowed the RPOW to be used freely
without restriction. These concepts laid the
foundations that would soon become the first
cryptocurrency called Bitcoin.

The amount of digital currencies within the
world market grows with each year. According
to CoinMarketCap [6], as of April 1, 2018, there
were 1,596 different cryptocurrencies in
circulation. The legitimacy of these currencies
could be debated if compared to Jan Lansky’s
requirements previously discussed. Generally,
however, any digital currency created after and
following the basic concepts of Bitcoin are
indeed a cryptocurrency. At the time of this
writing, the prices ranged from $6,553.16 for
Bitcoin down to fractions of a penny. Some are
tokens that represent an asset that can still be
exchanged such as Etherium. There are 9,914
markets available to trade the currencies as well.
Digital currencies have become a booming
industry despite the criminal attention within
certain media outlets and the volatility of its
respective markets.

2.2 Bitcoin
3.1 Altcoin Boom
In 2008, Satoshi Nakamoto (2009) released a
whitepaper discussing a concept that would
eliminate the third party needed required of
financial institutions to manage, mediate, and
process transactions. This concept would be
based on cryptography between two parties
leaving no need for an intermediary. To prevent
double-spending, Nakamoto proposed the proofof-work concept for a record of the transaction
within the database provided throughout the
network. Nakamoto (2009) did state that some
fraud would occur. But through the network of
nodes controlled by mostly trustworthy parties,
this could be avoided. ―They vote with their
CPU power, expressing their acceptance of valid
blocks by working on extending them and
rejecting invalid blocks by refusing to work on
them‖ [5]. The larger the ledgers would become;
the more computer power would be required.
Accordingly, the longest ledgers would become
the most reliable verification as it would require
a significant pool of computer power. A
consensus would be created with this computer
power to legitimize the transactions with the
network. Now, this context provides a
foundation for legitimizing Satoshi Nakamoto’s
Bitcoin.
3 OVER 1500 DIGITAL CURRENCIES AND
CLIMBING

The term altcoin essentially describes
alternatives to Bitcoin and the first altcoin was
released in April of 2011 called Namecoin. From
2013 to 2014 the landscape of cryptocurrencies
saw a boom in the amount the market value of
cryptocurrencies. ―From the beginning of the
boom until the end of the bust a year later the
altcoin space actually grew 5X from $100M to
$500M‖ [7].

Figure 1. Depicts growth and loss of Altcoin Boom.

Since 2009, Bitcoin has dominated the landscape
of cryptocurrencies. In recent years, however,
this reign has been diminishing. Currently
Bitcoin only holds only 37.7 percent of the
cryptocurrency landscape [8].
4 WHY CRYPTOCURRENCIES MATTER
Cryptocurrency has changed the landscape of
money around the world by removing financial
institutional control. Cryptocurrencies are more
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suited to how business is done every day by
people. The purchases on Amazon, paying of
bills every month, and normal every-day banking
are done online and are but a few examples. For
governments, this can be concerning and some
jurisdictions have even made cryptocurrencies
illegal within their borders. Some of these
nations include Algeria, Bolivia, China, Ecuador
while Vietnam allows for the holding and trading
of currencies but not the use for payment. The
theme among most of these restrictive nations is
that there is simply an already legitimate
financial institution in control of the
government’s money and that the intrusion of
another currency and loss of revenue through
transactional fees is not welcome. Although
China banned the trading of cryptocurrencies in
September 2017, little has slowed the currency’s
progress there.
Officials all over the world should be nervous as
other such currencies have become appealing to
their citizens giving their governments less
control of what occurs within their borders.
Cryptocurrencies are controlled by the people
within the network above and beyond a certain
political agenda. These new currencies could be
used to avoid paying taxes which would result in
the government losing revenue. Governments
control cash flow to help regulate the economy.
When there are hard times, they can print or
withhold money thereby manipulating the
economy to help maintain a balanced and
stimulated economy. As these currencies are
controlled by the majority within the network of
nodes, the currency itself could unsettle the
government’s posture toward free-market
commerce.
Some benefits of cryptocurrencies allow users in
smaller less developed countries to invest and
purchase items over their mobile phones and
other digital devices. It protects the identity of
the individual from criminal actors in the region
attempting to destabilize the environment and
control the local economy. It allows freedom
fighters in war torn areas to remain hidden. Yet,
it allows their warlords counterparts to also
remain hidden thus creating two sides, each in
need of being monitored forensically should a
criminal venture be discovered. Ultimately, such
forensic investigations aid in protecting the
innocent. Cryptocurrency donations may be used
to support terrorist organizations through the

purchase of weapons and propaganda. But,
digital currency can also be used to help protect
those in direct conflict of terrorist groups in
poorer countries around the world. Whether
digital forensics is used to protect the innocent or
investigate the crimes around the world, the
digital currency landscape is constantly changing
and creating new perspectives to an emerging
problem making our interest in cryptocurrencies
keener by the day.
4.1 Government Regulation
Each nation is dealing with cryptocurrencies
differently
through
creating
regulation,
prohibiting it, or a reluctance to more forward
approach. This last approach seems to be what
the United States has adopted as there is no
coherent approach to cryptocurrencies given
there are warnings that investing in these
currencies can be volatile and dangerous as
compared to gambling. In the United States,
there are other hurdles to as well as each
individual state can treat cryptocurrencies
differently especially when it comes to licensing
and commerce in general. ―In addition to the
federal securities laws, every state has its own
set of securities laws—commonly referred to as
"Blue Sky Laws"—that are designed to protect
investors against fraudulent sales practices and
activities‖ [9]. Legislation has been introduced to
combat illegal activities including terrorism,
money laundering, Internal Revenue Tax laws,
and acts to protect financial transactions. The
complications that come from cryptocurrencies
have made governments not only notice but also
struggle to regulate these currencies as the
landscape changes.
In contrast to the United States, China has taken
a more draconian approach to regulate
cryptocurrencies. ―Starting off by banning ICOs,
China ordered a bank account freeze associated
with exchanges, kicked out bitcoin miners, and
instituted a nationwide ban on internet and
mobile access to all things related to
cryptocurrency trading‖ [10]. This is in part to
end corruption and manage wealth within its
own borders. At first, South Korea was very
liberal with regulations but now threatens to shut
down exchanges as well. This made for a very
hostile environment concerning cryptocurrencies
within its borders. Each country has taken a
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different approach on how to handle these
concerns adding to the volatility of
cryptocurrency markets around the world.
5 WHY BIG BUSINESS IS CURIOUS
Large corporations have kept a close eye on
cryptocurrencies for their own use and remained
concerned for its volatile nature. Bill Gates
talked about Bitcoin in a positive nature citing
easier uses other than its bulkier counterparts
[11]:
“Bitcoin is exciting because it shows how cheap
it can be. Bitcoin is better than currency in that
you don’t have to be physically in the same place
and, of course, for large transactions, currency
can get pretty inconvenient.” – Bill Gates
Warren Buffet took a different approach in 2014
[12]:
"Stay away from it. It's a mirage basically."
Warren Buffett
These varying degrees of perspective is another
example of the uncertain landscape that it brings.
Investment firms see cryptocurrencies as all
locked together. When Bitcoin peaked at its
highest market value and then tumbled 65% so
did other cryptocurrencies. Until each currency
can fluctuate independently of the others,
investment firms will be very reluctant to acquire
them.
The
underlying
technology
of
these
cryptocurrencies, however, is what big
companies are eyeing for the future. The
blockchain can change how a company does its
business in a couple different ways. A
company’s larger transactions can be smoother
with the use of cryptocurrencies as Bill Gates
has mentioned. These seamless transactions lead
to less time spent that the money is legally
acquired and exchanged properly. Regulators
overseeing large transactions could also take
advantage of the trusted blockchain ledger.
The technology within the blockchain is simply
referred to as a database to store transactions.
The use of this technology has now extended
beyond cryptocurrencies and aided companies in
managing their assets. British Airways has tested
blockchain technology to manage flights with
FlightChain. ―FlightChain has demonstrated that
blockchain is a viable technology choice for the
use case of providing a single source of truth for
data, specifically real-time flight information‖

[13]. FlightChain provides an opportunity for the
use of blockchain technology in vital areas of
real-world control, using the airline industry as
an example.
The supply chain for such companies can utilize
the technology to provide proof of acquisition.
The fishing industry, for example, can determine
whether fish were caught illegally with geo
locations stored within the database ledger.
Walmart has begun to monitor supply of certain
fruits like mangos in the same way. Nestle and
Dole are also looking at blockchains to address
food safety issues and track their products from
the field to shelf. Burger King in Russia began to
use a blockchain ledger to provide their
customers with a reward system for items on the
menu. The same might be said for any service or
commodity produced around the world, the
location it was created, the geo locations the
items have travelled, and proof that the items
were not replaced or duplicated.
5.1 Problems for Big Business
The problems that lay ahead for big business
adopting cryptocurrencies across the board are
front end heavy. This means that it will require a
great deal of upfront money to adjust to how
their business might handle the currency. A
decision will need to be made regarding which
coin to use if not Bitcoin is not the primary
choice. Perhaps the company would use
Etherium, the leading token currency. Next
comes the unstable market place providing highrisk money services that do not charge large fees
to cover losses from currency fluctuations.
Governments may or may not have regulations
in place or might even be preparing to add
regulation that the company requires to protect
future assets. While cryptocurrencies are
volatile, governments are uncertain regarding the
level of regulation necessary and therefore big
business is forced to operate in a high-risk
environment. Patience will be key for big
business before they adopt cryptocurrencies
across the board.
Banks are beginning to care about the emerging
cryptocurrencies because they directly affect
their profit. Cryptocurrencies are used to avoid
banking fees, transactional control, and credit
bearing rules. Banks can offer the opinion that
cryptocurrencies are unstable and risky with no
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real future of persistence. But in the realm of
globalization, cryptocurrencies are in fact aiding
and quickening globalization at an alarming rate
as banks and governments grapple to control
currency. The essential function of a bank is to
hold money, lend money, and be an intermediary
for others involving assets and money.
Cryptocurrency provides the means for normal
people to control all those aspects themselves.
6 THE PRICE OF CURRENCY
Cryptocurrencies
are
decentralized
and
independent of any central bank. So there is no
intrinsic value to a cryptocurrency other than
what people or groups are willing to trade for it.
Cryptocurrencies are not backed by any other
commodity, such as gold for example. Each unit
of cryptocurrency’s amount is determined by the
user and any transaction completed is performed
and validated by a peer to peer network. Over
1902 different markets, there are 615
cryptocurrencies traded. This becomes a very
large area for law enforcement to regulate
criminal activity involving these currencies.
Each network can control each unit of measure
for the currency as well. This means that a coin
can equal a U.S. Penny, 100 Yen, or a kilowatt
of power, all determined by the Users within the
network. The decentralized design and lack of
government regulation leaves the programmers
of a cryptocurrency to develop coding rules to
better
regulate
the
currency's
market
capitalization and volume. A combination of the
currencies coding, market value, and outside
influences determine the pricing of a
cryptocurrency.
Cryptocurrencies are subject to price fluctuations
like any other currency around the world. But
currently, it is affected by items in a more hostile
way due to its maturity and inherent volatility.
Supply and demand plays an initial role within
the price of a cryptocurrency as there are only a
certain amount of coins created. Like
governments
printing
more
money,
cryptocurrencies can do the same to stimulate its
economy. Like stocks in the market, a
cryptocurrency can split at a certain point
depicted by the community and this
consequently might increase or decrease the
price. The market being diluted by more and
more altcoins could drive prices down for lesser

known currencies. Until digital coins stabilize,
these markets will continue to be hostile to the
average investor.
A couple of matters that might not be
immediately recognizable but that might affect a
price of a digital currency is the difficulty of
mining the transactions and the energy used for
them. The more difficult it is to mine a currency
the more energy is required. This reflects the
secure nature of the cryptography associated
with the currency. Increased security creates a
higher cost to manage the transactions due to the
increase in computer power required for the
proof-of-work of the transaction. This also adds
to the energy required to run the computer power
while mining the currency.
How the currency behaves plays a larger role in
its price fluctuation. Bitcoin acts as a
transactional currency and is used to exchange
for goods and services like government money
used for every day purposes. A platform
currency, like Etherium, creates a stage for other
currencies and applications. It utilizes smart
contracts so applications can run without thirdparty needs, interruption, or censorship. Smart
contracts contain rules and penalties for
agreements within the transaction. Examples for
platform currencies may include legal contracts,
credit enforcement, crowdfunding, and driving
licenses. For example, as soon as a traffic ticket
is issued by the officer writing the ticket, the
driver’s license (which was purchases under a
smart contract) will get added points or even
suspended, dues process aside. The third type of
currency is utility tokens that are used to store
services. These can be purchased wholly or
partially and redeemed for the service provided.
Much like market stocks or paper currencies,
how the utility token is purchased plays a
significant role in its price.
Public perception of the cryptocurrency can
directly affect the price much like corporation
postures affect their stocks. The media and what
they say about a currency can be detrimental or
helpful to a currency. The media could report
that a currency exchange has been hacked and
the data sold to the highest bidder on a dark
website. Or, it could be reported that a smart
contract currency was used to help protect the
fish used for sashimi around the world. These
reports can significantly alter the price of the
currency. It may also depend on what type of
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media outlet is covering cryptocurrencies. For
example, a CNN report would be more effective
than a website article for a small firm. The
volatility of the currency itself or the continued
use of threat actors using ransomware with no
repercussions could be harmful for public
perception. Until cryptocurrencies become more
stable, public perception will play a role in most
of currencies.
7 ILLEGAL ACTIVITY USING
CRYPTOCURRENCY
Ransomware played a significant role in
bringing cryptocurrency to the forefront. The
ransomware’s payload will encrypt a system,
partially or in whole, and demand payment. This
payment is usually made using the
cryptocurrency of the actor’s choice. When the
payment is made, the encryption key is released
and the data can be restored. This type of
malware is used to compromise everything from
personal computers to corporate networks
seizing hospital records to larger government
archives. Sensationalized by the media, such
incidents bring malware to the forefront of
national attention with the use of cryptocurrency
as an added attraction.
7.1 Organized Crime
The tactic ransomware uses is well-suited for
organized crime. In efforts to meet their own
financial demands and the changing landscape of
the world through technology, organized crime
has claimed a foothold in ransomware. Using
ransomware, thieves can make a significant
amount of money using cryptocurrencies. Other
organized criminal acts can include extortion,
blackmail, and kidnapping demands, all of which
utilize cryptocurrency as a form of payment. It is
much easier to transact cybercurrency than with
bag full money. Now, organized ―crime figures,
previously arrested for crimes such as extortion,
drug trafficking and human smuggling are
collaborating with other criminals to bring
segments of the young hacker community under
their control‖ [14]. As Criminal organizations
change their own approach to make a profit, a
better understanding of digital forensics is
required to investigate these groups.

Criminal organizations rely upon anonymity to
hide from law enforcement. When the
blockchain within an illegal transaction is
discovered, it allows law enforcement to identify
patterns of criminal activity to prosecute these
organized crime syndicates. Each transaction on
the blockchain then becomes another piece of the
puzzle for investigators to track, especially if the
currency is used between or among other
organized crime syndicates or used to purchase
items by way of these criminal acts. Tracking the
blockchains and transaction identities found
within wallets and other artifacts on digital
devices allows government agencies to fight
these criminal enterprises.
7.2 Other Crimes
One of the most infamous illegal franchises
involving cryptocurrency is the Silk Road.
Activities the Silk Road included selling of guns,
various criminal services, human trafficking, and
internet crimes like ransomware. ―In less than
three years of inception, Silk Road had turned
over
$1.2
billion
in
revenue,using
cryptocurrency as the medium and sophisticated
encryption software, Tor, to conceal the identity
of its users‖ [15]. The Silk Road was simply the
first mainstream case to involve the darknet.
Recently the Federal Bureau of Investigations
along with law enforcement agencies around the
world took down AlphaBay [16]. The
transactions totaled more than $1 billion in
digital currencies. The takedown of the site
included the seizure of multiple locations of
servers around the world. These types of sites
will continue to pop up around the internet and
the need for digital forensics to combat them has
become higher.
The other example is Mt Gox, as it was the
largest exchange in 2014 when it was hacked.
Over many years, the company lost over $460
million dollars of investor’s investments. For
these examples, we should also mention the Tor
Project. Originally Onion Router, the Tor Project
was developed by the United States Navy to
protect communications. With the Tor Project
obscuring internet traffic relays as well as the
limited anonymity cryptocurrencies hold for
their users, these instances serve a fair argument
against the use of cryptocurrencies.
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7.3 Attacks on Cryptocurrencies
There exist a multitude of crimes involving
cryptocurrencies themselves of which a user
might be mindful. These crimes might begin
with the theft of a wallet. The wallet contains all
the information needed to access the
cryptocurrency and can be captured through
properly executed malware, a physical device
such as a USB, or the digital device itself stolen
for examination. During an Initial Coin Offering
(ICO), a hacker can quickly alter a URL website
with providing victims a fake ICO website where
their
information
and
currencies
are
compromised. Once more, regulation of the
ICOs is dictated solely by the owners.
Accordingly, a criminal actor could hack a
payment gateway and intercept cash flows by
tricking an internet provider into believing they
are the domain owners. These examples are just
a few examples where criminals are becoming
more adaptive to their environment by attacking
the currencies themselves.
7.4 Using Cryptocurrencies to Illegally Make
Money
In May of 2018, the Federal Bureau of
Investigations Indicted founders of three
cryptocurrency companies for defrauding
investors. Taking advantage of growing interest
in currency investments [17]. These actors are
accused of taking advantage of people’s interest
within digital currencies to make money. There
is a rise in virtual currency schemes to cheat
victims out of money while mistakenly thinking
they are investing in a currency which doubled,
according to the FBI from 2013 to 2014 [18].
This again proves the need for enhanced digital
forensics oversight into cryptocurrencies.
Anyone can profit from the illegal gains of
cryptocurrency exchanges. A chiropractor and
his son from Shreveport, Louisianapleaded
guilty to operating an illegal Bitcoin exchange
[19]. Each of these cases provide the need for
digital forensics to combat Illegal activity
protecting the public from fraudulent threat
actors.
8 ANONIMITY OR NOT

Cryptocurrencies are anonymous to a certain
degree in that when a wallet or file holding the
identifiers of a currency is found, it is then that
these transactions within that file can be tracked.
These tracked identifiers can lead to more
traceable transactions and possibly the eventual
identification of the owner. This is the result of a
blockchain ledger becoming public to reveal
cryptographed identifiers. Although a blockchain
is a public ledger, an actor may take a few steps
to remain anonymous keeping enforcement
agencies at bay to avoid identification.
8.1 How to Stay Hidden
A criminal actor can take a few steps to remain
hidden while using cryptocurrency. One might
begin with Virtual Private Networks (VPN) and
the Tor, or Onion Router Network. VPNs add
security to a User’s network using secure
protocols. These protocols will encapsulate the
User’s activities on a system and allow them to
appear in another location around the world and
under a different identifier. Using VPN in
tandem with the Tor router network substantially
increases the chance of anonymity.
8.2 Mixers
One actor making the investigation of
cryptocurrencies more difficult are called mixers.
These mixers take coins from many different
sources and redistribute them to hide the original
owner of the coin and the transactions with
whom they are involved. To make this even
more difficult, the mixer may be able to break
coins up into smaller bits before redistribution.
This makes tracking a transaction using the
currency’s blockchain increasingly difficult.
8.3 Transaction Addresses
User-specific addresses of cryptocurrencies and
their respective transactions can be obtained
from wallets and other files stored on digital
devices. Each of these addresses, if used more
than once, can track and link transactions
together. A User can have more than one address
within their wallet or file containing the data.
Accordingly, it is suggested that, each time a
new transaction occurs, for a User to create a
new address to further obfuscate the identity of
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the owner. This indeed further hampers
enforcement and the regulation of illegal
transactions calling to attention the important for
enforcement agencies to be patient in handling
these cases as it can take years to identify the
criminal actor. Incidentally, to enjoy increased
privacy, some currencies create a stealth address
inherently built into the system like Monero. A
stealth address allows a User to create a one-time
address for every transaction.

the coins involved with the transaction. The first
block created within Bitcoin is presented below:

9 THE BLOCKCHAIN
Figure 2. Shows the first block of Bitcoin [20].

A blockchain is simply a method for creating a
record of transactions through a peer to peer
ideology, a simple term for sharing and
structuring data within a network. Blockchains
are about more than cryptocurrencies. They
cogently create permanent records of the
transactions they manage. The first blockchains
created were to aid in verifying transactions of
certain assets. Consequently, these monies would
be moved onto other transaction systems.
9.1 Like a Ledger as a Distributed Database
Each transaction within a blockchain is stacked
on top of the previous one. Each transaction is
considered a block and has a reference to the
previous block within the chain. All blocks are
recorded form the beginning of the chain’s
creation to the last transaction thus creating the
database within the blockchain. A rule of coding
is implemented to ensure there are no duplicate
transactions using cryptographic hashes. A
mathematical equation is executed until there is a
match and/or below a certain threshold, thereby
forcing the creation of a new transaction. This
can be a simple hash of a random phrase or
random characters itself. Each blockchain
creates its own rules for this mathematical
question.
A private key is used to sign transactions by the
User. As an example, Bitcoin uses a hash as an
identifier of the coin owner that resembles the
string below:
ntdqah0sr3r7x4kvg5l6d3lgdn39ret9gtzz3f5msr
It is shown as the hash of the identifying
algorithm instead of any identifying information
of the User. This makes identifying the actors
within an illegal transaction much more difficult
to match them with the identifying address of all

A system that uses hashes as identifiers is a
system that is transparent and incorruptible. The
addresses added to the chain cannot be changed
or the hashes would be different and by simply
comparing one block to the same block on
another node provides proof of change. An alert
is then issued.
9.2 Network of Nodes
The network of nodes consists of all digital
devices connected to the currency or blockchain
network thereby creating a decentralized aspect
of blockchains. This creates no central point of
failure or point of attack for malicious actors.
Each node is owned and maintained by an entity
consisting of a person or group of people that
maintain the digital devices for that node. When
the whole of a blockchain is located within a
single node it is called a full node. A full node, in
most networks, can cast its vote when a decision
is to be made about the current or future of the
network currency or blockchain. During a
consensus-based decision for the network, it is
important to take into consideration nodes that
are not functioning at the time of consensus
which may directly affect the rules of the
consensus. But it is also this network of nodes
that allow a blockchain to remain a part of the
community and not under the control of a single
group.
9.3 Transparent and Incorruptible
Blockchains are transparent and incorruptible. It
is their built-in function, as it were, to monitor
the network. Because the data of the blockchain
are held over several nodes within the network, it
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is extremely difficult to attack the blockchain or
manipulate it in any way. This redundancy helps
to prevent any manipulation of the chain and will
signal alerts to the nodes resulting in the nodes
acting upon that intrusion. It is possible to alter
the data within the chain. But to do so would
take a great deal of computing power and money
which would result in a loss of profit for the
criminal actor thereby protecting the network
and blockchain.

Figure 3. Shows example of a transaction [21].

9.4 Types of Blockchains

9.6 Smart Contracts

There are three different types of blockchains
currently in use. The first is Public Blockchains
that are used within cryptocurrencies. These use
an open-source platform allowing for the
maintaining of the blockchain to be performed
by the open-source community. Any changes to
the code within the blockchain are taken to a
vote by the community, making it very difficult
to impose arbitrary changes. The second
blockchain is Permissioned which controls what
roles people play within the system. The code is
either open source or private depending on the
ownership. The third is a Private blockchain that
is usually small in size and used to trade
confidential information between trusted parties.
These blockchains all have essentially the same
underlying code that creates a permanent record
of the transactions that are traceable and
verifiable.

Etherium consists of a blockchain but differs
from cryptocurrencies in that it utilizes smart
contracts. A smart contract is code for when a
condition is met the execution of the program
may commence. This can be a simple
membership in an organization during contract
renewal when the membership is expired or the
User is prompted to pay more currency. A smart
contract can be created for any type of real world
service. Once the service meets the criteria of the
smart contract, the payment is sent.

9.5 A Transaction
The order of a transaction within a blockchain
can be simplified to a few steps. The first is a
User requests a transaction to take place which
broadcasts the request over the peer-to-peer
network. The network of nodes then validates
the User status and the transaction request. Once
the transaction is verified by the network, the
request is added to other transactions using the
currencies previous addresses as a reference
creating a new block of data. The new block is
then added to the existing blockchain and the
transaction is complete.

10 HOW CRYPTOCURRENCIES STAY
LEGITIMATE THROUGH MINING
Legitimate cryptocurrency transactions can be
broken down into a couple steps. The owner of a
coin must be able to provide a public key for that
coin so that it can be verified by nodes within the
network obtained from a reliable source deemed
by the network. Each coin is then considered
expended when a transaction takes place and is
not subject to being used again within the same
transaction. Finally, the transaction is logged
within the coin’s blockchain and updated across
the network of nodes. The transactions are then
verified through mining.
10.1 Mining Transactions
Each transaction within a cryptocurrency
blockchain is verified by the mathematical
computation and added to the chain by miners. A
miner is a person or entity a part of the
community that verifies and adds the
transactions to the currencies chain. Mining
requires significant computer power and special
applications to solve the mathematical problems.
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An issue that has risen due to the need of
computer power to mine transactions is the
infection of other computer systems by miners
who perform this task. Malware is injected into a
system of computers using various sources and
the computer’s power is then converted to mine
for the criminal actors. Because the computer
system is only used for its power, a lot of the
times it goes unmonitored as it only affects the
power of the system and is hardly noticed.
Acquiring other computers through malware has
become quite the rage for criminal actors. It is a
cheaper form of work than purchasing the
computer power themselves.
10.2 Proof-of-Work or Proof-of-Stake
A miner gets paid by proving a transaction has
taken place through providing a Proof-of-Work
(POW) or Proof-of-Stake (POS). The POW
concept is broken down to simply the first miner
that solves the mathematical problem within the
transaction gets the pay determined by the
network for that transaction. A POS option for
transactions is the miner, or in this case the
forger, is selected in a deterministic way thus
removing the competition involved in mining. A
pool of forgers is created and the forger creates
the new block for the transaction and gains a
monetary fee for creating the block, thus
verifying the transaction.
The POS has benefits over a POW system but
also has its concerns as well. The benefits are
that it takes far less energy for the transactions
which require non-cryptocurrency monetary
needs to pay for such power. This keeps the
pricing for the currency more consistent. This
also allows for lower income Users to compete
with larger groups. But the difficulty of a POS
system is the security of the underlying
algorithm which must be as secure as possible to
protect against criminal actors. Within the POW
system, it would take a vast amount of money to
attack the whole network of miners attempting to
validate the transactions versus one entity in the
POS system.
11 FINDING THE EVIDENCE
The globalization of currency will have a
significant effect on how we conduct criminal
investigations. Investigators will require special

legislative permission or otherwise to conduct
inquiries within another nation states as
cryptocurrency has no borders. However, the
blockchains within the cryptocurrency do allow
investigators to obtain owner managed data on
transactions without special permissions from
financial institutions. Thus, finding evidence on
a seized digital device is essential in criminal
investigations involving cryptocurrencies.
Applications exist to assist Users with managing
cryptocurrency adding to the difficulty of finding
artifacts needed for a forensic investigation.
Knowledge of these applications and where they
store the data is important, especially if the
application encrypts or attempts to hide the data
requiring a passcode. An application can simply
encrypt data, monitor transactions and not store
the data as identifiable. As each application may
handle data differently, it is important for an
investigator to understand what each application
does and how it manipulates and stores the data.
11.1 Random Access Memory (RAM)
Acquisition of data on devices acts like any other
digital investigation: Acquire the RandomAccess Memory (RAM), image the drive, and
detail a network map of connected devices.
When a device is encountered, an investigator
must determine how to handle the device to
maintain the integrity of the data. This is
important to understand when acquiring the
RAM. While the system is live and RAM
acquisition is negotiated, the device will indeed
be changed in some minor way. These minor
changes must be noted within the report to
account for any differences. A good tool to use
for acquiring RAM is Volatility which is a
collection of open source tools for RAM
collection. Using a familiar tool aids in
determining what changes may be made while
doing the acquisition.
The data on RAM acquired from a device can be
minimal. It could, however, contain all the
processes currently running on the device. This
helps to determine if the data is encrypted, what
programs are running in case some of them may
harm the acquisition of the evidence, and
applications that may contain the artifacts in
question. Volatility will detect any connected
device that might not be seen through a wired
connection. The device could be controlled
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remotely by miners saving a dollar on their own
equipment or a hidden on a hard drive located
somewhere within the domicile. Previously
extracted files on the system can be found within
the RAM as it is memory that is overwritten as
more data is used by the RAM.
11.2 Wallet
Artifacts of Bitcoins on digital devices are stored
in wallets. These wallets contain several bits of
knowledge needed for an investigator. The
location of the wallet files can be different with
each application. The wallets can contain
transactional data with timestamps. Although the
names within the wallet are the specific created
address, they can be tracked and used to identify
people or groups. Just like any other banking
statement, this can be disclosed and used in a
court of law. In some instances, these wallets are
lost or stolen without the existence of a backup.
The cryptocurrency is then lost to the user.
Cryptocurrencies can store data under different
names and in different locations, so it is
important to understand where they reside on the
device. Bitcoin files can be labeled wallet.dat
while files for other currencies and applications
could be labeled something different like
file.wallet. The basics of a wallet, however,
contain the transactional data needed within a
table. Addresses used for the various transactions
encountered and timestamps of those
transactions can be in the table. These addresses
can then be compared to other known acquired
devices for connections of activity or proof of
transactions for legal purposes. If the identity of
an owner of a hash is found, that hash can be
tracked along the blockchain to determine that
said transactions have taken place. The hashes
encountered can also relate to other known
identities.
China has recently been allowed to use the
blockchain to authenticate evidence in a court
case [22]. This particular case introduced the
idea of using the blockchain hashes to
authenticate evidence used in the court case. As
law enforcement and governments around the
world begin to create legal uses of the
blockchain the need for digital forensics within
this scope will increase.
11.3 Artifacts on the Drive

Each system stores data differently according to
its folder structure. A program might store
backups of the wallet in different locations. The
entire blockchain could be located within the
disk as well as a file containing addresses of
previous interactions to make connections faster
in the future. Just where these artifacts are
located on a device will depend on what medium
is storing the data and the folder structure of the
device. The following is an example of data
found on a drive within the AppData folder:

Figure 4. Shows an example of data on a drive [23].

What a device contains will depend its purpose
or role in the currency exchange. A computer
unknowingly used for mining will contain the
application used to mine data hidden on the
drive. This can be found by isolating the power
on the system and determining its specific use.
Alternatively, a system could be encrypted to
hide transactions that deal with a pedophile or a
phone could hold the transactions used to fund a
terrorist group. Whatever the device, it is
important to understand that technology is
always changing as well as its intended use.
By using tools like Magnet IEF, an investigator
can find logs including queries of sites using the
digital funds. But finding this evidence on a
threat actors digital device can aid in solving not
only the crimes of that threat actor, but also
identifying others involved within their network.

Figure 5. Shows Magnet IEF report [24].
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Currency addresses, queries, and individual
records can be found using tools like Magnet
IEF. This data can then be analyzed to determine
the owner and their actions.
The recent Department of Justice (DOJ)
indictments of Russian threat actors revealed the
use of the analysis of artifacts within the Bitcoin
blockchains to connect the online personas back
to the actors involved with the hacks [25]. The
same Bitcoins used to purchase domain names to
spear-phish information for the hacking was also
used to register the dcleaks.com domain which
provided the leaks. In another instance the same
currency was used to log into a Twitter account
as was to purchase the VPN used.
11.4 Network Artifacts
With the aid of tools like Wireshark, an
acquisition of network traffic occurring during
transactions may be captured. Within the
acquired messages are specially coded
transactional data.

data with known addresses of threat actors to
track the usages of the currency. This data is
analyzed to determine transactions and usage of
currency exchanges and mixers to aid in
laundering the money. Elliptic has tracked data
between 2013 and 2016 to determine the largest
sources of illicit use of exchanges and mixers.

Figure 5. Shows moneys entering exchanges. [27]

The importance of these tools in monitoring and
tracking threat actors around the world is
becoming paramount for law enforcement. These
tools accompanying forensics of digital
currencies will aid in combating these illegal
activities.
13 BLOCKCHAIN CAN DO GOOD

Figure 5. Shows a Wireshark acquisition [26].

Addresses can be acquired from a network and
real-time transactions can be applied to criminal
actors. IP addresses of participants in
conversations and all searches may be found
using a tool like Wireshark. Such acquisitions
may identify where the actors shop online for
their illegal actions, with whom they contact, and
when transactions take place. These artifacts can
be especially detrimental for a defense team in
court.
12 CURRENCY MONITORING TOOLS
Tools like Elliptic have begun to aid in
identifying illegal activity using digital
currencies. These tools use public blockchain

The technology within blockchains can be used
for other purposes across different industries.
One advantage of a blockchain is the elimination
of a third-party, such as banks, required for such
transactions. For a long time, a third-party has
been used to handle a transaction because they
are a trusted source. But when that trusted source
does something accidental or malicious with
those transactions, there can be detrimental
consequences. Third-parties have been in place
for a long time throughout currency history and
it is embedded in the minds of many to trust
these entities. So, it is difficult for a layperson to
accept that there may be no need for a thirdparty. The elimination of a third-party within
transactions creates a less than likely chance of
corruption of said transaction and eliminates any
fees for the third-party’s involvement.
Voting blockchains provide immediate verifiable
results and help to eliminate voter fraud. On
March 7, 2018, the Swiss-based company used a
blockchain with the approval of the National
Electoral Commission Sierra Leone as an
international observer to collect voting data.
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Leonardo Gammar, the Chief Executive Officer
of Agora stated, "We're really interested in
helping new democracies protect their
democracy," said Gammar, who is half Tunisian
and spoke of his experience while watching the
North African country develop independently
following the Arab Spring uprising [26]. A
voting blockchain could assist developing
nations with new democracies to protect the
votes against corruption from local warlords or
other malicious entities.
Other uses of the blockchain can include
healthcare and industries that need to deal with
nefarious production practices. Healthcare
providers can have access to information from
multiple sources about their patients that is
updated immediately to address an emergency
without waiting for background information
stored on another healthcare provider’s database.
This could also include family history to help
provide a larger picture to determine the best
approach for the patient. Again, there remains a
trust issue with such technology when a
decentralized database in place. It allows for
more access points of the data and security of the
database would be the most essential need for
this type of blockchain. Industries such as
clothing can use blockchains to track where a
piece of clothing is produced to better combat
underage and slave labor practices. These
technologies are in production and are being
tested as options to other mainstream technology
solely owned and managed by one person or a
small group. Blockchains can be used to
eliminate third party involvement and control of
data by a select few to combat corruption in any
media form making things more trackable for
forensic investigators.
14 CONSLUSION: WILD WEST WITHOUT
FORENSICS
Forensic monitoring of the cryptocurrency
landscape will become essential to protect
layman persons from a wild west of digital
currency. Digital forensics is used every day to
combat criminal actions all over the world and
this has evolved into the digital currencies used.
Criminals are beginning to attack markets,
personal wallets, and using a currency’s own
code to project illegal items or actions onto
individual systems. Developing applications like

Elliptic can aid in digital forensic monitoring and
investigations of illegal activities using
cryptocurrencies. Elliptic monitors Bitcoin
activity looking for suspicious patterns within
the public Bitcoin ledger. Criminal activity is
evolving, and enforcement agencies need to
immediately address these issues.
Already there have been actions of one currency
or blockchain attacking another entity for
creating a technology that limits low end
consumers from mining efficiently. Blockchain
technology should be created to avoid narrowing
the field of miners to include only specific
groups like high end mining groups with the
server capability to control most of the mining
done. Regulations of cryptocurrency actions are
limited to the network of nodes or the company
that controls the currency. Forensics can be used
to combat these situations and might help to
keep cryptocurrencies legitimate.
Hacking of cryptocurrency markets have
increased recently resulting in millions of losses.
These attacks are initiated through phishing
scams, social engineering of company
employees, attacks on individual wallets, and
distributed denial of service attacks on the
markets. Currencies themselves could use these
actions to attack another currency to decrease the
market value thus resulting in an increase of its
own monetary value. Criminals find that
attacking the markets are a quick way to make
money and they do their best to hide their actions
just like any other digital crime. The difference
here is that these instances have international
monetary ramifications.
In sum, it will be necessary for government
enforcement agencies, instructional institutions,
and the open source community to further
develop digital forensic applications and
procedures to combat new arising scenarios
within the cryptocurrency and blockchain
landscape. These scenarios include individual
activity, groups of criminals, and governments
all over the world, thus creating a need for a
global community or organization to aid in
monitoring and investigating the actions
surrounding digital currencies. These newly
formed or forming groups should collaborate
with educational institutions to create and
endorse programs that educate others in forensic
techniques of blockchains and cryptocurrencies.
Without continued and quick growth of the
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forensic community to combat illegal and
immoral actions there will soon become a Wild
West of activity involving cryptocurrencies and
blockchains.
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ABSTRACT
SQL Injection is a technique to exploit web
applications that use the database as data storage. By
being able to influence what will be forwarded to the
database, the attacker can exploit the syntax and
capabilities of SQL, as well as the power and
flexibility to support database operation functions
and available system functionality to the database.
The purpose of this study is that Snort IDS that can
detect SQL Injection attacks produces logs that can
provide information about attackers and attack
notifications in real time using email. The subjects in
this study are building a webserver network system
using Snort IDS to detect SQL Injection attacks. The
method used is NIST 800-30, where there are 9
important stages in risk assessment. Data collection
methods in this study are observation and literature
study. The research stage is the stage of doing a case
simulation to try to implement Snort in detecting
intrusions or attacks, where there are 5 stages of
research namely vulnerability testing, attack scenario,
snort configuration, data collection, and analysis
stage. The results of this study are a webserver
system development using Snort IDS for SQL
Injection attack detection systems and real time
attack notifications using email.

KEYWORDS
Network, Forensics, SQL, Injection, NIST.

1 INTRODUCTION
The security of Internet-based information
systems in today's global era is a must to pay
more attention, because the public and global
Internet networks are basically unsafe. When
data is sent from one computer to another on the
Internet, it passes through a number of other
computers which means it will allow the user to
take over one or more computers. Unless a
computer is locked in a room with limited access
and the computer is not connected out of the
room, it will be safe. Internet security breaches
happen almost every day around the world.

Computer networks connected to the internet
provide a lot of convenience in accessing
information from around the world. However,
network connections with the Internet actually
increase the possibility of interference with
system security. Computer network security is
very important to maintain the validity and
integrity of data and ensure the availability of
services for its users.
The other side, internet does not always give the
promised that can provide a variety of
information that exists in any part of the world,
because the various crimes that exist in real life
was more common in the internet world. Crime
on the internet is popular with the name
cybercrime. Today, the internet has become part
of our daily lives as one of the means of
communication in business as well as for the
private. But behind that there are many holes
weakness of the system on the internet that can
be exploited by the cracker for not good
purposes, such as mail bombs, randomize home
page, data theft, password or credit card number.
Computer networks connected to the internet
provide a lot of convenience in accessing
information from around the world. However,
network connections with the Internet actually
increase the possibility of interference with
system security. A computer becomes easily
accessible and at risk to be infiltrated by parties
who want to access the computer. Consequently
computer systems are at risk to threats or attacks.
It is very dangerous for corporate computer
systems that contain confidential data and may
only be accessed by certain people only. Forms
of threat that may occur is tapping or theft of
confidential data. Therefore the computer
network system must be equipped with a system
that can detect intrusion or intrusion. The system
is known as Intrusion Detection System (IDS)
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Computer network security is very important to
maintain the validity and integrity of data and
ensure the availability of services for its users. In
order for the computer network system is not
disturbed even to be damaged by intruder
attacks, it is necessary network security system
that can cope and prevent intruder attacks.

Microsoft's Security Management Guide
especially when performing risk analysis, NIST
SP 800-30 provides control recommendations.

Intrusion Detection System (IDS) is an attempt
to identify intruders entering the system without
authorization or a legitimate user but misuses the
privilege of system resources. Intrusion
Detection System is implemented with the
application of sniffing process, observation of
data traffic, and traffic log analysis. Thus, an
administrator can make decisions based on
observed traffic to determine the network
security settings they manage.

Network forensics is defined as the capture,
recording, and analysis of network events to
determine the source of security attacks or other
incident problems. In other words, network
forensics involves retrieving, recording and
analyzing network traffic. Network data comes
from existing network security equipment such
as Firewall or intrusion detection systems,
checked for attack characterization, and
investigated to be traced back to the attacker.[1]

2 BASIC THEORY
2.1 Network Forensics

SQL Injection is a technique of exploiting web
applications that use database as data storage. By
being able to influence what will be forwarded to
the database, an attacker can take advantage of
SQL syntax and capabilities, as well as the
power and flexibility to support database
operation functions and system functionality
available to the database.
Detect of SQL Injection attacks on the web
server as done with forensic evidence in the
forensic process model approach, is forensic
methods for collecting information, checking,
analyzing, and reporting. Methods that can be
used to perform information security risk
management such as Octave, NIST SP 800-30
and ISO 27001. NIST SP800-30 Has 9 steps to
perform risk analysis is system characterization,
threat identification, vulnerability identification,
control analysis, trend analysis, impact, risk
determination, control recommendations and
documentation.
NIST SP 800-30 has been shown to contribute
more like providing a consistent and
comprehensive information security insight for
policy makers, structured resource modeling,
information security insights acceptable to
multiple risk takers, easy identification of
threats, decision makers do not hesitate to take
risks because every risk has been properly
investigated. NIST SP 800-30 best of 3 methods
for risk analysis is Mehari, Magerit and

Figure 1. network forensics flow

Digital evidence can be collected from various
sources depending on the needs and changes in
the investigation. Figure 1 shows Collection
evidence in this study used recordings of traffic
from web server apache. Digital evidence can be
collected at the server level, proxy level or some
other source. For example the level of digital
proof server can be collected from web server
logs that store browsing activities that are
frequently visited.[1]
2.2 Intrusion Detection System (IDS)
Intrusion Detection System (IDS) is a software
or hardware application that can detect
suspicious activity in a system or network. IDS
can inspect inbound and outbound traffic in a
system or network, perform analysis and look for
evidence of intrusion experiments (intrusions).
[2]
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2.3 Snort IDS
Snort IDS is an open source IDS that is de facto
the industry standard IDS. Snort can be
downloaded at www.Snort.org. Snort can be
implemented in a multi-platform network. Snort
is one of the software to detect system
instruments, able to analyze real-time traffic and
logging IP Address, able to analyze port and
detect any kind of intrusion or attack from
outside like buffer overflows, stealth scan, CGI
attacks, SMPS probes, OS fingerprinting. [3]
The Snort Configuration The steps in performing
the Snort configuration are as follows:[6]
1. Setting the variable for the network to be
detected.
2. Configuring dynamic loaded libraries.
3. Configure preprocessors.
4. Configure the output plugins.
5. Add other configuration runtime.
6. Customize the rule or rule to be added.
2.4 Structured Query Language (SQL)
Structured Query Language (SQL) is basically a
textual language that allows interaction with
database servers. SQL commands like INSERT,
RETRIEVE, UPDATE, and DELETE are used
to perform operations on the database. The
programmer uses this command to manipulate
the data in the database server.
2.5 SQL Injection
SQL Injection is defined as a technique that
exploits an Unvalidated input vulnerability and
injects SQL commands through a web
application run in a back-end database. Based on
the definition, it can be said that SQL Injection
attack is very dangerous because the attacker
who has successfully entered the system
database can manipulate the existing data in the
system database. Improper manipulation of data
by an attacker can cause harm to the owner of an
injected website. Leakage of data and
information is fatal. Such data may be misused
by irresponsible parties.[4]
Based on the definition, it can be said that SQL
Injection attack is very dangerous because the
attacker who has successfully entered the system

database can manipulate the existing data in the
system database. Improper manipulation of data
by an attacker can cause harm to the owner of an
injected website. Leakage of data and
information is fatal. Such data may be misused
by irresponsible parties.
3 Methodology and Experimental Setup
3.1 System Architecture
Website with a local server with http://
192.168.232.1/SQLInjection/ address used as an
example of SQL Injection attack, the website has
a basic PHP script that loopholes against SQL
injection attacks and uses mysql Database.[5]
There is a login menu on the home page using a
web application in the form of input to be able to
access information in the website. after user
login there are 4 menu that is menu send
message, view message, edit profile. In send
message menu user can send message to other
user and can see the message in view message
menu, user can edit profile information of each
user in edit profile menu, user can edit firstname,
surname, and email. web server using windows
OS 10, web application technology PHP 5.6.31,
apache 2.4.26 and back end MySQL DBMS
5.[6]
Snort IDS generally runs in Linux operating
system. on the windows operating system must
be configured in advance in order to run
properly. This forensic research network uses a
localhost server. This server uses a static IP that
is 192.168.232.1. The initial configuration stage
is the installation process of Snort IDS and then
enter the default rule of snort to detect SQL
Injection attacks.[7]
3.2 NIST Method
NIST 800-30 is a standard document developed
by the National Institute of Standards and
Technology which is a continuation of the legal
responsibilities under the Computer Security Act
Act of 1987 and the Information Technology
Management Reform Act of 1996. NIST 800-30
there are two important stages of risk assessment
and risk mitigation.[8]
Stages of risk assessment based on NIST 800-30
are:
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1. System Characterization
At this stage, the boundaries of IT systems
must be identified, including resources and
information.
2. Threat Identification
Consideration of the possibility of emerging
threats
such
as
sources,
potential
vulnerabilities and existing controls.
3. Vulnerability Identification
Identification of vulnerabilities is used for
the development of vulnerability lists of
systems that can be utilized later.
4. Control Analysis
An analysis of the controls that have been
implemented or planned for implementation
by the organization to minimize or eliminate
the likelihood of development from threats.
5. Likelihood Determination
The process of ranking against potential
vulnerabilities can be carried out in the
environment of vulnerability. Factors to be
considered are threats (source and ability),
nature of vulnerabilities and the existence
and effectiveness of controls when applied.
6. Impact Analysis
This stage is used to determine the negative
impact resulting from the successful
application of vulnerability.
7. Risk Determination
Risk level assessment of IT systems is done
in this step.
8. Control Recommendations
This stage assesses which controls can
reduce or eliminate identified risks. the
recommended control should be able to
reduce the risk level on the IT system and
data, to an acceptable level of risk.
9. Results Documentation
At this stage, the development of the risk
assessment report (source of threat,
vulnerability,
assessed
risk
and
recommended control) is carried out.
3.3 SQL Injection Attack Scenario

Figure 2. SQL Injection Attack Experiment Scenarios

Phase 1 : information gathering

This tool has a command line interface and with
a series of commands one can retrieve the data
from the database and take over the web server
of the application. The command shown in the
Figure 3 is used to retrieve data like the database
names, the server it is running on, the operating
system etc.[9]

Figure 3. command used to gather information

Phase 2. Database system disclosure
In order to carry out an exploit on a web
application, gathering the information about the
server is said to be crucial and plays an
important role in exploiting the victim’s
data.[10] The command to gain information
about the database server, the command that is
executed
is
sqlmap.py
–u
localhost/webkorban/ index.php?id=1 -dbs. This command returns the information like

the back-end DBMS, the server running on the
web application, etc.

Scenario of SQL Injection attack was conducted
to test whether the configuration Intrusion
Detection System (IDS) Snort on the web server
has been successfully installed. The simulation
was performed using SQLMAP used to test
Intrusion Detection System (IDS) Snort to detect
attack of SQL Injection as shown in Figure 2.[9]
Figure 4. retrieving server information and return database
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Here the sqlmap directs a series of payloads into
the input fields and finds the compatible payload
that escape clause the input parameter and
fetches data as shown in Figure 4.
Phase 3. Exploiting tables
Database that would contain crucial information
like credit card details, social security numbers,
usernames, passwords etc. Here in this case we
discovered 7 databases, so we had to screen all
the databases and we did the scanning in the
sequential manner.[11] The first database here
was db. Hence the database can be skimmed for
tables. Figure 5 is result for the command to
exploit tables in a database on the sqlmap tool is
Sqlmap.py
–u
localhost/webkorban/
index.php?id=1 –D db --tables.

Figure 6. dumped email, username, and password.

3.4 Intrusion Detection System (IDS) Snort
Configuration
Configuration phase Intrusion Detection System
(IDS) Snort performed to detect any demand
(request) data, either by request or attack. after
configuring snort, then the next rule
configuration in accordance with the rules that
have been owned by the snort to detect attack of
SQL Injection as shown in Figure 7.[13]

Figure 5. displaying table and column name

Phase 4. Dumping column value
The attacker would retrieve value for personal
information. The user table has the id, password
and username values of the application. The
command to dump column values is Sqlmap.py

–u localhost/webkorban/index.php?id=1 D db -T user –C email,username,password
–dump. This command dumps the column values

in the respective table and displays it as shown in
Figure 6. In the same fashion, the passwords are
retrieved as well and Then the access to the
website
is
granted
with
the
admin
credentials.[12]
Figure 6 shows the experiment result from
dumping user table that contains email,
username and password.

Figure 7. flowchart the proposed architecture

Figure 7 shows the detection system workflow
on snort and warning in the form of email
notification on a network that is attacked by SQL
Injection attack. This attack detection stage
consists of several processes:[14]
a. System is given SQL Injection attack
packets.
b. The SQL Injection attack package is detected
by the IDS snort system and processed by the
detection engine.
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c. The attack packet is checked and matched by
the snort rule whether it includes SQL
Injection attacks or just normal traffic.
d. The attack packet matches the rule, the
packet will be detected as an attack,
otherwise it is just normal traffic.
e. Data packets will be detected as attack and
stored traffic data as logs.

The database is connected and connected to the
internet. Then the switch is connected to the
server IDS (Intrusion Detection System) Snort,
so that if there is anomaly traffic that will be
directly detected by the snort and the notification
appears. The Watch Dog folder serves as the
notification sender when there is a log change to
the folder that the Snort log is being monitored.

f. then processed by Folder Watchdog to be
forwarded as notification via email.

3.5 Mitigation

The experiments of the proposed work has been
described in this section. We have created a web
server whose data is secured with ASCII.[15]
For that, id and password are stored in ASCII
also. In web server SNORT is implemented
which has a rule to alert about SQL Injection
from any IP. Program list below shows the rules
to detect the incoming SQL injection attack.

Mitigation is a series of efforts to reduce risk.
After the Snort log files are recorded, the log file
will be taken and analyzed using Wireshark to
have this forensic evidence. When detected, the
Snort rules will give a warning message in the
alerts as shown in Figure 9. And also, folder
watchdog to alert administrator via email as
shown in Figure 10.[17]

Alert
tcp
any
any
->
any
$HTTP_PORTS
(msg:
"Terdeteksi
Serangan SQL Injection";
flow:to_server,established;
content:"User-Agent|3A|Sqlmap";
fast_pattern:only;
http_header;
metadata:servicehttp;
reference:url,Sqlmap.sourceforge.ne
t;classtype:web-applicationactivity; sid:1000001;)

Figure 9 show the log generated for SQL
Injection by SNORT.

Figure 9. SQL injection logged by SNORT rule

When the attacker enters the SQL Injection and
it is encountered then the attacker is being
transferred to log file. Now in the log file, the
log of the attacker is traced and folder watchdog
2 triggered to sent mail to administrator to alert
them.[16]
3.4 Data Collection
Collection of evidence in this study using the
recording of IDS traffic. The reconstruction
process starts after the internet-connected web
server sends a notification via email using
Watchdog Folder 2 which has supervised the log
folder, the snort log changes because the Snort
IDS captures the traffic that is considered a
predefined rule. log files appear in the Snort
folder directory in c: \ snort \ log.

Figure 10. alert using email

Email notification system is used To send alerts
in the form of email that there is an attack into
the web server. Email is the fastest and most
appropriate medium used for alerts. From the
simulation of attacks that have been done into
the web server network, it will bring up a log file
followed by an email notification. Set the
recipient's email address as well as view and set
the email notification log to be sent to the
recipient's email address. An example of email
notification from log snort can be seen in Figure
10. The image explains that there has been a log
change on the Snort IDS with the name
snort.log.1518185924 on February 29, 2018 at
21:21. The email is sent instantly in the event of
SQL Injection attack on the web network. the
speed of internet connection can be a factor of
email speed sent by the watch dog folder
residing in the system.
The analysis continued with statistics module
endpoint in Wireshark used to collect attack
packets contained in log files Intrusion Detection
System (IDS) Snort during the attack
simulation.[18]
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4 Result Analysis
4.1 User Acceptance Test (UAT)
User Acceptance Test is a user testing process
that is intended to produce a document that
serves as proof that the software has been
developed acceptable by the user, if the test can
be considered to meet the needs of the user.
Testing by performing a SQL Injection attack
simulation process before and after the
mitigation process on the website provided by
the researcher. There are 10 simple questionnaire
lists on the system, 10 questions and results from
testing before and after the mitigation.
Assessment categories used for the questionnaire
include:
a. Disagree (TS)
b. Less Agree (KS)
c. Agree (S)
d. Strongly Agree (SS)
There are 10 simple questionnaire lists on the
system, 10 questions and results from testing
before and after the mitigation
a. The Snort IDS system can run when a
program call is made.
b. Snort IDS System can monitor traffic from
IP Address under supervision.
c. Snort IDS system can detect SQL Injection
attacks.
d. Snort IDS system can bring up logs when
SQL Injection attacks occur.
e. Snort IDS system can display real time alerts
on system commands when SQL Injection
attacks occur.
f. Log IP Address can be a source of
information from the attacker.
g. Log port source can be a source of
information from the attacker.
h. Snort IDS system can protect from SQL
Injection attacks.
i. Snort IDS system can block the attacker's IP
Address.
j. Snort IDS system can send email alerts to
managers email (Administrator).
After the above questionnaire is given to
participants before and after mitigation, then the
questionnaire data is processed to get the result
of User Acceptance Test. For user acceptance
test data can be seen in the attachment. From the

assessment results of User Acceptance Test
testing can be drawn conclusions are:
a. The system user who has chosen Disagree
(TS) before mitigation gets 35% and after
mitigation gets 0%.
b. System users who have selected Less Agree
(KS) before mitigation get 48% and after
mitigation get 10%.
c. System users who have selected Agreement
(S) before mitigation score 17% and after
mitigation score of 44%.
d. System users who have chosen Strongly
Agree (SS) before mitigation get 0% and
after mitigation score of 46%.
5 Conclusion
The conclusions that have been obtained during
the research process in detecting SQL Injection
attacks on the web server concludes that the
implementation of Snort's Intrusion Detection
System (IDS) on the web server can be used to
help provide SQL Injection attack detection
information by utilizing special SQL Injection
rules that are implemented by the Intrusion
Detection System ( IDS) Snort. Log files are
taken from snort to analyze illegal action
activities that occur in the web server
environment based on log file analysis. Based on
the implementation of the Intrusion Detection
System (IDS) snort to detect SQL Injection
attacks in this study can be used properly and
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ABSTRACT
Intrusion detection system (IDS) is one of amongst
the most essential consideration of cyber-security that
can discover intrusion before and/or after attack
occur. An Intrusion detection system is software or
hardware designed to detect any malicious activity or
attack against the system or network. The main
contribution in this paper is to present an overall
review of IDS types that are deployed in various
environments. So many IDS researches have mostly
described the types of IDS. However, their
description has addressed a specific area and there is
a lack of researches that present an overall review of
IDS types. This paper conducts a review of different
types of IDSs related to different environments and
platforms through a comparative approach. Also, it
presents a classification of IDS types based on
criteria such as platform and input data. It introduces
their
significant
features,
advantages
and
disadvantages of each type. The finding out of this
survey have been coming from our analysis of the
current research and trends of the field. In this paper
has addressed the lack of IDS types research and
many points of research have been figured out as a
future work.

KEYWORDS
Intrusion Detection Systems (IDSs), Host based IDS
(HIDS), Network based IDS (NIDS), Hybrid based
IDS or mixed IDS (MIDS), Protocol-based IDS
(PIDS), Network Behavior Analysis (NBA),

Distributed and Collaborative
Hypervisor based IDS.

IDS

(DIDS),

1 INTRODUCTION
As more people use the Internet for personal or
business reasons, different cyber-attacks and
intrusions are growing by the day. IDS is one of
amongst the most essential consideration of
cyber-security. IDS is utilized to recognize
successful violations even after they have
happened [1]. The term intrusion detection
system was first used by James Anderson [2] in
the late 70s and early 80s. He introduced the
concept of misuse detection and predefine events
and provided the basic for future IDS design and
development. An IDS is software or hardware
designed to detect any malicious activity or
attack against the system or network. An IDS
collect data from different sources within a
computer or a network such as system command,
system log, system accounting, security log and
network log. Then, it analyzes them to identify
possible security violation, and finally, it issues
an alert to the system administrator to deal with
the intrusion. The authors Swathi Pai M, Ashoor
et al. [3, 4] summarized IDS Functions as:
monitoring and analyzing both the user and
system
activities,
analyzing
system
configurations and vulnerabilities, evaluating the
system and file integrity, recognizing patterns
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typical of attacks, analyzing of abnormal activity
patterns and tracking user policy violations.
There are two main types of IDS: Network-based
IDS and Host-based IDS [5]. NIDS is placed
along a network to monitor all network traffic
[5]. HIDS placed on a host to scan and monitor
the all hosts process or devices on the network
[5]. In addition, there are other types of IDS.
However, there are little researches that display
the most types of IDS. The objective of this
paper is to compare and display the different
types of intrusion detection systems based on
platform and data they collect for detecting
intrusion analysis. Then the research will display
the advantages and disadvantages of these IDS
types to identify leading trends, open issues, and
future work possibilities.
The rest of this work is organized as follows:
Section 2 explains the classification of IDS.
Section 3 lists the types of IDS and comparison
between them. Section 4 discussion. Finally,
Section 5 concludes this paper.
2 CLASSIFICATION OF
DETECTION SYSTEMS

INTRUSION

In this section, a survey is presented on IDS
types by collecting the most recent researches
relevant to the field. Our methodology in this
survey is to conduct an overall review for all
types related to all environments of IDS and
applications. This can be considered the
contribution of our paper in addition to the
classification of IDS types based on some
criteria such as platform that are network, host,
virtual machine and hybrid.
Researches of IDS have made good progress.
Several studies have described the types of IDS.
Aumreesh et al. [6] introduced a general study of
IDS. The authors discussed the intrusion
detection and the types of IDS. The research

emphasized the range of IDS types such as host,
network and hybrid IDS. The authors also,
described every single type of IDS.
In their survey, Mayur and Bansode [7]
introduced the different types of IDS and
classified the types of IDS into the following
three types: traditional IDS, IDS for wireless
network, and IDS for database. The research
divided traditional IDS into three types: HIDS,
NDIDS, and hybrid IDS.
Hung et al. [8] introduced a comprehensive
review of the Intrusion detection system and
classified it into four classes: HIDS, NIDS,
WIDS, NBA and MIDS. The study compared the
four types based on the following criteria:
component, Detection scope, and Network
architecture of each class. Table 1 shows details
of the four classes and a comparison between
them.
Zouhair et al. [9] introduced an overview of
diverse intrusions in cloud and
different
detection techniques used by IDS. The research
displayed an overview of the cloud computing
types based on IDS and divided Cloud-based
IDS into the four types showing in Figure 1.
S. SobinSoniya and S. Maria [5] introduced an
overview of IDS Classification and Techniques.
The study classified IDS into two main types:
NIDS and HIDS. The authors also, classified
techniques used in detecting attacks for securing
the network from new attacks.
Bruno et al. [10] presented a an overview of IDS
for IOT and classified the IDSs based on
detection method, IDS location, security threat
and validation strategy. In addition, the paper
discussed the different possibilities for each
attribute, and described intrusion detection
techniques for IOT. The research, also, classified
the IDSs into two main types: NIDS and HIDS.
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IDS types can be categorized into many types
based on the deployed platform to detect attacks
and depending on the input data that collected
from different resources such as system call,
audit log, user or system activites, application
process, and network traffic to analysis and
detect attack. Also IDS can be categorized based
on attack type that can be detected by each type.

Figure 2 shows the our classification of IDS
types based on platform that it deployed in it.
Table 2 displays comparative between IDS types
based on some criteria's such as platform, input
data and the attacks that IDS can detect.

Cloud based IDS

NIDS

HIDS

DIDS

Hypervisor based IDS

Figure 1: Cloud based IDS [9]

The authors can categoriz IDS types based on
the platform and input data into four
classifications that are IDS deployed on host or
single machine, IDS deployed on the network
that is a single machine or multiple machine,
IDS deployed on host and network, finally, IDS
deployed on virtual machine (VM).

Figure 2: Classification of IDS types.

Table 1 Comparisons of IDS types [8]

HIDS
Agent.
Management
Components server.
Database server.
IDS

Detection
scope

The host

Managed networks
or standard
Network
architecture networks.

NIDS
Sensor:
(inline/passive).
Management server.
Database server.
Network or Host.
Managed networks.

WIDS
Sensor:
(passive).
Management
server.
Database server.
WLAN.
WLAN client.
Managed
networks or
standard
networks.

NBA
Sensor: (most
passive).
Management server.
Database server.
Network or Host.
Managed networks
or standard
networks.
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Table 2: IDS types comparative

IDS

HIDS.

Platform

Input data

Attack types that IDS detect

Host

System configuration,
application activity, system
logs, system command,
running processes, file
access and modification
Security Logs [11].

Key stroke logging, Identity
theft, Unauthorized access,
Spamming, Malicious process,
Botnet activity, Spywareusage.

NIDS.

Network

Network Traffic packet,
Prior events, user profiles

TCP SYN attack, fragmented
packet attack [12]. Cross-Site
Scripting (XSS), Cross-Site
Request Forgery (CSRF) [13].
In [5] the authors classified
attack into two types show in
Figure 3.

Hybrid based
IDS.

Host +
Network

According to systems
hybrid

According to systems hybrid

Network
( web server)
+
Host

Normal usage of a protocol,
HTTP, Structured Query
Language (SQL) protocol
[11]. Application-level
traffic and commands [14].
Audit records, Data sources
of running applications, and
Log file.

Protocol-based
IDS
(PIDS).

Network Behavior
Analysis (NBA).

Network

Wireless IDS
(WIDS).

Wireless
network

Log traffic over a network.
Log system.

Wireless network traffic,
such as ad hoc network.

CANCEL DOS attack,
BYE DOS attack,
INVITE Request Flooding
Attack,
Media spamming, RTP
packets flooding [15].
DDoS , DoS , unexpected
services, Network scanning,
policy violations, Source
routing attack, malware and
flood attack.
Sinkhole attack, Spoofed,
altered routing attack,
Misdirection, HELLO Flood
Attacks, Sybil attack,
Wormholes, Selective
forwarding , Black-hole attack
and Homing attack [7, 16, 17].
BlueSnarf, Bluejacking,
BlueBug, Blue Smack [18].
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Table 2: IDS types comparative(continued)

IDS

Platform

Input data

Distributed And
Collaborative IDS
(DIDS).

Network

Aggregate information from
different sources according
to multiple IDS.

Database IDS

Host +
Network

user session , user input
parameters and SQL
commands [21].

Hypervisor based
IDS.

Passive Attack

VM

Packet leaving and entering
to VM, system log and call,
information process running
in VM and traffic payload
information [22].

Attack types that IDS detect
Attack that single IDS can't
detect such as (DDoS) and its
type, doorknob attack,
network browsing [19]. large
scale stealthy scans, worm
outbreaks [20].
SQL injection, direct database
attack, Injection attack,
privilege escalation attack,
and hijack future session
attack.
VM scape, Guest Dos,
CROSS_VM side channel,
,VMM backdoor and
hardware attack, VM traffic
spoofing, port scanning [22].
Virtualization-specific attacks
such as: Insider attacks [23].

Active Attack
3.1 Host based IDS (HIDS)

Wire Trapping

Denial of Service

Release of Message
Content

Spoofing
Man-in-the Middll

Traffic Analysis
ARP Poisoning
Buffer Overflow
Cyber Attack
Phishing Attack

Figure 3: Network IDS attack [5].

3 TYPES OF INTRUSION DETECTION
SYSTEMS
There are many types of IDSs, which can be
summarized as follows:

HIDS was the first developed type of intrusion
detection. HIDS monitors and analyzes the
internal computing system or system level
activities of single host such as: system
configuration, application activity, wireless
network traffic (only for that host) or network
interface, system logs or audit log, running user
or application processes, file access and
modification. Figure 4 represents the HIDS. The
capabilities of HIDS include integrity checking,
event correlation, log analysis, policy
enforcement, rootkit detection, processor,
memory, hard-disk and battery utilization, and
alerting [24, 25]. HIDS tends to be more
accurate and less false positive than networkbased IDS because it analyses the log files, and
as a result, it can determine whether an attack
successful occurred or not [26]. The Host based
intrusion detection system requires programs (or
agents) to be installed on the system to generate
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reports indicating if any malicious activity
occurred. The problem with host-based systems
is that they tend to be resource intensive because
they use the same computer resources installed
on it and don't have operating system
independent like other types of IDS [27, 28].
There are many existing systems that introduce
host-ID system type, for instance OSSEC [29]
and Tripwire [30].
HIDS analyze the audit log files to identify and
detect any malicious system processes. However,
to analyze a large amount of data to distinguish
between normal process and malicious
processes, needs a long time of computation and
a lot of resources. A lot of researches introduced
methods to solve this problem for instances:
Marteau [31] introduced a new similarity
measurein symbolic sequential data to detect
unknown attack. In the proposed method the
author focused on sequences of system calls by
using Sequence Covering algorithm for Intrusion
Detection (SC4ID). SC4ID algorithm based on
optimal-covering of a sequence by a series of
subsequences extracted from a predefined set of
sequences. The SC4ID algorithm was evaluated
on UNM and ADFA-LD well-known system call
datasets.
Subba et al. [32] introduced framework to
improve the efficiency of computation in HIDS.
The proposed framework transformed the system
call to n-gram vector and then reduced the size
of the input feature vectors by dimensionality
reduction process. The feature vectors are finally
analyzed by various machine learning classifiers
that named (Naive Bayes, MLP, C4.5 Decision
Tree, and SVM) to identify intrusive processes.
To evaluate the proposed model the benchmark
ADFA-LD has been used.
Deshpande et al. [33] proposed model to
analysed only selective system call traces for
detect any malicious activities within the system

and then alert the cloud user to found malicious
process.

Figure 4: Host based IDS[34].

3.2 Network based IDS (NIDS)
NIDS is used to monitor and analyze network
traffic on specific network segment for
suspicious activities detection. Figure 5
represents NIDS and its steps in detecting
attacks. NIDS used in packet level analysis for
all systems in the network segment by check IP,
transport-network and application protocol level
activities and headers of packet to detect many
IP-based DOS attacks like TCP SYN attack,
fragment packet attack [12]. NIDS concentrates
more on the abuse of vulnerabilities while HIDS
center around abuse of privilege [28]. NIDS
costs less and quicker in response than HIDS
because there is no need to maintain sensor
programming at the host level, and it monitors
traffic on a real time or on close real time [14].
Therefore, NIDS can detect attacks as they
occur. However, NIDS does not indicate if such
attacks are successful or not since it doesn't
analyze the log system. The problem with NIDS
is that it has restricted visibility inside the host
machine, and there is no effective way to analyze
encrypted network traffic to detect attack [12].
Therefore, until now, many researches
progressed to develop effective ways for NIDS
to detect attacks. Several products for network
intrusion detection exist, such as Snort [35] and
NetSTAT [36], which is a tool aimed at real-time
NIDS. Until now there are a lot of researches
that introduced methods for NIDS such as:
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Sklavounos et al. [37] proposed new method of
NIDS for DOS attack detection based on the
tabular cumulative sum (CUSUM) chart and the
exponential weighted moving average (EWMA)
chart on the UDP and ICMP source bytes of the
experimental dataset NSL-KDD.
Suad Othman et al. [38] proposed intrusion
detection model on big data environment using
machine learning algorithm named SVM for
classification and Chi-selector for feature
selection to reduce dimensionality in network
traffic. To test the proposed model KDD dataset
has been used.
Parvat et al. [39] proposed NIDS using deep
learning. In the proposed method has been used
an ensemble of multiple binary classifiers which
deep learning model with a divide and conquer
strategy. To evaluate the system NSL-KDD
dataset has been used.

Figure 6: Hybrid based IDS

3.4 Protocol-based Intrusion Detection
System (PIDS)
PIDS monitors and checks the specific protocol
behavior and its state like Hyper Text Transfer
Protocol (HTTP) [11]. PIDS can be specialized
to monitor application protocol, which is called
APIDS [11]. It focuses on actions that happen in
some particular application through monitoring
and analyzing the application log files or
measuring their performance [41]. There are
researches that introduced to PIDS such as:
Danish et al. [42] proposed an IDS for the
detection jamming attacks in a LoRaWAN
network. The system has been implemented
based on LoRaWAN protocol.
3.5 Network Behavior Analysis (NBA)

Figure 5: Network-based IDS

3.3 Hybrid based IDS or mixed IDS (MIDS)
MIDS Combines two types or more of IDS to
achieve the advantages of IDS and complete an
accurate detection [8] such as Double Guard [40]
that uses host ids and network IDS. However,
MIDS takes a long time in analyzing data. Figure
6 represents Hybrid based IDS.

NBA monitors and checks network traffic to
know threats that produce uncommon traffic
flows, such as DDOS attacks, malware, and
policy violations [43, 44]. The NBA system
investigates of network traffic to identify attacks
with unexpected traffic flows [8]. Sindhu [45]
Described NBA as a method which passively
monitor the movement traffic in a network for a
specific time and forms a standard for normal
traffic. Furthermore, the behavior is compared to
a standard to find any uncommon activity in a
network. NBA systems are most often deployed
on internal networks of an organization and are,
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also sometimes, deployed where they can
monitor flows between an organization’s
network and external networks [46].
There are many NBA systems such as:
Kakuru [45] proposed a tool for internal network
that offers a method to detect any uncommon
behavior by an authentic user. In the proposed
tool used Wireshark to record log traffic over a
network. First, Wireshark recorded the user's
activity for a period of time, and stored the
record in a database. second, the new activity is
compared to the past activity and alerts any new
behavior to the administrator. Koch et al. [47]
proposed a new NBA by used similarity
measurements and insider activities such as data
exfiltration in encrypted environments. in the
proposed architecture used intrasession and
intersession correlation, to determine the
similarity between connections.
The advantage of NBA is that it focuses on the
overall behavior of the devices on the network;
therefore it is allowed to respond to unknown or
specific threats for which no signature is
available and zero-day attack.
3.6 Wireless IDS (WIDS)
WIDS monitors and analyses wireless traffic to
detect any attacks. Wireless traffic is an ad-hoc
network, wireless mesh network, and wireless
sensor network [8]. There are numerous types of
attack in wireless network such as Sinkhole
attack, Spoofed altered routing attack, Flood
attack and Sybil attack [7]. Figure 7 displays
wireless intrusion detection system.
Wireless networks have many features such as
existence in the open environment, limited in
computational power of sensors, battery life and
memory capacity; therefore, IDS produced for
wired networks cannot be applied completely to
wireless networks [16]. Wireless network is
more vulnerable to attacks than wired networks
since their infrastructures are dynamic by nature.

Figure 7: Wireless IDS

Ahmed Patel et al. [41] summarized the
advantage and disadvantage of the wired and
wireless network, as showing in table 3. The
author summarized the aim of applied the IDS
for WSN is to detect whether the node from the
network is malicious or physical damage. WIDS
important to provide integrity, confidentially and
availability; therefore, it evaluates the signal
jamming and eavesdropping.
Devi et al. [48] used the Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy
Inference System to deal with the security
analysis of 5G wireless communication network
implementation of IDS and used KDD cup 99
data set for system test.
Kolias et al. [49] proposed a distributed network
IDS for wireless networks. The system is based
on classification rule induction and swarm
intelligence principles to analyzed data for
intrusion detection. Aegean wireless intrusion
dataset version 2 has been used to test the
proposed method.
Gupta et al. [50] used game theory on the small
cell access point in 5G wireless to detect
bandwidth spoofing attack and analyzed the
effect of it. The authors also proposed an
adaptive IDS used a hidden Markov Model to
detect an intrusion and focused on security issues
of the 5G wireless networks.
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Table 3: Wire and wireless network advantage and
disadvantage [41]

Network
Wired
network

Advantage
 It is faster and low cost.

Wireless
network

 It deals wide coverage and
unlimited access which
implicates openness to attacks.
 Wireless networks are scalable
and independent from
arrangement platform.

3.7 Distributed and Collaborative IDS
(DIDS)
DIDS consists of multiple IDS over a network,
all of which communicate with each other, or
with a central server that enables network
monitoring [12].
Figure 8 explains the DIDS. DIDS is designed to
work in a not homogenous environment, which
means that DIDS provides capability to
aggregate information from different sources to
detect attacks against a network system such as
doorknob attack and DDoS attack. There are
three components in the framework of DIDS,
which are IDS agent, communication component
and central analysis server. DIDS has several
advantages compared to the centralized IDS
showing in table 4 [41, 51, 52]. There are many
researches that covered DIDS such as: Zeeshan
and Peter [53] designed and evaluated some
distributed IDS methods for IoT that are
appropriate to small devices. The authors used a
trust management method that allowed devices
to manage reputation data about their neighbors.
The proposed method made it possible to single
out maliciously behaving units in a processing
and energy-friendly way.

Disadvantage
 It is deeply dependent on
infrastructure platform and
not easy to deploy.
 The wireless medium itself
has to be protected.

Steven R. Snapp1 et al. [19] which proposed a
prototype DIDS that generalizes the target
environment in order to monitor numerous hosts
interconnected via a network also the network
itself.
Collaborative IDS: distributed IDS have the
ability to connect alarms coming from diverse
sensors [20]. These intrusion alerts are joint by
the correlation unit, then reports are produced,
and finally, the actual nature of the attacks is
confirmed [20]. This is a potential to make the
IDS autonomous, self-adjusting capabilities,
parallel, organized and efficient. Isolated IDSs
will not be able to achieve connections between
malicious actions happening at different places
at the same time [54].
Arshad, J., et al. [55] proposed collaborative ID
framework for M2M based IoT, that leverages
collaboration between IoT nodes for effective ID
without consuming high communication,
processing and energy resources. The proposed
framework envisioned the collective use of the
information from HIDS and NIDS. The proposed
framework is planned to address challenges for
example the flexibility, resource limitations of
the nodes, and the collaborative nature of the
M2M networks.
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Table 4: Distributed and Centralized IDS advantages and
disadvantages

IDS
Distributed IDS

Centralized IDS

Advantages
 Flexibility and scalability.
 Detects DOS attacks for highspeed networks.
 Reduce computational costs.
 Monitoring,
analysis,
and
processing of attack data is
easier and speedier.
 Make possible an early intrusion
detection that can result in
blocking incoming traffic into
the whole network from specific
IP addresses.
 The
maintenance
and
administration
cost
lower
compared to the case of a
distributed system.
 All of the IDS activities are
controlled directly by a central
console.

Disadvantages
 The data stream among the host
and the agent may produce high
network traffic overheads.
 The Data whose path is long from
its source to the IDS potentially
intercepted or modified which
may result in misinterpretations.
 Can generate diverse outputs from
different IDs.

 Not able to detect malicious
events occurring at different
places at the same time.
 A hacker can incapacitate the
programs running on a system,
making the IDS unusable or
unreliable.

3.8 Database IDS
Database IDS monitors and checks attacks
toward database. There are several types of
database attacks such as SQL injection attack,
Direct DB Attack [40]. Several researches
addressed SQL injection attack, for instance: Liu
A et al. [56] proposed SQL Proxy-based
Blocker. In the SQLProb proposed method
harnessed
the
Genetic
Algorithms
to
dynamically detect and extract users entries for
adverse SQL, and used a proxy that integrated
with environment presenting protection to frontend web servers and back-end databases.
Figure 8: DIDS [12]
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3.9 Hypervisor based IDS (Virtual Machine
Introspection based IDS (VMI-IDS)
Virtual IDS (V-IDS)
The concept of VMI was first introduced by
Garfinkel et al. [57] as a hypervisor-level IDS
which offered isolation for the IDS, while still
offering visibility into the state of the host. VMBased IDS is advanced based on three VM
abilities: Isolation, Inspection, and Interposition
[58].
Hypervisor is a platform runs VMs Hypervisorbased IDS which is working at hypervisor layer.
It allows users to monitor and analyze
connections among VMs or amongst hypervisor
and VM and within the hypervisor based virtual
network [12, 22]. It can preserve and apply
diverse security strategies for each VM based on
their requirements [22]. In Xen Hypervisor for
example Openstack [59], VMI-IDS can be
formed to run at the privilege domain of virtual
machine monitor. The most important benefit of
hypervisor-based IDS is an availability of
information [12]. VMI-IDS observed hardware
and software states and events of a host and
offers the more strong view of the system than
HIDS.

Figure 9 shows VMI-IDS architecture. VMI-IDS
observes the programs running in VM to detect
any abnormal activity [60]. There are many IDS
in the cloud environment for example: The
authors in [61] proposed novel classification of
IDS in a cloud across deployment architecture
and technique used. The IDS classification is
shown in figure 10. It shows VM-IDS such as
IDSaaS [62], VMM-based IDS such as VMfence
[63]. Mishra et al. [34] proposed a Virtual
Machine Introspection designed for fine granular
monitoring of the VMs to detect attacks. The
authors developed methods for monitoring and
analyzing the Tenant Virtual Machines (TVM) at
the process and system call level to detect
attacks. In the proposed framework has been
detected abnormal hidden processes, attacks that
stop security tools in the VM also attack that
alter the behavior of the authentic processes to
access sensitive data. This proposed architecture
named VMGuard utilized the introspection
feature at the VMM-layer and to extract and
select features the authors have been applied Bag
of N-grams method combined with Term
Frequency-Inverse
Document
Frequency
technique, the authors then have been used the
Random Forest classifier to introduced a
common behavior for diverse classes of
intrusions of TVM.

Figure 9: VMI-IDS architecture
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Application layers (Saas)
Application-Based
IDS
Software Environment layer (Paas)

Infrastructure layer
Computationa
l

Storage

Network

VM-Based IDS

Virtualization layer

VMM-Based IDS

Physical layer

Physical Based IDS

Figure 10: VM-IDS classification [61]

4 DISCUSSION
This paper is presented, based on first
publications about IDS and focus on articles
from 2008 until 2018 covered by journals and
institutes such as: ELSEVIER Publishing
company Journal, AMC, IEEE, Springer,
SANS Institute and others. Many researches
attempt to find effective tools for intrusion
detection. The Developing effective tools
based on the environment that deploys in it
and the data that is analyzed to detect attack
or intrusions. A summary of selected papers
based on intrusion detection system type,
platform, source of data, attack that detected
are shown in table 6 order by publication year
from newest to oldest. Table 1 displayed
comparative between IDS types based on a
platform that it deployed in it and data that
input for analysis and what attack that can be
detected. The platform is a host (single
machine), network or hybrid on the host, and
network or VM whether on host/network.
Input data such as system event, traffic
network and application activity. An attack
that was detected can be classified as four

classes according to the most of researches that
used KDD dataset benchmark in IDS: Probe,
Remote-to-Local (R2L) attack, User-to-Root
(U2R), Denial-of-Service (DOS) attacks and a
lot of other attacks which the researches
detection.
When develop and use IDS the first thing you
require to study the environment that wants to
secure and select IDS based on the operating
system and network topology. In section 3, the
authors discussed different IDS types and
introduced overview of it for help researcher to
keep research time of IDS types and open new
issues for new research to solve problems of any
types. In this section, the authors display the
advantages and the disadvantages of IDS types
to provide a general overview of the features and
disadvantages of each type and to identify
leading trends, open issues, and future research
possibilities. Figure 11 shows the percentage of
covered papers in our work over publication
years.
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In table 5 has been summarized the advantages
and disadvantages of IDS types for easy
understanding, and help in select appropriate
type. The result of the comparison between IDS
types can help developer and researcher to
develop appropriate type and tools for IDS based
on the available infrastructure. From table 5 the
authors make the following observations about
development some IDS:
 HIDS Development when needed to detect
attack after or before an attack happens, to
secure host recourse also to install IDS on
operating system (OS) without the need for any
hardware.

 NIDS Development when needed for IDS
independent of OS and to secure network and
multi host, also to detect network attack that
HIDS cannot detect it, some attack that NIDS
can detect it displayed in table 1.
 WIDS Development when needed to use
wireless network, needed to scalable IDS and
to detect Packet drop attack and mobile attack.
 DIDS Development when needed to detect
DDOS attack, to speed detect process. DIDS
designed to operate in a heterogeneous
environment and detect the malicious event
occurring at different places at the same time.

Figure 11: literature over years
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Table 5: Advantages and disadvantages of IDS Type

IDS
HIDS

NIDS

MIDS

Advantages
 HIDS can analyze encrypted data and
communications activity.
 HIDS telling us if an attack is successful or no.
 Easy to deploy because it does not require
additional hardware, therefore, it does not affect
the current architecture.
 Operating Environment Independent, therefore
NIDS will not affect the performances of hosts.

 More flexible.
 More Efficient.
 MIDS take advantage of the strengths of the
combined type.

 More accurate.
 It can manage wireless protocol activity.
PIDS
 APIDS focus on observing and analyzing
and
operations particular to the application.
APIDS  More easier to define the normal and the
abnormal behavior.
NBA
 Superior detection reconnaissance scanning,
reconstruct malware infections and DDoS attacks.
 Effective on detect zero day exploits or new
attack that no have signature in IDS database.
WIDS

DIDS

VMIIDS

 More scalable than standalone IDSs [54].
 Monitoring, analysis, and processing of attack
data is easier and speed and lower cost.
 Offers more robust view of the system.
 Preserve and apply different security strategies
for each VM.

Disadvantages
 HIDS breakdown if the OS break
down by the attack.
 HIDS are not able to detect
network scans or DOS attack.
 HIDS tend to be resource intensive.
 Does not indicate whether the
attack was successful or no.
 Cannot Analyze Encrypted Traffic.
 NIDS is has very limited visibility
inside the host machine.
 High overhead load on the
monitored system depending on the
combined methodologies.
 Processor utilization of the hybrid
agent is much great.
 Sensors has limited computational
resource and limited energy [16].
 Larger system overhead.
 Specific development [64].
 It does not detect attacks below the
application layer.
 Delay in detecting attacks.
 Some attacks may not be detected
until they have already damaged
systems especially attacks that
occur quickly.
 Produces a high false alarm rate.
 Can have diverse outputs from
different IDS.
 Virtualization adds additional
layers, which can increase the
security management and controls
overhead.
 Some virtualization systems make
it easy to share information
between the systems; this
convenience can turn out to be an
attack vector if it is not carefully
controlled.
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Table 6: Comparative of selected literature work

The
work

Year
Published

IDS type

Platform

[31]
[34]

2018
2018

HIDS
VMI-IDS

Host
VM

[37]

2018

NIDS

[38]
[42]

2018
2018

NIDS
PIDS

[55]

2018

CIDS

[32]
[39]
[48]

2017
2017
2017

HIDS
NIDS
WIDS

[49]

2017

WIDS

[50]
[51]

2017
2017

WIDS
DIDS

[53]

2017

DIDS

[33]

2014

HIDS

[47]
[63]

2014
2013

NBA
VMM IDS

[45]

2011

NBA

[24]
[56]

2010
2009

HIDS
Database
IDS

Data source

Attack type that detected

System call
Unknown attack
Process
and Abnormal hidden processes.
system call
Attacks that debilitate security
facilities.
Attacks that alter the behavior
of the authentic processes.
Network
UDP and ICMP DOS attack.
source bytes
Network
Network traffic
Not specific.
Network
Real
time Jamming attacks.
network traffic
Host
and Data collective Not specific.
Network
from host and
network
Host
System call
Intrusive process.
Network
Network traffic
DOS, Probe, R2L, U2R.
Network
Network traffic
Land, Neptune, pod, Smurf,
Tear drop.
Network
Wireless traffic Intrusive traces from a
wireless.
Network
Wireless traffic Spoofing attack.
Host
and Network traffic TCP Flood Attack.
Network
Host
and Network traffic
Attacks that try to fail
Network
communication
between
nodes.
Host
System
call Malicious activities within the
traces
system
Network
Network traffic
Insider activities.
VM
Network flow Intrusion network attack and
and files
not file integrity.
Host
and Log
network, User's activities.
Network
user activity.
Host
Log files
Anomaly System Behavior.
Host
and Proxy data.
SQL injection attacks.
Network
SQL query.
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5 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The IDS is one of amongst the most essential
consideration of cyber-security that can discover
intrusion before and/or after attack occur. It
plays an important role as a defending
mechanism of networks and systems. An ID
monitors and analyses data in a system to detect
any attack. Intrusion detection has improved
dramatically over time, especially in the past few
years due to the newly advanced technologies.
This paper provided an overall review of IDS
types that are deployed in various environments
or platform and introduced comparative between
them. It introduced their features, advantages
and disadvantages of each type. Also, the authors
introduced a classification of IDS types based on
some criteria such as platform -network, host,
virtual machine and hybrid- and input data. For
future work, the authors proposed the framework
for NIDS to addresses some disadvantages of it.
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ABSTRACT
The use of social network systems (SNS) for
interacting and sharing information across the globe
has led to new vulnerabilities and cyber threats which
results to privacy violation in SNS such as Facebook,
Twitter, LinkedIn and the other likes. This paper
presents an innovative approach for addressing privacy
violation of users’ data in SNS based on homomorphic
cryptography techniques. It employed divide and
conquers, use case analysis, controlled experiment, Big
O notation and homomorphic cryptography techniques.
The study proposes an algorithm for privacy protection
of users’ data in SNS based on homomorphic
cryptography techniques. The performance analysis of
the proposed solution was performed using Big O
notation and controlled experiment. It has a time
complexity of O( n 2 ) . It has an execution time of
shorter than 0.094 seconds for keys size of at most
1024 bit. Thus, the proposed solution can be used in
the real-world environment for privacy protection of
users’ data in SNS. This research contributes security
requirements for privacy protection of users’ data in
SNS using modern cryptography techniques.
Additionally, it contributes empirical evidence for
privacy protection of users’ data in SNS using
homomorphic cryptography techniques.

KEYWORDS
Homomorphic cryptography, homomorphic encryption,
an algorithm for privacy protection, privacy protection
of users’ data, privacy in social network

1
INTRODUCTION
Privacy protection is concerned with the
safeguarding of personally identifiable information
(PII) or sensitive users’ data from unauthorized
access and disclosure or observation [1]–[3]. It
provides the owner of the users’ data with the

ability to determine what data/information can be
shared with the third party. The PII is concerned
with information (or data) that can be used on its
own or in conjunction with other information to
identify, contact, or locate an individual in context
[3], [4]. The increase of use of social network
systems (SNS) for sharing information has raised
security concern on how to ensure the privacy of
data in SNS [5]–[7]. Privacy concerns in SNS are
based on users’ practices and cyber-attacks in
SNS. The attacks in SNS include identity theft,
data leaks, hacking, malicious codes such as
viruses and Trojan [8].
Moreover, privacy preserving in SNS is becoming
a challenge due to the practices of SNS providers
of sharing of users’ sensitive data to third parties
[7]. SNS providers are creating open-holes by
developing various tools (such as application
program interface (API)) for sharing data with
third parties [7], [9]. Likewise, SNS providers’
leaks PII information by allowing third-party
advertising and tracking companies [4] to
associate the web surfing habits of users with a
specific individual as it has been revealed in
Cambridge analytica scandal [9]. The existing
security and privacy controls are becoming a
privacy nightmare. Many researchers have raised
interest in conducting research to find out how to
improve privacy in SNS; but the problem is longstanding yet [10]–[13]. Most of the early privacypreserving techniques were based on normal
encryption algorithmic techniques [14], access
controls mechanisms and anonymity based
techniques [15] for ensuring privacy in SNS.
The normal encryption techniques involve
encrypting and decrypting sensitive data to
perform various operations in SNS. This approach
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leads to a loss of data privacy, and it poses a
privacy concern for data processed, stored and
transmitted in SNS [13], [14]. Now the trends in
privacy preserving of data in a ubiquitous
computing environment such as SNS has shifted to
modern cryptography techniques [13], [16]. This
involves the use of homomorphic cryptography
(encryption)
techniques
[11], [17]. The
homomorphic
cryptography
techniques
allow
manipulation and operations of encrypted users’ data in
SNS without a need of decrypting ciphertexts of users’
data in advance. The study seeks to extend the

application
of
homomorphic
cryptography
techniques to the privacy protection of users’ data in
SNS.
The paper addresses the problematic situation of
privacy violation in SNS. It proposes an algorithm
for privacy protection of users’ data in SNS based
on homomorphic cryptography techniques. It is
organized as follows. Section 1 presents the
introduction. Section 2 presents the literature
review in SNS. Section 3 presents the
methodology employed in this study. Section 4
presents the analysis and design of the proposed
solution. Section 5 presents the results and
discussion of the proposed solution. Finally,
section 6 presents the conclusion.
2
LITERATURE REVIEW
Literature view was reviewed in terms of
homomorphic cryptography techniques and related
work to the privacy protection of users’ data in
SNS.
2.1 Homomorphic Cryptography
Homomorphic cryptography is the modern
cryptography technique which allows performing
computation on encrypted data without its
decryption in advance [16], [18]–[20]. The users
of SNS operate on encrypted data by performing
homomorphic operations without a need to decrypt
ciphertexts in advance [17]. The homomorphic
operations are based on additive and (or)
multiplicative homomorphic property over
ciphertext [14], [17]. The homomorphic
cryptography includes homomorphic encryption
schemes, homomorphic encryption primitives,

homomorphic properties
operations in SNS.

and

homomorphic

2.1.1 Homomorphic Encryption Schemes
Homomorphic encryption can be categorized
mainly into three categories, namely partially
homomorphic encryption, fully homomorphic
encryption scheme and somewhat homomorphic
encryption schemes (SHE).
(i) Partially Homomorphic Encryption Schemes
Partially homomorphic encryption (PHE) scheme
is the one support either additional or
multiplication homomorphic encryption, but not
both at the same time [14], [21]. Some of the PHE
schemes includes RSA invented in 1978 which is
multiplicative homomorphic [22]; GoldwasserMicali in 1982 [14] which is homomorphic over
addition; El-Gamal in 1985 which is multiplicative
homomorphic [14]; Paillier in 1996 which is
additive homomorphic [21], [23]. PHE has been
widely used in practical implementation to
enhance privacy in areas such as cloud computing,
big data computation in an untrusted environment,
e-voting; as it requires less execution time, less
memory and easy to implement compared to fully
homomorphic encryption [14], [16].
(ii) Fully Homomorphic Encryption Schemes
Fully homomorphic encryption (FHE) is the one
which allows both addition and multiplication
operations at the same time over ciphertext [14],
[21]. FHE has been debatable for longtime until
[19] came out with first FHE based on ideal
lattices [19], [24]; but it was very complex for
practical implementation. Various researchers
continued to improve Gentry FHE to get a FHE
which can be practically implemented [16].
Another was FHE integer based scheme which
was a simplification of FHE-Gentry by replacing
ideal lattices with integer FHE based scheme [25].
Further researches have been going on to optimize
the performance of the FHE [16], [24]. The further
development in FHE schemes includes Gentry and
Halevi Efficient FHE with learning with errors
scheme (LWE) [26], Leveled-FHE scheme
without Bootstrapping [27], The NTRU (Nth
degree truncated polynomial ring) FHE based
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scheme [16], [28], The Ring-LWE FHE based
scheme [17], [29].
(iii) Somewhat Homomorphic Encryption
The shift has been to somewhat homomorphic
encryption schemes (SHE) which in practice
involve more homomorphic addition operations
and few multiplication homomorphic operations
[18]. The challenges of execution, memory
consumption and noise in FHE have been
addressed to practical implementable level through
improvement and advancement in processors
computing processing speed and further
innovation of FHE and SHE schemes [16], [30].
2.1.2 Homomorphic Encryption Primitives
Homomorphic encryption schemes are comprised
mainly of three basic primitives’ operations
namely key generation, encryption, and decryption
algorithms [14], [16], [21], [23]. The research
study employed Paillier homomorphic encryption
to illustrate the basic primitive operations involved
in homomorphic encryption (PHE, FHE). Other
homomorphic encryption schemes can be
substituted to achieve the same results.
2.1.3 Homomorphic Properties
Homomorphic cryptosystem can be defined as
follows. Let M denote the set of plaintext in
plaintext space of message to be encrypted. Let C
denote the set of the ciphertexts in ciphertext space
in respect to plaintext space. Homomorphic
cryptosystem (PHE, FHE) have homomorphic
properties if it satisfies either or all of the
following relations.
First, additively homomorphic relation
E (m1  m2 ) E (m1 )  E (m 2 ) , m1 , m 2  M

(1)

Second, multiplicatively homomorphic relation
E (m1 * m2 ) E (m1 ) * E (m 2 ) , m1 , m 2  M
(2)
Prior studies have revealed that 76% of users are
not aware [31], [32] of the importance of privacy
issues in SNS. Likewise, the existing privacy
controls in SNS are inadequate to protect users’
data [33]. Moreover, users of SNS cannot control
what others may reveal about them [32], [33].

Moreover, SNS providers are sharing users’
privacy data to third parties through API and web
services without users consent [34]. The problem
of privacy violation in SNS can be addressed using
modern cryptography techniques [17], [35].
2.2 Related Works
Homomorphic cryptography is the modern
cryptography technique which allows performing
manipulation and operations on encrypted users’
data in SNS without a need of decrypting users’
data in advance [16], [18]–[20]. The users of SNS
operate on encrypted data by performing
homomorphic operations without a need to decrypt
ciphertexts of users’ data in advance [17]. The
homomorphic operations are based on additive and
(or) multiplicative homomorphic property over
ciphertext [14], [17].
Homomorphic encryption despite its existence
since 1978 as invented by Rivest, Shamir and
Adleman [22], but it was not fully leverage due to
its limitation of requiring large computing
resources [14]. Currently, processing power has
increased to outweigh the limitations [17], [30],
[36], [37]. Many researchers are trying to address
the problem of privacy violation in SNS, cloud
computing, e-voting and other untrusted
environment settings by using homomorphic
encryption techniques [14], [29].
Homomorphic encryption allows performing
operations on encrypted data without a need of
decrypting first [16], [23]. Moreover, the
generated results are encrypted ciphertext in which
when decrypted the results is the same as if it was
performed on plaintext [17], [31]. This research
study discusses the related work to the research
problem of privacy violation in SNS. A study by
[10] proposed a secure privacy-preserving scheme
for data sharing in online SNS with focus on
revocation for deterring a contact's access right to
the private data and privacy on searching using
homomorphic encryption. It is limited to
revocation for deterring a contact's access right to
the private data and privacy on searching.
Likewise, a research study by [38] proposed a
privacy-preserving trusted feedback system for
addressing feedback from friends based on the
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question asked in SNS, using homomorphic
encryption. It is limited to a scope of feedback for
item recommendation in SNS. It lacks effective
mechanisms and algorithm for addressing privacy
violation in SNS.
A study by [11] proposed privacy chatting for
preserving preserves based on homomorphic
encryption technique for anonymous common
interest verification in SNS. It is limited to
improving the privacy of vehicle drivers while
using wireless communication of Vehicular Ad
Hoc Networks. Extension to SNS networks such
as Facebook and Twitter is questionable. It lacks
effective mechanisms and algorithm for
addressing the privacy violation problem in SNS.
Studies by [39] and [31] proposed a privacypreserving solution for user profile matching in
SNS by preserving privacy on query used for
searching and querying data results in SNS using
homomorphic encryption techniques. Proposed
solutions were limited to searching and protocols
for profile matching. They lack effective
mechanisms and algorithm for addressing the
problematic situation of privacy violation in SNS.
Moreover, a study by [12] proposed a solution for
privacy-preserving for photo sharing in SNS using
homomorphic encryption techniques. It is limited
to privacy-preserving for photo-sharing service in
SNS.
The existing privacy controls in SNS are
inadequate for addressing privacy violation in
SNS. Thus, this study proposes homomorphic
cryptographic techniques for privacy protection of
users’ data in SNS. It uses research questions to
address the research problem of privacy violation
in SNS. The following research questions were
used in the research problem.
i). What are the requirements for privacy
protection of users’ data in SNS?
ii). How to develop the algorithm for privacy
protection of users’ data in SNS?
iii). What is the performance of the proposed
solution for the privacy protection of users’
data in SNS?

3
METHODOLOGY
The study employed mixed research methods
which include divide and conquers, use case
analyses, controlled experiment and Big O
notation. For analyzing the requirements for
privacy protection of users’ data in SNS, it
employed use case analysis techniques. Moreover,
for analysis of the performance of the proposed
solution, it employed Big O notation and
controlled experiment.
The divide and conquers was employed to address
the problem of privacy violation. The research
problem was split down into smaller sub-problems
from the original problem [40], [41]. The smaller
sub-problems were solved and the solutions to
each sub-problem were combined to create a
solution to the original problem. Use case analysis
technique was employed to gather and analyze
requirements [42], [43] for developing an
algorithm for privacy protection of users’ data in
SNS. It was used to answer research question 2:
“How to develop the algorithm for privacy
protection of users’ data in SNS?” It was used to
design and understand the interactions of users in
SNS by communicating the behaviour of users and
specifying all external interactions in SNS.
The study employed Big O notation and controlled
experiment to analyze the performance of the
proposed algorithm for privacy protection of users
data in SNS. Big O notation was used to analyze
and determine the algorithm complexity [40] of
the algorithm for privacy protection of users’ data
in SNS. Applying Big O notation to an algorithm
for privacy protection of users’ data in SNS); the
algorithm performance can be deduced as follows.
Let f (n) and g(n) be functions such that
f(n), g(n)  Z . The Big O notation can be
expressed as f O ( g ) , if and only if f (n) c.g(n)
; where c is a constant, c>0. A controlled
experiment was carried out in two phases to
analyze the performance (algorithm execution
time) of the proposed solution for the privacy
protection of users’ data in SNS.
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4

ANALYSIS AND DESIGN OF THE
PRIVACY PROTECTION OF USERS’
DATA
The research study employed divide and conquers
algorithm techniques to analyze the requirements
for developing the algorithm for privacy protection
of users’ data in SNS based on homomorphic
cryptography
techniques.
It
involves
understanding the research problem: privacy
violation in SNS and sub-dividing it into subproblems. The research study applied a divide and
conquers algorithm techniques compounded with
use case analysis techniques.
Use case analysis technique was employed to
gather and analyze requirements for developing an
algorithm for privacy protection of users’ data in
SNS as presented in Figure 1. It was used to
design and understand the interactions of users in
SNS by communicating the behaviour of users and
specifying all external interactions in SNS.
Additionally, the requirements were clearly
communicated based on how the algorithm for
privacy protection of users’ data in SNS should be
developed. Moreover, it assisted in determining
the roles the users play in the SNS and the
response to stimulus users receives from the SNS.
Use case analysis technique was employed to
understand the users’ interactions [42], [43], as
summarized in Figure 1. The users interact with
SNS by requesting various services such as
registering profiles, searching, chatting, sending
messages, uploading and sharing multimedia
content: photos, video, audio. Thus, causes privacy
violation due to ineffective privacy controls in
SNS such as Facebook, Twitter, and others. The
problem of privacy violation can be sub-divided
into sub-problems which include privacy violation
due to users operations and usage of SNS; and
privacy violation due to SNS provider. The subproblem due to user operations can be further subdivided into sub-problems which include privacy
violation due to users’ profile; privacy violation
due to friending; privacy violation due to messing;
privacy violation due to photo sharing; privacy
violation due to searching and tagging.

Privacy violation can result from SNS providers’
failure to ensure security and privacy in SNS.
Security and privacy controls based on access
controls and legacy encryption by SNS providers
do not ensure privacy in SNS. There is a need for
establishing security and privacy controls which
do not depend on the trust of SNS providers. The
research study establishes privacy requirements
for the development of an algorithm for privacy
protection of users’ data in SNS. These privacy
controls based on homomorphic cryptography
techniques would allow users in SNS such as
Facebook, Twitter and the other likes to operate in
untrusted environments without fears of violation
of privacy due to SNS providers.
The SNS services as presented in Figure 1, involve
the use of multimedia content for sharing
information in SNS. A multimedia content
involves the use of a combination of
different content forms in SNS such as text, audio,
images, animations, video and interactive content.
The use of multimedia contents is becoming
popular in SNS. Users of SNS can combine
different types of media for sharing information
such as text, audio, and video. Audio is
compressed, stored and processed and transmitted
in SNS. Audio files are encoded by sampling at 8
bit or 16-bit sample depth [44], [45].
The homomorphic encryption requirement is to
encrypt them at 16-bit. The video is composed of a
series of frames played over time. The video is
compressed, stored, processed and transmitted as
individual frames. For example, a frame with 720
x 576 pixels with a bit depth of 24 bits and a frame
rate of 25 frames per second frames per second)
[46]–[48]. Most digital video formats are decoded
using a minimum of 8 bits depth sample, others
use 16 bits, and 24 bits sample depth. The
homomorphic encryption requirement for video is
to encrypt individual frames of plaintext message
using bit length of between 8 bits and 24 bits per
sample [45], [47], [48].
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Figure 1. Users interactions in social network systems
The requirements for developing algorithm were
gathered through literature review and divide and
conquers algorithm techniques compounded with
use case analysis. The requirements for the
development of an algorithm for privacy
protection of users’ data in SNS are as follows.
i. Users of SNS performs operations on encrypted data using homomorphic cryptography operations.
ii. The users of SNS use homomorphic public
key infrastructure by using the private key and

public key
iii. Key generation: the useri of SNS generates
the public key ( PuK i ) and the private key (
Pr K i )
iv. Encryption: The useri of SNS encrypts the
data with the public key ( Puki ), and sends
the encrypted data and Puki to the SNS
provider server.
v.
Storage: the encrypted data and Puki are
stored in the SNS provider database.
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Request: the useri interacts with SNS interface to send a request to the SNS provider
server to perform operations on encrypted
data.
vii. Evaluation: SNS provider processes the request and performs the operations requested by the useri
viii. Response: SNS provider returns to the
useri , processed encrypted result.
ix. Decryption: the useri decrypts the returned
encrypted result using a private key, Pr ki .
vi.

4.1 The Proposed Solution for the Privacy
Protection of Users’ Data
The study employed divide and conquers to
develop an algorithm for privacy protection of
users’ data in SNS based on homomorphic
cryptography techniques. It was developed based
on requirements specifications. Figure 2 depicts
algorithm architecture for privacy protection of
users’ data in SNS based on homomorphic
cryptography techniques. It comprises of SNS
services si with input mi requested by useri in SNS
such as Facebook, Twitter, and other likes. The
services in SNS can be defined as a set of services
given by
Sx =
{“friending”,
“news
feed”,
“friends” ,”timeline” , “likes”, “messages”, “photo
uploading, audio, video”, “chatting”, “friending”,
“news feed”, “friends”, “tagging”, “tweet”,
“follow“, search”}.
Where x=i or j, represent a given service requested
by user i or j in SNS.

.

S i (mi )

Dec (C 'j , Prk j ) m 'j )

ci E (mi , Puk i )

SNS

Encrypted
request

mi

Encrypted
response

ci'  g (Puk j f h , c j )
Userj

Useri
g (Puk x f h  , cx )

( Puki , Pr ki )

Where x= i or j
'
i

c g (Puk i f h  , ci )
Encrypted
response
'
i

Dec(C , Prk i ) m

'
i

Store encrypted
SNS users’ data

( Puk j , Pr k j )
Encrypted
request

c j E (m j , Puk j )

mj
S j (m j )

Figure 2. Algorithm architecture for privacy protection of users’ data in social network systems
based on homomorphic cryptographic techniques
Let M represents the plaintext space with, and let
C represent the homomorphic ciphertext space
with cx  C ; userx represents users interacting in
SNS ubiquitous computing environment; where x
= i or j. From Figure 2, the following is deduced.
i. Key generation: the userx of SNS generates
the public key ( Puk x ) and the private key (

Prk x ); where x= i or j.
ii. Input: the plain text mx for the service is split
into smaller n bit blocks of plaintext message
sx (mx ) m1 , m2 ,..., mn ; where x= i or j;
mx  M , M.
iii. Encryption: The userx of SNS encrypts the
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plaintext mx with the public key puk x ; and
sends the encrypted data and his/her public
key, Puk x to the SNS provider server; where
x=i or j.
iv. Request: the userx interacts with SNS
interface to send a request to the SNS provider
server to perform homomorphic operations on
encrypted data.
v. Evaluation: SNS provider server processes the
request from userx and performs the
homomorphic operations f h on encrypted
data cx using the user public key Puk x ; the
output is the encrypted result,
cx' g (Puk x f h  , cx ) , cx'  C ; where x=i or j.
vi. Storage: SNS provider stores the user’s en'
crypted data cx and the user’s public key
Puk x in the SNS provider database.
vii. Response: SNS provider returns to the userx
'

where x= i or j.
viii. Decryption: the userx decrypts the returned
'
encrypted result cx using his/her private key
Pr k x ; Dec(C x' , Prk x ) m 'x , mx'  M ; where
x= i or j.
From Figure 2, using divide and conquers; the
development of an algorithm for privacy
protection of users’ data in SNS was split into five
blocks, namely algorithm block 1 for accepting
input plaintext message in SNS, algorithm block 2
for generating public key and private key for users
in SNS, algorithm block 3 for homomorphic
encryption of message in SNS, algorithm block 4
for homomorphic evaluation of ciphertext in SNS,
and algorithm block 5 for decryption of ciphertext
results at user of SNS. The development of an
algorithm for privacy protection of users’ data in
SNS was carried out for each algorithm block as
summarized in Table 1.

'

processed encrypted result cx , cx  C ;
Table 1. Algorithm for privacy protection of users’ data in social network systems based on
homomorphic cryptography techniques
Block 1: Accepting input plaintext message in SNS
1.Input: the plain text for the service

s x ( mx )

2.The message is split into smaller n bit blocks of plaintext
sx ( mx ) m1 , m2 ,..., mn ; where x= i or j; mx  M , M
3.For i=1 to n
{
4.Plaintext message
M= sx (mx ) m1 , m2 ,..., mn
}
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Block 2: Generating a public key and private key
5.Select

the

homomorphic
encryption
HE min time ,memory  HE1 , HE2 ,...HEn  with minimum complexity
memory

scheme,
time and

6.Select key bit length to be used for generating public and
private key pair
bit-length =bit-length value
7.Select certainty value for semantic security
certainty= certainty value
8.Call KeyGen (Prk, Puk) to generated private key and public
key
{
9.The private key, Prk= HE.KeyGen(prkx, pukx)
10.The public key, Puk=HE. KeyGen(prkx, pukx)
}
Block 3:Homomorphic encryption of message in SNS
11.Pass the public key for the user of SNS generated by
KeyGen (Prk, Puk)
12.Receive the plaintext message mx for userx

mx for userx using public key Puk x

13.Encrypt message
14.For i=1 to n
{
15. cx HE.E (Puk x , m x )
}

16.Send the encrypted result

cx and the user public key

Puk x to SNS provider through the Internet
Block 4: Homomorphic evaluation in SNS
17.Receive ciphertext
key Puk x from

Cx , C x  C

together with the

userx ; C=Ciphertext

public

Cx

18.Perform required homomorphic operations on ciphertext
19.Homomorphic evaluation, cx' HE.eval (Puk x f h , cx )
20.Perform homomorphic addition on ciphertext,
cx' HE.eval (Puk x f h  , cx )
21.Perform homomorphic
cx' HE.eval (Puk x f h , cx )

multiplication

on

ciphertext,
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22.Give response to

userx by sending processed ciphertext

'
x

results, c HE.eval (Puk x f h  , cx )
23.Store homomorphic evaluated privacy data for
SNS provider ‘s database

userx in

Block 5: Decryption of evaluation results at users of SNS
24.Received the ciphertext processed results from SNS
provider
for
service
output
ciphertext
results,

c'x sx (c'x )
25. userx

use

his/her

ciphertext c

'
x

private

key

Prk x

to

decrypt

the

for homomorphic evaluated service sx (c 'x )

= cx'  g (Puk x f h  , cx )
26.HomoDecrypt ( c, Prk)
{
27. mx' Dec(c 'x , Pr k x ) where

mx' is the decrypted plaintext

message result, mx'  M
}

4.2 Illustration of the Proposed Solution for
the Privacy Protection of Users Data
The developed algorithm for privacy protection of
users’ data in SNS based on homomorphic
cryptography techniques was translated into a
computer program application using java
application program. The study adopted the
Paillier homomorphic encryption scheme to
illustrate the developed algorithm; other
homomorphic encryption schemes can be
substituted to achieve the same objective of
privacy protection of users’ data in SNS. The
developed algorithm was translated into a java

program with four classes. The created classes are
class for accepting plaintext message from a user
of SNS (InputPlaintextMessage class); class for
generating keys, encrypting and decrypting
(HomoCrypto class); class for performing a
homomorphic
evaluation
for
ciphertexts
(HomoEva class) and main class which call
methods from the other three classes in the
developed algorithm (HomoAlgorithmPrivacy
class). Table 2 presents the summary of a
description of each class in the developed
algorithm for privacy protection of users’ data in
SNS.

Table 2. Classes in the algorithm for privacy protection of users’ data
S/N

Class

Description

1

class InputPlaintextMessage

2

class HomoCrypto

 Accepting plaintext messages from users of SNS.
It has inputMessage() function for accepting an array of plaintext messages from
users of SNS
 This class performs homomorphic cryptography operations which include keys
generation, encryption, and decryption.
 It has KeyGeneration (int bitLengthVal, int certainty) function for generating
public keys and private keys for homomorphic operations. It has a bit length parameter for determining the keys generated strength.
 It has certainty parameter to ensure semantic security.
 It has Encryption (BigInteger m) function for encrypting a plaintext message m
from a user of SNS.
 It has BigInteger Decryption (BigInteger c) function for decrypting processed ci472
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S/N

Class

3

class HomoEval

4

Class
HomoAlgorithmPrivacy

Description
phertext results from SNS provider.
 This class accepts ciphertext from users of SNS, performing a homomorphic
evaluation on ciphertexts (addition & multiplication homomorphic operations)
and output ciphertext responses to users of SNS.
 It has ciphertext() function for accepting ciphertext requests from users of SNS
 It has homomorphicAddition () function for performing homomorphic addition
evaluation on ciphertext from the users of SNS at the provider of SNS.
 It has homomorphicMultiplication () function for performing homomorphic multiplication evaluation on ciphertext from the users of SNS at the provider of
SNS.
 This is the main class & it calls methods from other classes to illustrate the developed algorithm for privacy protection of users’ data in SNS.
 It illustrates the input phase of plaintext message m from users of SNS, keys
generation phase, encryption phase, homomorphic evaluation phase (homomorphic addition and multiplication of ciphertexts) and decryption phase of evaluated ciphertexts results.

5
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The performance of the developed algorithm for
privacy protection of users’ data in SNS based on
homomorphic cryptography techniques was
analyzed using Big O notation and controlled
experiment. It is presented as follows. The study
employed Big O notation and controlled
experiment to analyse the performance of the
proposed solution for the privacy protection of
users’ data in SNS. The results and discussion are
as follows.
5.1

Performance Analysis Using Big O Notation for the Developed Algorithm
The study employed Big O notation to analyze and
determine the performance algorithm complexity
for the developed algorithm for privacy protection
of users’ data in SNS based on homomorphic
cryptography techniques. Applying Big O notation
to the developed algorithm. The performance of
the developed algorithm for privacy protection of
users’ data in SNS can be deduced as follows. Let
f (n) and g(n) be functions such that
f(n), g(n)  Z . The Big O notation can be
expressed as f O( g ) , if and only if
f (n) c.g(n) ; where c is a constant, c>0. From
Table 1 the Big O notation for an algorithm for
privacy protection of users’ data in SNS was
computed by applying divide and conquers to each
algorithm block (block 1, 2,…5).

Algorithm block 1: accepting input plaintext
message for users in SNS
sx (mx ) m1 , m2 ,..., mn ;
m<n; Big O =O(n).
Big O for algorithm block 1= O(n).
Algorithm block 2 for generating keys (public and
private keys) for users in SNS
For keys generation, Big O = O(p*q) = O(1).
Big O for Algorithm block 2, Big O=O(1).
Algorithm block 3 for homomorphic encryption of
message in SNS
Big O for algorithm block 3= O(n 2 )
Algorithm block 4: homomorphic evaluation in
SNS
Big O for homomorphic evaluation,
O(m1  m2 ) O (n  n) O(n)
Big O
for
addition;
O(m1 * m2 ) O(n* n) O(n 2 )
for
Big O
multiplication.
Big O for algorithm block 4= O(n 2 ) .
Algorithm block 5 for decryption of evaluation
results at users of SNS
m L(c  (mod n 2 )). (mod n) ; applying the Chines
remainder theorem [40],
Big O O( L(c  (mod n 2 )). (mod n)) O(n 2 ) ,
Big O for algorithm block 5= O(n 2 )
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iment (phase I and II).
i. Developed algorithm for privacy protection of
users’ data in SNS with its description
ii. Laptop with Intel Core i5 processor, 2.4 GHz,
8 GB RAM, 64-bit processor, Windows 10
Pro.
iii. Bytecode and executable program of an algorithm for privacy protection of users’ data
in SNS
iv. Table template for recording results (Table 3
and Table 4).

Thus, the Big O notation of algorithm for privacy
protection
of
users’
data
in
SNS
max{O(Algorithm block1,..5)}
max{O(n), O(1), O(n 2 ), O(n 2 ),O(n 2 )} O(n 2 )

Big O for an algorithm for privacy protection of
users’ data in SNS is O(n 2 ) . Thus, the algorithm
for privacy protection of users’ data in SNS has
algorithm complexity of O(n 2 ) , quadratic
complexity.
5.2

Performance Analysis Using Experiment
for the Developed Algorithm
The performance analysis of the developed algorithm for privacy protection of users’ data in SNS
was carried out using a controlled experiment.
The experiment was performed in two phases.
Phase I was carried out to examine the performance of the developed algorithm by varying input plaintext message m, and bit-length of keys
was fixed. Phase II of the experiment was carried
by varying bit-length of keys and, bit-length of
plaintext message m was fixed. The following
materials were prepared for conducting the exper-

5.2.1 Experiment Phase I
In a controlled experiment in phase I, keys (public and private keys) were generated at fixed bitlength such as 1024. Input plaintext message mx
was varied from bit-length of 1 to 30. The bytecode java program for the developed algorithm
was executed by varying input plaintext message
(m1 and m2) from bit-length of 1 to 30, while bitlength for keys was fixed (bit-length=1024). The
execution time in milliseconds for each corresponding plaintext message m was recorded in table template as shown in Table 3. For a message
with n bits; the size of plaintext message is 2n .

Table 3. Execution time of a developed algorithm for fixed keys size
bit length

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

..

30

12

m1

2

4

8

16

32

64

128

256

512

1,024

2,048

2

..

230

m2

2

4

8

16

32

64

128

256

512

1,024

2,048

212

..

230

time (ms)

100
2.0

100
2.0

99
2.0

94
2.0

97
2.0

101
2.0

103
2.0

96
2.0

97
2.0

97
2.0

101
2.0

..

log10 t

100
2.0

102
2.0

The study revealed that the logarithmic execution
time ( log10 t ) is a constant value for the
developed algorithm for privacy protection of
users’ data in SNS at the fixed key size and
variable bit-length of input plaintext message. The
growth algorithm complexity is limited to a
constant value as shown in Figure 3; when key
size is fixed and the bit length of input text
message is varied. This is consistent with a study
by [49] which found that entropy of the graph
limit for maximal entropy converges to
maximizing graphon as limit approaches infinity.

In practice, the input plaintext message m is split
into small n-bits blocks message size;
S (mx ) m1 , m2 ,..mn . This shows that the
algorithm for privacy protection of users’ data in
SNS based on homomorphic cryptography
techniques can be used in a practical environment.
Thus, the proposed solution is applicable to
services which involve big plaintext message m,
such as multimedia (sharing of photo, audio, and
video) in SNS.
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Figure 3. The execution time of the algorithm at variable input plaintext
5.2.2 Experiment phase II
The objective was to analyze the effect of varying
keys size (bit-length) and execution time of the
developed algorithm for privacy protection of
users’ data in SNS. In controlled experiment phase
II, keys bit-length was varied. The bytecode java
program for the developed algorithm was executed
by varying keys’ bit-length from 256 to 2048.

The bit-length for input plaintext message (m1 and
m2) was fixed as shown in Table 4. The execution
time in milliseconds for each corresponding
plaintext was recorded in table template as shown
in Table 4.

Table 4. Variable keys size and execution time of the developed algorithm
Key size

256

512

768

1,024

1,280

1,536

1,792

2,048

time(t) (ms)

15

31

47

94

156

250

375

509

Input plaintext message, m1=33, m2=40

The data were analyzed using MS Excel and
visualized using a timeline graph as shown in
Figure 4. This shows that the execution time of the
algorithm for privacy protection of users’ data in
SNS increases with increase in bit-length of keys
employed. Moreover, the results show that time
execution for the developed algorithm increases in
quadratic time approximately trends, y= 12.126x2
– 16.492x + 32. This result is similar to Big O

performance analysis which found algorithm
complexity of O(n 2 ) for developed algorithm. The
developed algorithm for privacy protection of
users’ data in SNS gives performance execution
time of fewer than 0.05 seconds for keys size of at
most 768 bit-length. Moreover, it gives execution
time of fewer than 0.094 seconds for keys size of
1024 bit-length and has time execution of fewer
than 0.6 seconds for keys size of 2048 bit-length.
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Figure 4. Keys size variation with execution time for the developed algorithm
6

CONCLUSION

The research study addressed the problematic
situation of privacy violation in SNS using
homomorphic cryptographic techniques. It
proposes an algorithm for privacy protection of
users’ data in SNS based on homomorphic
cryptographic techniques. The development of an
algorithm for privacy protection of users’ data in
SNS was guided by divide and conquers
techniques for design and development of the
algorithm. Moreover, the study revealed that the
developed algorithm has algorithm complexity of
O(n 2 ) , quadratic complexity. It increases in
quadratic time approximately trend. It gives
performance execution time of shorter than 0.094
seconds for keys size of 1024 bit-length. In
practice, the study recommends keys size of 1024
bit-length to be used for the proposed algorithm
for privacy protection of users’ data in SNS based
on homomorphic cryptographic techniques. Thus,
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ABSTRACT
Passwords have continued to play dominant role in
online authentication systems. Consequently, it has
become a great target for hackers. To mitigate these
attacks, various websites have device means of
educating their users on how to create strong
passwords. One common form of educating users is
through the existing feedback mechanism in which
the user’s password strength is computed and the
result of the computation is displayed instantaneously
as weak/good/strong. However, this form of
education has been widely used for decades despite
some of its drawbacks. In this work, a social class
pressure system was proposed as an alternative to
correct the identified flaws. The system takes the
users’ passwords, computes the strength and
compares it with other users’ passwords and reports,
for example, “your password is 66% weaker than
other users’ passwords”. With the pressure from the
user’s social class peers, the user will be motivated to
change his password to at least a level where he/she
can beat the majority of other users’ passwords’
strength. The system was implemented using PHP. A
total of one thousand one hundred and one
participants were used to test the system and existing
systems for comparative analysis. The result showed
that the proposed system is a better method of
helping users generate strong passwords.

KEYWORDS
Better Passwords, Entropy, Existing Feedback
Mechanism, Proposed Feedback Mechanism,
Social Class Pressure
1 INTRODUCTION
Internet-based systems such as online banking
and online commerce continue to rely heavily on

passwords for access control system despite calls
for its replacement by researchers [1]. Thus,
passwords become the first line of defense
against attacks on these systems [2]. Why are
passwords widely used despite a litany of
proposed replacements? The answer to this
question according to [3], is because, password,
as an authentication scheme is easy to learn how
to use it; can easily be changed if forgotten or
compromised; does not require any special
hardware for implementation; and provides
adequate security although there are some
concerns about weak passwords which can lead
to weak security. According to [4, 5], the
weakness is not within the password
authentication itself, but the choice of the
passwords by the end-users. Furthermore, the
finding of [6] revealed that the quest to replace
passwords by other authentication schemes is far
and difficult to achieve. Their research work led
to key insights about the difficulty of replacing
passwords. This finding became a motivator for
usable security researchers to come up with
novel approach to improve on the security of the
incumbent password authentication scheme,
hence the need to develop systems that will
motivate end-users towards generating very
strong passwords.
Research results have shown that educated users
create better passwords than users that receive no
guidance/education on how a good password
should be created [7, 8, 9]. One common form of
educating end-users is through the feedback
mechanism in which the password strength
meter is used to compute the strength of the
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end-user’s chosen password and the feedback
given instantaneously.
A second approach to educating end-users is the
password creation policy. According to [1], the
most prevalent password creation policy is
rule-based method. It functions by giving the
end-users rules to be adhered to during password
creation in order to create strong passwords. For
example, the end-users are given the rules such
as minimum password length of eight characters
and must contain an upper case character and at
least one special symbol character, etc.
In this work, we proposed a third approach
called the Peer Pressure (Social Class Pressure)
Method. In this method, the strength of the
end-user’s chosen password at the point of
account creation is compared with the strength of
the passwords of his social class peers already in
the system and the result of the comparison
becomes the feedback. For example, the
feedback might be “your chosen password is
66% weaker than the passwords of other users”.
The detailed description of this approach is
discussed at the methodology section.
The remainder of this paper is organized into four
sections namely: related work, methodology,
evaluation
and
results
and
finally
recommendations and conclusion.
2 RELATED WORK
Several works have been done towards assisting
end-users in creating very strong passwords for
their numerous online accounts. Prominent
among them is the feedback mechanism which
relies mostly on password composition policies
and password strength assessment meters. Many
websites relied on existing password strength
assessment meters in assisting end-users towards
creating very strong passwords. This is often
referred to as proactive password checker.
According to [10], existing systems that check
password proactively are generally based on rule
sets or formulas that discourage users from using
weak passwords. It has been shown by many
authors that this rule-based approach in
computing the password strength is not very
effective [11, 12]. They therefore argued for a
better formula that will drive the feedback

mechanism. However, results from [7], [8] and
[9] showed that the feedback mechanism helps
users in creating better passwords than when
there is no feedback at all.
Another form of education different from the
feedback mechanism was introduced by [7]. It is
called Mnemonic Phrase-based Password
creation method. End-users were educated to use
mnemonic phrase and condensed it into a
password. The advantage of this method
according to [7] is that it provides equal
protection with those of machine-generated
random passwords but easier to remember when
compared with machine-generated passwords.
However, [13] cracked these mnemonic phrasebased passwords easily using mnemonic
dictionary attacks. Thus, with the advent of
mnemonic dictionary, there is need to research
into other methods of educating the users.
In another study, [1] developed Analyzer and
Modifier for Passwords using probabilistic
techniques. The system first analyzes whether a
user proposed password is weak or strong by
estimating the probability of the password being
cracked. It then modifies the password slightly if
it is weak to create a strengthened password. The
developed system does not allow users to modify
the password by themselves. Thus, the approach
is
not
different
from
the
system
assigned/generated password with the attendant
usability problem.
In a related study, [14] developed a lightweight
password creation mechanism that uses
Persuasive Technology to influence users to
create stronger passwords. Again, as in the case
of [1], it a machine generated password approach
which has more usability problem than those
created by the users themselves.
Since the focus of this paper is on the effect of
the feedback mechanism on the passwords
created by end-users, an extensive review of the
works of [15] on feedback mechanism is hereby
carried out.
According to [15], the standard password
selection mechanism was developed to enable
users change their passwords/create new
passwords. Its interface is shown in figure 1.
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feedback as “very strong” on a website, while
the same password can receive a feedback of
“weak” from another website. This type of
inconsistency can bring confusion to the endusers with far reaching negative consequences.

Figure 1. A typical password selection mechanism

Source: From [15]
From figure 1, the limitations of the standard
password selection mechanism are as follows:
(i) It does not assist users in creating strong
passwords as it offers no security context at all.
(ii) It does not offer informative feedback to the
end-users [16].
(iii) Arising from (ii), the user keep trying
passwords until he or she finds the one that
works but has no sense of progress from one
attempt to the next [15].
To address the shortcomings of the standard
Password Selection Mechanism, the current
Password Selection Mechanism shown in figure
2 was developed.

Another commonly found drawback is that endusers, in most cases slightly modify their
passwords by appending a numeric character at
the end of the chosen password [17]. This, in
most cases, increases the password rating from
weak to strong on many websites, whereas in the
actual sense such a password is vulnerable. This
paper, therefore, addresses these research gaps.
3 METHODOLOGY
3.1 The Proposed Method
In this work, we proposed a method called Social
Class Pressure System. It functions by
influencing the user towards creating a strong
password through a feedback mechanism that
informs the user the strength of his password in
relation to the password strength of his peers in
the social class. Through this, the system adopts
pressure and persuasion in influencing the user
towards creating a strong password. The
simplified architecture of the proposed system is
shown in figure 3.

USER
MODULE
Figure 2. Current password selection mechanism

Source: From [15]
As shown in figure 2, it operates by showing a
progress bar that dynamically reflects the quality
of the password, with a textual indicator that is
updated at set thresholds informing the end-user
the quality of the password chosen through a
feedback mechanism [15]. End-users are
encouraged to create strong passwords as a result
of the feedback they receive that their chosen
passwords are weak [9] and [15].
However, the drawback of this existing feedback
mechanism is its non-uniformity in rating a
password from one website to another. For
example, an end-user’s password can receive a

RAND
MODULE

MODULE
A

MODULE
B

MODULE
C

Figure 3: The Simplified Architecture of the Proposed
System
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The proposed system consists of five modules,
namely User Module, Rand Module, Module A,
Module B and Module C. The individual
modules are further explained below.
3.1.1 The User Module
This module takes as an input the user password,
validates it with the server and if valid, computes
the entropy of the password and finally takes the
user to Rand Module.
3.1.2 The Rand Module
This module uses random sampling technique in
assigning users to either of Module A, Module B
or Module C, where further action is required. In
fact, this module is purely for random
distribution of users. For example, if it assigns a
user to Module A, then the dialog box for
Module A will pop up to that particular user.
3.1.3 The Module A
In Module A, there is no proactive password
checking mechanism. This was used as the
control experiment. This module will enable us
compare the strength of the changed passwords,
in this case, the new passwords with the old
passwords. The result from this module will
enable us draw a valid conclusion on whether
users can change their passwords to strong
passwords without any form of education or
guidance or feedback.
3.1.4 The Module B
This Module retains the existing proactive
password checking mechanism using the current
industry practice, that is, a horizontal bar
indicating password strength in terms of very
weak, weak, fair, good, strong or very strong.
3.1.5 The Module C
This module is used to test the proposed system.
The module uses the social class pressure in
pressuring, persuading, motivating and educating
the user to creating strong password through its
feedback mechanism. It takes the user’s
password, computes the strength and compares it
with other users’ passwords and gives the

following feedback: “Your new password is 66%
weaker than other users’ passwords. Please
change it immediately”. With the pressure from
the user’s social class peers coupled with the
persuasive and warning language to change the
password immediately, the user will be
motivated to change his password to at least a
level where he/she can beat the majority of other
users’ passwords’ strength.
3.2 The Password Strength
Password strength is a measure of the
effectiveness of a password in resisting guessing
and brute-force attacks. It is computed using
entropy formula. In this study, we used the
entropy formula of [18] to compute the password
strength. The entropy formula of [18] is given
by:
L*(Log(C))/(Log(2))
where:
H is the computed password strength;
L is the length of the password; and



C is the character set.

After computing the password strength, the
system converts it to percentage. A percentage
range was devised to obtain the proposed
feedback mechanism. This is calculated by
finding the average of each range and subtracting
the resultant average from 100. The percentage
range and the proposed feedback mechanism are
presented in table 1.
Table 1. Password Strength and Proposed Feedback
Mechanism.
Password Strength in Proposed Feedback Mechanism
Percentage
00-20
90% weaker than other users
21-30
75% weaker than other users
31-40
66% weaker than other users
41-50
55% weaker than other users
51-75
38% weaker than other users
76-99
13% weaker than other users
100-100
0% weaker than other users

3.3 Algorithm of the Model
The algorithm of the proposed System is
presented below.
1. Let A, B and C be the interfaces that drive
modules A, B and C respectively
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2. Enter your old password (O_Passwd)
3. Validate O_Passwd with Server
4. If (O_Passwd is OK) then compute EntropyO
5. Interface=RAND(A, B, C)
6. If (Interface=A) then
Enter new password (N_PasswdA)
Compute EntropyA
Store (O_Passwd, EntropyO)
Store (N_PasswdA, EntropyA)
endif
compute mean EntropyO
compute mean EntropyA
store (mean EntropyO, mean EntropyA)
elseif (Interface=B) then
Enter new password (N_PasswdB)
7. Compute EntropyB
Convert result to percentage
Compare with Range
Output existing feedback mechanism
If (N_PasswdB is changed) then goto 7
Store (O_Passwd, EntropyO)
Store (N_PasswdB, EntropyB)
endif
compute mean EntropyO
compute mean EntropyB
store (mean EntropyO, mean EntropyB)
else enter new password (N_PasswdC)
8. Compute EntropyC
Covert result to percentage
Compare with Range
Output new feedback mechanism
If (N_PasswdC is changed) then goto 8
Store (O_Passwd, EntropyO)
Store (N_PasswdC, EntropyC)
endif
compute mean EntropyO
compute mean EntropyC
store (mean EntropyO, mean EntropyC)
END

hundred and one (1,101) students were used for
the evaluation test. The system uses random
sampling technique in distributing the students to
the three modules, where each of the modules is
used to evaluate the three feedback mechanisms,
namely no feedback, existing feedback
mechanism and proposed feedback mechanism.
Thus, each module was evaluated using three
hundred and sixty-seven (367) students.
4.1.1 Module A Interface
The snapshot for Module A interface is shown in
Figure 4.

CHANGE

Figure 4. No Feedback

In Figure 4, one can see that there is no feedback
mechanism. Here, the participants were allowed
to change their passwords without any motivator
driving them towards changing it to stronger
passwords.
4.1.2 Module B Interface
In a related development, the snapshot for
Module B interface is shown in Figure 5.

4 EVALUATION AND RESULTS
4.1 Evaluation
The system was implemented using PHP and
was tested using final year students of the
Federal College of Education, Abeokuta,
Nigeria. The students were informed that there is
a new College ICT policy where each student is
expected to login to the College portal, change
their old passwords before printing their
semester result slips. A total of one thousand one
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In Figure 6, one can see that the proposed
feedback mechanism, which compares the
strength of the end-user’s password with the
passwords of the other users of the system. The
aim of this type of feedback mechanism is to
persuade as well as put pressure on the end-user
towards changing his or her password to obtain a
password strength that is at least, at par with his
colleagues.
4.2 Results
The analyses of the results obtained are
presented below.

CHANGE

Figure 5. Existing Feedback Mechanism

In Figure 5, the existing feedback mechanism as
currently found in majority of websites was
retained. It displays the strength of the
end-user’s password, thereby encouraging the
end-user to change the password to a stronger
one. In this case, the feedback mechanism is the
motivator.
4.1.3 Module C Interface
The snapshot of Module C interface which is the
interface of the proposed Social Class Pressure
Method is shown in Figure 6.

4.2.1 Gender Analysis of the Sample
Population
The gender analysis of the sample population is
presented in table 2.
Table 2. Gender Analysis
SN Gender
1
Male
2
Female
Total

Number
440
661
1,101

Percentage
39.96%
60.04%
100.00%

From table 2, the percentage of male is 39.96%,
while that of the female is 60.04%.
4.2.2 Analysis of the new Passwords created
from Module A
The mean entropy of the new passwords created
using Module A was computed and compared
with the mean entropy of the old passwords. The
result is presented in table 3.
Table 3. Effect of no feedback mechanism on the new
passwords created by Users
Password
Number of
Mean Password
Participants
Entropy
Old
367
47.43 bits
Password
New
367
46.77 bits
Password

CHANGE

Figure 6: The Proposed Feedback Mechanism

The results from table 3 showed that both the
new and the old passwords approximately have
the same bit. This showed that there is no
difference in password strength between the new
and old passwords. Consequently, we conclude
that the effect of no feedback mechanism has
negative consequences on the entropy of
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passwords created by the end-users. This finding
validated the finding of [7], [8], [9] and [15].
4.2.3 Analysis of the new passwords created
from Module B
The mean entropy of the new passwords created
using Module B was computed and the result
compared with the mean entropy of the old
passwords. The result is presented in table 4.
Table 4. Effect of existing feedback mechanism on the
new passwords created by Users
Password
Number of
Mean Password
Participants
Entropy
Old
367
47.23 bits
Password
New
367
56.24 bits
Password

From table 4, the result of the study showed an
increase in password strength from 47.23 bits to
56.54 bits, which is 19.08% increase in password
strength. This showed that the existing feedback
mechanism can help end-users create stronger
passwords. It also showed that it can help
end-users improve on their passwords by
creating new passwords that are stronger than
their old passwords. Again, the result validated
the finding of [7], [8], [9] and [15].
4.2.4 Analysis of the new passwords created
from Module C
The mean entropy of the new passwords created
using Module C was computed and compared
with that of the old passwords. The result is
presented in table 5.
Table 5. Effect of the proposed feedback mechanism on
the new passwords created by Users
Password
Number of
Mean Password
Participants
Entropy
Old
367
47.15 bits
Password
New
367
62.35 bits
Password

The result from table 5 showed an increase from
47.15 bits to 62.35 bits, which is 32.24%
increase in password strength. This result
showed that the Social Class Pressure System is
a very good motivator for the end-users towards
creating stronger passwords.

4.3 Discussion of Findings
The result from Module A showed a mean
entropy of 46.77 bits for the new passwords,
while the result from Module B showed a mean
entropy of 56.24 bits for the new passwords.
Furthermore, the result from Module C showed a
mean entropy of 62.35 bits for the new
passwords. From the results, it showed that the
proposed Social Class Pressure System has the
highest mean entropy.
Further analysis of the result showed that with
no feedback mechanism the percentage increase
in password strength is 0.00%, while the existing
feedback mechanism increased the password
strength of end-users by 19.08%. However, the
Social Class Pressure System gave an increase in
the password strength of end-users by 32.24%.
Comparing the proposed system and that of the
existing system, we have the mean entropy of the
new password increased from 56.24 bits to 62.35
bits. This showed a percentage increase of
10.86%. Thus, we conclude that the proposed
social class pressure system is a better method of
helping end-users create stronger passwords.
5 RECOMMENDATIONS AND
CONCLUSION
5.1 Recommendations
(1) We recommend that authentication systems
that make use of existing feedback mechanism
should be encouraged to adopt the proposed
Social Class Pressure System and its associated
feedback mechanism.
(2) We further recommend that future developers
of authentication systems should adopt the
Social Class Pressure System and its associated
feedback mechanism.
5.2 Conclusion
The result from this study showed that Social
Class Pressure is a potent method of encouraging
end-users to create stronger passwords when
compared
with
the
existing
feedback
mechanism.
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